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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

Gene silencing in Zea Mays and 
Arabidopsis thaliana via different 

repressive mechanisms 
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Gene activity is determined by different levels of 
chromatin structure and organization 
Genes, originally discovered as units of heredity, are sequences of DNA that encode 
proteins. These proteins form the complex molecular machinery that allows cell 
functionality, growth and division of cells. To establish and maintain specific cell types 
during development and differentiation within an organism, a specific set of genes is active 
in each cell type, while other genes are silenced (Jaenisch and Bird, 2003). Besides genes, 
the genome also contains a large proportion of non-coding sequences, such as transposable 
elements (TEs) and other repetitive sequences (Grewal and Jia, 2007; Bucher et al., 2012). 
While TEs and other repeats were considered for long ‘parasitic’ or ‘junk’ DNA, growing 
evidence has shown their importance in genome function and evolution (Lisch, 2012; De 
Souza et al., 2013). In order to warrant genome integrity, however, also the expression of 
these non-coding sequences has to be regulated. This thesis discusses silencing mechanisms 
targeting genes and silencing mechanisms targeting non-coding sequences. 

Gene activity is, among others, positively or negatively regulated by transcription 
factors that bind to cis-acting regulatory regions. Cis-acting sequences are part of the gene 
structure and have been studied in detail by many groups. In addition, gene expression is 
enforced by epigenetic mechanisms, long-range DNA interactions, as well as chromatin 
domains (Ciabrelli and Cavalli, 2015; Jaenisch and Bird, 2003). These regulatory 
mechanisms span from modifications of the underlying DNA sequence up to higher order 
chromatin organization in the nucleus. Below the different levels of regulation are 
discussed.  

DNA and histone modifications 

DNA is wrapped around octameric protein complexes consisting of histones resulting in a 
first level of chromatin organization (Campos and Reinberg, 2009). Specific modifications 
of DNA and histones are associated with different transcriptional states of genomic 
sequences. Methylation of cytosine residues in eukaryotes is a common DNA modification 
that is implicated in gene repression. In plants, cytosines in all sequence contexts can be 
methylated (CG, CHG, CHH, where H is an A, T, or C), whereas in mammals cytosines are 
mostly methylated in symmetric contexts (CG and CHG) (Law and Jacobsen, 2010). 
Defects in DNA methylation are lethal during mammalian embryogenesis, emphasizing the 
importance of this epigenetic mechanism. In several eukaryotic model organisms such as 
Drosophila melanogaster, Caenorhabditis elegans, Saccharomyces cerevisiae and 
Schizosaccharomyces pombe cytosine methylation is, however, very low to virtually absent 
(Capuano et al., 2014), emphasizing the importance of additional epigenetic mechanisms.  
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Besides DNA methylation, several post-translational modifications of histones, 
such as acetylation, methylation, phosphorylation and ubiquitination are also implicated in 
transcriptional regulation. Acetylation of histones is thought to weaken the interaction 
between DNA and histone, which would increase the accessibility of DNA for transcription 
factors (Bannister and Kouzarides, 2011). Histone acetylation is also recognized by the 
bromodomain of regulatory proteins such as the human p300 (Filippakopoulos and Knapp, 
2014). Hence, histone acetylation, for example acetylation of histone 3 (H3ac) is associated 
with an active chromatin structure (Barski et al., 2007). Another common modification of 
histones is methylation, which in contrast to histone acetylation, does not affect the DNA-
histone association. Methylation is rather thought to facilitate the binding of regulators such 
as PHD finger proteins, which, dependent on the methylated residue, either activate or 
repress transcription (Bannister and Kouzarides, 2011). Histon H3 methylation at lysine 4 
(H3K4me2) is for example associated with the transcription start site of active genes, while 
H3K27me3 is associated with repressed genes and H3K9me2 with heterochromatin (Barski 
et al., 2007; Campos and Reinberg, 2009). The addition of acetyl or methyl groups to 
histone tails causes only a modest change in their protein structure. However, also the post-
translational addition of small polypeptides such as ubiquitin to histone tails, has been 
reported (Bannister and Kouzarides, 2011). Ubiquitination of specific lysine residues can, 
similar to histone methylation, be associated with gene silencing or activation, dependent 
on which lysine residue is modified. 

Long-range chromosomal interactions 

Besides regulatory sequences immediately distal to the protein coding sequence, regulatory 
sequences can - in some species– also be located at a distance of more than 1 Mb of the 
regulated gene (Lettice et al., 2003; Shlyueva et al., 2014). The influence of such a distant 
regulatory region on gene expression is facilitated by the physical interaction of that DNA 
region with its respective target gene. An example is the locus control region (LCR) 
upstream of the mouse and human beta-globin loci (Palstra et al., 2003). These loci contain 
multiple genes arranged in order of their expression during development. The LCR 
physically interacts with the beta-globin genes and switches from gene to gene to mediate 
activation of the right gene at the right developmental stage (Palstra et al., 2003; Deng et 
al., 2012). The LCR loop structure is stably maintained, independent of transcription 
(Palstra et al., 2008; Mitchell and Fraser, 2008). In Zea mays (maize), the expression of 
booster 1 (b1), a locus involved in anthocyanin synthesis, has also been shown to be 
regulated by such a distant enhancer, 100 kb upstream of the b1 coding region (Stam et al., 
2002a). In tissue in which b1 is expressed, the enhancer interacts with the b1 coding region, 
initiating the formation of a multi-loop structure including additional regulatory sequences 
(Louwers et al., 2009a). 
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Functional chromatin domains 

Chromatin is folded into a conformation adequate to the volume of a nucleus (Fransz and 
De Jong, 2011). While chromosome folding may not involve specific interactions such as 
the physical interactions between genes and their regulatory sequence, it has been shown 
that the location of certain chromatin regions in the nucleus is not random. Instead, specific 
chromosome territories and functional chromatin domains are being created (Cremer and 
Cremer, 2001; Berr and Schubert, 2007; Pombo and Branco, 2007; Dixon et al., 2012; Grob 
et al., 2013). For example, genome-wide studies on chromosome conformation in mammals 
and D. melanogaster revealed the existence of functional domains that were  also called 
Topologically Associated Domains (TADs). TADs are  ~100 kb to ~1 Mb in length and 
contain linear arrangements of mostly co-regulated sequences (Sexton et al., 2012; Nora et 
al., 2012; Dixon et al., 2012). Within the borders of a TAD, functional interactions, such as 
promotor-enhancer-interactions, are possible. TADs have not been detected in all 
organisms studied thus far. For example A. thaliana seems to lack TADs (Feng et al., 2014; 
Grob et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015), possibly because of its high gene density and the 
absence of long linear arrangements of co-expressed genes (Schmid et al., 2005; Swarbreck 
et al., 2008). 

A functional nuclear compartment that shows high transcriptional activity is the 
nucleolus (Sirri et al., 2008). In the nucleolus, ribosomal RNA is synthesized by RNA 
Polymerase I (Pol I), processed and subsequently assembled with ribosomal proteins to 
form ribosomes. Experiments in erythroid cells showing the spatially coordinated 
transcription of globin genes resulted in the concept of Pol II transcription factories 
(Edelman and Fraser, 2012). Similar as observed in nucleoli, a Pol II transcription factory is 
thought to be shared by several, co-expressed highly transcribed protein coding genes, 
while lowly transcribed genes would be excluded from the structure. However, it is unclear 
if the concept of transcription factories has general relevance (Sutherland and Bickmore, 
2009). Genome-wide studies on chromosome conformation in mammals and D. 

melanogaster demonstrated the existence of TADs dedicated to actively expressed 
chromatin (Sexton et al., 2012; Nora et al., 2012; Dixon et al., 2012) While active TADs 
are formed by mostly co-expressed genes, unlike in transcription factories, lowly 
transcribed genes can be part of the domain (Sexton et al., 2012; Nora et al., 2012; Dixon et 
al., 2012).  

Heterochromatin is more condensed than euchromatin and has a tendency to form 
heterochromatic domains (Fransz and De Jong, 2011). In A. thaliana for example, by DNA 
staining, domains of pericentromeric heterochromatin are visible as chromocenters (Fransz 
et al., 2002). In several species also particular developmentally repressed genes have been 
shown to cluster, possibly to facilitate efficient silencing of these genes (Ciabrelli and 
Cavalli, 2015). In D. melanogaster, repressive polycomb proteins and H3K27me3 marks 
can be microscopically detected in distinct foci (Dietzel et al., 1999; Pirrotta and Li, 2012). 
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These foci can be disrupted in a reversible manner by hyper- or hypotonic treatments in 

vivo, while nuclear bodies such as nucleoli or Cajal bodies stay intact (Šmigová et al., 
2013). This observation emphasizes that polycomb foci are chromatin domains rather than 
discrete nuclear bodies, as it was initially speculated. In such polycomb domains in D. 

melanogaster, polycomb proteins have been shown to bind multiple scattered target genes 
that hence form in cis long-range chromatin interactions excluding other genes (Cléard et 
al., 2006; Lanzuolo et al., 2007; Tolhuis et al., 2011).  

Distinct transcriptional silencing machineries are 
dedicated to different types of chromatin 
In this thesis we are interested in the contribution of different levels of chromatin 
organization, such as e.g. chromatin structure and chromosomal interactions, to gene 
regulation in plants. In particular, the focus is on the chromatin structure and DNA 
methylation of a locus during transcriptional silencing compared to the structure it has 
before silencing or upon reactivation.  

Several distinct silencing mechanisms are known to mediate transcriptional 
silencing of constitutive heterochromatin, TEs, or euchromatic sequences. Constitutive 
heterochromatin includes transcriptionally repressed TEs and other repeated sequences 
(Grewal and Jia, 2007; Feng and Michaels, 2015). Heterochromatin, among other 
mechanisms, maintained by (symmetric) DNA methylation and H3K9me2, marks that 
reinforce each other (Jackson et al., 2002; Du et al., 2012). Other silencing mechanisms, 
such as the RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) pathway or polycomb silencing, are 
targeting sequences at the border or outside of constitutive heterochromatin. The latter two 
mechanisms are the focus in this thesis. 

RdDM silencing 

In plants, transcriptional silencing of TEs and other repeated sequences in proximity of 
genic sequences is accomplished by RNA-directed DNA Methylation (RdDM) (Zhong et 
al., 2012; Zheng et al., 2012; Gent et al., 2013). In short, RdDM mediates de novo DNA 
methylation by complementary small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) (see (Matzke and 
Mosher, 2014) for review). Synthesis and targeting of siRNAs involve non-coding 
transcripts that are made by two distinct plant-specific RNA polymerases, RNA Polymerase 
IV (Pol IV) and RNA Polymerase V (Pol V). RNA Polymerases are large holoenzyme 
complexes composed of at least 12 subunits, of which some are shared between different 
polymerases, while others are uniquely incorporated into a single polymerase, thereby 
specifying its enzymatic function (Ream et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2015). Pol IV and Pol V, 
which are involved in RdDM, are closely related to Pol II and probably arose with the 
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evolution of land plants (Haag et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2015). Compared to the assembly 
of polymerases in A. thaliana, Pol IV and Pol V in maize share more subunits with each 
other, but less subunits with Pol II.  

The canonical RdDM pathway in Arabidopsis thaliana is well characterized and 
consists of the following steps: first, DNA-dependent RNA polymerase (Pol) IV transcripts 
are made and converted to double-stranded RNA by RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 2 
(RDR2) (Matzke and Mosher, 2014). Then, the double-stranded RNA is processed into 24-
nt small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) by DICER-LIKE 3 (DCL3). Hereafter, siRNAs 
associate with ARGONAUTE 4 (AGO4) and the complex binds to complementary nascent 
scaffold transcripts of RNA polymerase Pol V. Subsequently, DOMAINS REARRANGED 
METHYLTRANSFERASE2 (DRM2) is recruited, mediating cytosine methylation in all 
sequence contexts (CG, CHG and CHH) (Law and Jacobsen, 2010). 

Components of the canonical RdDM pathway in maize were initially uncovered by 
being involved in paramutation (Giacopelli and Hollick, 2015). Paramutation is the 
mitotically and meiotically heritable transfer of silencing information in trans between 
homologous DNA sequences (Chandler and Stam, 2004; Hövel et al., 2015). Several 
RdDM components were found to be necessary for paramutation and/or the repression of 
paramutagenic epialleles in maize and hence the underlying genes were named “Mediator 

of paramutation (Mop)” and/or “Required to maintain repression” (Rmr) (Giacopelli and 
Hollick, 2015). In mutants for the RdDM factors described in Table 1, overall siRNA levels 
were shown to be depleted in most cases, underlining the function of these factors in the 
RdDM pathway (Arteaga-Vazquez et al., 2010; Sidorenko et al., 2009; Stonaker et al., 
2009; Erhard et al., 2009; Hale et al., 2009; Barbour et al., 2012). Furthermore, mutations in 
Mop1, Mop2 and Mop3 genes were shown to cause a reduction in DNA methylation, 
primarily in regions with high levels of CHH methylation (mCHH islands) (Li et al., 2015b, 
2014a). 
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Polycomb silencing 

Genes can be transcriptionally silenced by polycomb complexes (Mozgova and Hennig, 
2015). These multi-protein complexes are named after a mutant phenotype caused by de-
repression of homeotic genes in D. melanogaster (Schwartz and Pirrotta, 2013). Upon 
silencing, in D. melanogaster two distinct multi-protein complexes, polycomb repressive 
complex 1 (PRC1) and 2 (PRC2), assemble at the targeted sequences (Mozgova and 
Hennig, 2015). PRC1 has four core proteins, including dRING1, an ubiquitin ligase; PRC2 
also has four core proteins, including ENHANCER OF ZESTE, a histone 
methyltransferase. According to the original hierarchical model of polycomb silencing, first 
PRC2 modifies the targeted sequences with H3K27me3, which subsequently allows the 
recruitment of PRC1 to add H2AK118 ubiquitination (H2AK118ub). This combination of 
H3K27me3 and H2AK118ub (K119ub in mammals, K121ub in plants) results in changes 
in chromatin structure and transcriptional repression of the polycomb target genes 
(Schwartz and Pirrotta, 2013). However, the causality between this specific combination of 
chromatin marks and changes in chromatin structure is unclear, as it has also been claimed 
that PRC1 induces local chromatin condensation even in the absence of H2A ubiquitination 
(Eskeland et al., 2010). Additionally, there are examples of polycomb targets that solely 
depend on PRC2 or PRC1, respectively (Mozgova and Hennig, 2015). 

In A. thaliana three distinct PRC2 complexes exist that have been reported to act 
redundantly at some loci and non-redundantly at others (Mozgova and Hennig, 2015). The 
PRC1 complex, however, is only partially conserved in A. thaliana; while several homologs 
of RING proteins were found, the other core proteins of the D. melanogaster PRC1 
complex are missing. Nevertheless, there is strong evidence for the RING proteins to have a 
role in polycomb repression (Mozgova and Hennig, 2015). The A. thaliana protein LIKE-
HETEROCHROMATIN PROTEIN 1 (LHP1) has been suggested to fulfill the function of 
the missing PRC1 core proteins and to target RING proteins to PRC2 sites (Derkacheva et 
al., 2013). Intriguingly, LHP1 acts repressive on euchromatic sequences, unlike its 
structural homolog in animals, HP1, which exquisitely functions in heterochromatin 
formation.  

Polycomb silencing is essential to mediate specific gene expression patterns that 
allow correct development of an organism (Mozgova and Hennig, 2015). A well-studied 
example of a polycomb target in vertebrates is the widely conserved HOX gene cluster 
(Montavon and Soshnikova, 2014). To enable patterning of the vertebrate body axis during 
embryogenesis, transcription of HOX genes is under spatial and temporal control. While in 
mammals development is mostly completed at the end of embryogenesis, plants undergo 
major developmental changes also at later time points, for example at the transition from 
the vegetative to the reproductive phase. Flowering locus C (FLC), encoding a 
transcriptional repressor in A. thaliana, is targeted by polycomb silencing in order to allow 
the transition to flowering (Zhu et al., 2015). Polycomb silencing of FLC can be triggered 
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by vernalization, a prolonged cold treatment. The epigenetic silencing of FLC during cold 
is triggered by the binding of PRC2 and the PHD-finger proteins VIN3, VRN5 and VEL1 
(De Lucia et al., 2008). This association causes replacement of the activating H3K36me3 
mark by the repressive H3K27me3 mark at the FLC gene (Yang et al., 2014). The decrease 
of nascent FLC transcript levels during silencing correlates with an increase in the level of 
two long non-coding RNAs that are indicated to enhance the repression (Swiezewski et al., 
2009; Helliwell et al., 2011; Heo and Sung, 2011). To allow flowering and reproduction, 
after vernalization, the repressed state of FLC is mitotically stable until the end of the life 
cycle (De Lucia et al., 2008). 

Outline of this thesis 
In this thesis the silencing of two different paramutagenic RdDM loci in maize and a 
polycomb-target locus in A. thaliana have been studied. The RdDM pathway is involved in 
the repression by paramutagenic loci of homologous sequences in trans. The DNA 
methylation and chromatin structure of two paramutagenic loci in maize and the change in 
epigenetic marks upon reactivation in RdDM mutants were investigated. The knowledge 
gained aims towards the understanding of the overall process that allows silencing in trans. 
Additionally, the work shines light on the differences in the RdDM pathways in the two 
model species A. thaliana and maize. Furthermore, this work raises the question whether 
the concept of a polycomb-dependent chromatin cluster as they were found in vertebrates 
can be extrapolated to the model plant A. thaliana. Polycomb silencing at the FLC gene is 
induced by cold treatment, which allowed a spatial-temporal study of this gene upon 
repression. 

Chapter two of this thesis reviews the characteristics of sequences that are 
involved in paramutation that could determine the recruitment of RdDM silencing 
machineries. Also paramutation between the epialleles B’ and B-I, discussed in Chapter 3 
and 4, is dependent on RdDM components. In Chapter three and four we report on the 
effect of mop1, mop2 and mop3 mutants on the transcriptional silencing of the 
paramutagenic B’ locus. The different expression states of B’ and B-I are manifested in a 
combination of differential DNA methylation, chromatin structure and chromosomal 
interaction patterns of the two epialleles. We show that although all three RdDM 
components are needed for paramutation between B’ and B-I, mutations of mop1 and mop3 
have a distinct effect on the chromatin structure and conformation than mop2 mutations. 
Chapter five is on the chromatin structure and changes in this chromatin structure in an 
RdDM mutant at a transgenic H2B-YFP (NYR) locus engaged in paramutation. Although 
both the NYR and B’ epiallele are paramutagenic and require RdDM components for their 
repression, the level of DNA methylation and the chromatin structure of NYR and B’ are 
different. We propose that vNYR and B’ are two distinct, rather extreme cases that 
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exemplify the inverse correlation between the level of CHH methylation and H3K9me2 
observed within a range of RdDM loci (Jonathan Gent, personal communication).  

Chapter six describes the Chromosome Conformation Capture (3C) method 
adapted to plant tissue. 3C allows the identification of physical interactions between 
chromosomal regions that mediate for e.g. transcriptional activation of genes by remote 
enhancer sequences, or the silencing by polycomb complexes. To detect genome-wide 
interaction patterns, the 3C method can be scaled up in various ways. 4C (circular 3C), for 
example, enables the genome-wide detection of interactions between a known sequence 
region and the rest of the genome (one-versus-all), while HiC allows the identification of 
any interaction genome-wide (all-versus-all). In Chapter seven the 4C method finds an 
application in the study of chromosomal interaction patterns involving the FLC gene in A. 

thaliana. Here, the question was raised whether the chromosomal interaction pattern of 
FLC changes upon vernalization and whether any of the detected interacting sequences 
might be co-regulated with FLC. The thesis closes with Chapter eight, a general 
discussion on the new insights gained from the presented studies into the mechanisms 
underlying RdDM in relation to paramutation, and polycomb-dependent gene silencing in 
relation to chromosomal interactions. 
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Abstract 
Paramutation is an epigenetic phenomenon whereby in trans communication between 
homologous sequences leads to meiotically heritable epigenetic changes at one of the 
alleles. Cis-acting determinants of paramutation are DNA sequences and associated 
epigenetic modifications that are required for paramutation. Here, we review how 
characteristics of the underlying DNA sequences determine whether paramutation can 
occur and how they affect the behavior displayed by the various paramutation phenomena. 
Paramutation is strongly associated with repeated sequences, especially tandemly repeated 
sequences. Cis-acting determinants consisting of repeated sequences are consistent with the 
involvement of RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) in plants and the PIWI-
interacting RNA (piRNA) pathway in animals. In the RdDM-based model, siRNAs 
produced by paramutagenic loci would reinforce the silenced state of paramutagenic loci in 

cis and initiate transcriptional silencing of paramutable loci in trans. In this review, we 
discuss how sequence characteristics and epigenetic modifications of cis-acting sequences 
can trigger the recruitment of silencing machineries. 
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Introduction 
The term epigenetics refers to mitotically and meiotically heritable changes in genome 
function that are mediated by DNA and chromatin modifications, rather than by changes in 
the underlying DNA sequence. Examples of such modifications are cytosine methylation 
and specific histone modifications such as histone H3 lysine 9 or 27 dimethylation 
(H3K9me2, H3K27me2). Long before the underlying molecular mechanisms were 
identified, a range of so-called epigenetic phenomena was discovered through the non-
Mendelian inheritance they showed. Well-known examples of such epigenetic phenomena 
are genomic imprinting, transposon silencing and paramutation (Pires and Grossniklaus, 
2014; Slotkin and Martienssen, 2007; Chandler, 2007). The latter is the focus of this review 
and is a process in which epigenetic information is mitotically and meiotically transferred 
from one allele to another allele of the same gene, resulting in a change in gene expression 
in one of the alleles (FIG. 1) (Chandler and Stam, 2004; Stam, 2009; Hollick, 2012). 

The first record of a paramutation-like phenomenon involves the change of 
wildtype Pisum sativum (pea) plants into plants with narrow leaflets and petals (Bateson 
and Pellew, 1915). Decades later, the discovery of other cases of paramutation in 
Oenothera, Lycopersicon esculentum (tomato) and especially Zea mays (maize) led to 
extensive studies of paramutation in a variety of organisms, including mammals (Renner, 
1959; Hagemann, 1958; Brink, 1956; Coe, 1959; Chandler, 2007; Suter and Martin, 2010). 

Paramutation occurs between homologous sequences and commonly results in the 
down-regulation of gene expression at the affected allele. Paramutation is most extensively 
characterized for the maize red1 (r1), booster1 (b1), purple plant1 (pl1) and pericarp 

color1 (p1) loci, which encode transcription factors that mediate the production of 
flavonoid pigments (Chandler et al., 2000). These, and most other known cases of 
paramutation manifest themselves through easily detectable phenotypes such as a change in 
appearance, a decrease in plant pigmentation, protein fluorescence, or resistance to 
antibiotics (reviewed in (Chandler and Stam, 2004)). Paramutation can also affect loci that 
do not result in a major phenotypic alteration. Recently, genome-wide studies on maize 
recombinant inbred lines and their parents revealed several regions in the genome that show 
paramutation-like behavior (Regulski et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014b). In these studies, 
heritable changes in DNA methylation levels served as an indication for paramutation-like 
switches rather than changes in gene expression. Similar approaches are expected to reveal 
more sequences that potentially show paramutation-like behavior. Knowledge on the nature 
of the DNA sequences that mediate and undergo paramutation will greatly facilitate the 
identification of novel cases of paramutation. 

In this review, we focus on cis-acting determinants of paramutation, which we 
define as DNA sequences and associated epigenetic modifications that are required for 
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mediating the epigenetic switch underlying paramutation. We discuss how characteristics of 
the underlying DNA sequences determine whether paramutation can occur and how they 
affect the behavior displayed by the various paramutation phenomena. 

Defining paramutation 
Literature on paramutation involves a lot of paramutation-specific terminology, which we 
will define first before focusing on cis-acting determinants.  

Paramutation can occur between endogenous and/or transgenic sequences, and 
these sequences can be present in an allelic or non-allelic location in the genome. For 
simplicity, we will use the term allele in this review to refer to the loci involved in 
paramutation. In the context of paramutation, four different types of alleles can be 
distinguished: paramutagenic, paramutable, paramutated and neutral alleles. Paramutagenic, 
paramutable and paramutated alleles participate in paramutation and differ in their 
epigenetic state. Generally, paramutagenic and paramutated alleles are transcriptionally 
silenced, while paramutable alleles are not (Patterson et al., 1993; Meyer et al., 1993; 
Hollick and Patterson, 2000). A paramutagenic (or inducing) allele imposes its epigenetic 
state onto a paramutable (or sensitive) allele, thereby heritably changing the epigenetic state 
and expression potential of the latter. The paramutable allele consequently becomes a 
paramutated allele. Paramutagenic and paramutable alleles are homologous, but do not 
necessarily share the exact same DNA sequence, as is evidenced by the paramutagenic and 
paramutable r1 alleles (Walker and Panavas, 2001). When alleles carry the exact same 
DNA sequence and only differ in their epigenetic modifications and corresponding 
expression levels, they are called epialleles. Examples include the b1 and p1 loci (Stam et 
al., 2002a; Das and Messing, 1994). Neutral alleles do not participate in paramutation; they 
are neither paramutagenic nor paramutable.  

When a paramutable allele is paramutated it can become paramutagenic itself and 
paramutate a naive paramutable allele when combined in one nucleus by crossing. This is 
called secondary paramutation. Spontaneous paramutation can occur when the epigenetic 
state of a paramutable allele is unstable: the paramutable allele spontaneously changes into 
a paramutated allele in the absence of a paramutagenic allele. This switch to the 
paramutated state occurs without the extraneous stimulus of an epigenetically different 
allele. 

Occasionally, other non-Mendelian inheritance phenomena such as transvection 
and genomic imprinting are mistaken for paramutation (Herman et al., 2003; 
Rassoulzadegan et al., 2002). To clarify, transvection refers to pairing-dependent in trans 
regulation of gene activity and does not involve the transfer of heritable epigenetic 
modifications between the participating sequences, making transvection mechanistically 
different from paramutation. Transvection has been described for numerous loci in 
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Drosophila melanogaster. In this organism homologous chromosomes are synapsed in 
somatic cells, which facilitates gene regulation by regulatory elements in trans (Duncan, 
2002; Kassis, 2012). Similar allelic interactions have also been detected in other species 
(Matzke et al., 2001; Aramayo and Metzenberg, 1996; Liu et al., 2008). Genomic 
imprinting is a process in which differential epigenetic marking results in monoallelic 
parent-of-origin-specific expression of alleles. Various cases of paramutation affect loci 
that also undergo genomic imprinting, possibly causing confusion between the two 
phenomena (Brink, 1956; Chandler et al., 2000; Herman et al., 2003; Worch et al., 2008). 
In the genomic imprinting process, the epigenetic state of a maternally or paternally 
inherited allele is predetermined before fertilization, whereas paramutation occurs after 
fertilization (Pires and Grossniklaus, 2014; Chandler, 2007).  

 

 
 

FIGURE 1. Paramutation at the b1 locus in maize. A cross between a low expressing paramutagenic B′ and high 
expressing paramutable B-I epiallele leads to stable silencing of the B-I epiallele in the F1 with a 100% frequency. 
The paramutated allele itself becomes paramutagenic in this process: crossing the F1 with the paramutable 
genotype leads to exclusively lightly pigmented progeny 
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Canonical RdDM model in relation to paramutation 

Paramutation is an epigenetic phenomenon and is accordingly associated with a transfer of 
DNA methylation and/or particular histone modifications. A major clue to unraveling the 
mechanism underlying the transfer of these epigenetic marks is the identification of several 
mediator of paramutation (mop) and required to maintain repression (rmr) genes (Mop1, 

Mop2/Rmr7 and Mop3/Rmr6; Rmr2) in maize that are required for paramutation at multiple 
maize loci (Dorweiler et al., 2000; Stonaker et al., 2009; Sidorenko et al., 2009; Hollick et 
al., 2005). Characterization of these genes revealed that they encode orthologs of proteins 
that play a role in the Arabidopsis RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) pathway, 
namely RNA-DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASE 2 (RDR2, ortholog of MOP1), 
NUCLEAR RNA POLYMERASE D1 (NRPD1, the largest subunit of Polymerase IV, 
ortholog of RMR6/MOP3) and NUCLEAR RNA POLYMERASE (D/E)2a (NRP(D/E)2a, 
the second largest subunit of Polymerase IV and V, ortholog of MOP2/RMR7) (Alleman et 
al., 2006; Stonaker et al., 2009; Sidorenko et al., 2009; Erhard et al., 2009; Sloan et al., 
2014; Haag et al., 2014). RdDM is thought to play a major role in establishing and/or 
reinforcing silencing through de novo DNA methylation of repetitive elements and recently 
integrated transposable elements (TEs), especially in the proximity of genes (Zhong et al., 
2012; Zheng et al., 2012; Gent et al., 2013, 2014). The observation that proteins required 
for paramutation are orthologs of proteins involved in RdDM strongly suggests that the 
RdDM pathway plays a pivotal role in paramutation. 

In the canonical RdDM pathway elucidated in Arabidopsis thaliana, RNA 
Polymerase IV (Pol IV) generates nascent non-coding RNA (ncRNA) that is copied into 
double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) by RDR2 and subsequently processed by DICER-LIKE 3 
(DCL3; for references see (Castel and Martienssen, 2013; Matzke and Mosher, 2014)). This 
process ultimately yields 24-nucleotide (nt) small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) that are 
transported to the cytoplasm, followed by loading of single stranded siRNA into 
ARGONAUTE 4 (AGO4). The AGO4-RNA complex is then imported into the nucleus, 
where the siRNA binds to complementary scaffold transcripts generated by RNA 
Polymerase V (Pol V). The latter interaction triggers the recruitment of DOMAINS 
REARRANGED METHYLTRANSFERASE 2 (DRM2), which mediates de novo DNA 
methylation of cytosines (5mC) in a CG, CHG and CHH context, where H stands for A, T 
or C. DNA methylation in CG and CHG context can subsequently be maintained by 
maintenance DNA methyltransferases (METHYLTRANSFERASE 1 (MET1)) and 
CHROMOMETHYLASE 3 (CMT3), whereas 5mC in the CHH context requires de novo 
methyltransferases (DRM2 and CHROMOMETHYLASE 2 (CMT2)) to be propagated. 
Together with 24-nt siRNAs, CHH methylation is seen as the hallmark of RdDM (Castel 
and Martienssen, 2013; Matzke and Mosher, 2014). 
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During paramutation, the paramutagenic allele would serve as a template for Pol 
IV and the production of siRNAs. The latter would target transcripts generated by Pol V at 
the paramutable allele, and subsequently trigger de novo DNA methylation, resulting in 
paramutation of the paramutable allele. De novo DNA methylation would then attract 
histone methyltransferases, thereby reinforcing the silencing of the paramutable allele 
through, for example, H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 (Gent et al., 2014). This model implies 
that both paramutagenic and paramutable alleles must display specific genetic and 
epigenetic features that allow them to be targeted by the RdDM machinery. It should be 
noted that the RdDM pathway is not conserved in all metazoans and therefore cannot be 
associated with all known cases of paramutation in this kingdom. In animals, the piRNA 
pathway has been implicated to play a role in paramutation (de Vanssay et al., 2013; 
Sapetschnig et al., 2015). This pathway is equivalent to the RdDM pathway and involves 
PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) that have been reported to achieve transcriptional gene 
silencing (TGS) of TEs in the germline (Siomi et al., 2011). 

The various paramutation phenomena display different behavior  

The various cases of paramutation identified thus far are quite diverse in details. For 
instance, paramutation at the maize b1 locus shows a rather black-and-white behavior 
(Chandler et al., 2000). When exposed to the paramutagenic B′ allele, the paramutable B-I 
allele is changed into B′ without failure. As observed for the original B′ allele, the newly 
established B′ state is very stably inherited over successive generations and causes 
secondary paramutation at the same rate as the original B′ allele (FIG. 1). However, 
comparing the performance of numerous other cases of paramutation to the penetrant 
outcome of b1 paramutation shows that such behavior is not the rule (Chandler and Stam, 
2004). There is a lot of diversity regarding the frequency of paramutation, the heritability of 
the paramutated state, stability of the paramutagenic and paramutable alleles, and the 
occurrence of spontaneous and secondary paramutation; all of which we will discuss below. 

The reported frequency of paramutation varies between 9 and 100 percent. While 
the frequency is close to 100% for many known cases of paramutation, there are also 
examples that display a lower frequency. For instance, a specific streptomycin 

phosphotransferase (spt) transgene in tobacco is paramutated in 60% of the cases, whereas 
the brown spore 2 (b2) gene in the microorganism Ascobolus immerses is paramutated in 
only 9% of the cases (English and Jones, 1998; Colot et al., 1996). It is therefore 
imaginable that there are other instances where the frequency of paramutation is even 
lower; too low for the occurrence of paramutation to be recognized reliably when only a 
limited number of individuals are scored. The identification of such instances can be 
complicated further by a slow establishment of the resulting phenotypes, cell-to-cell 
differences in the extent of the effect, or quantitative intermediate states. As a result, many 
cases of paramutation may simply be missed.  
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Another feature that describes the efficiency with which paramutation occurs 
between two loci is the heritability of the paramutated state in successive generations after 
crossing out the paramutagenic allele. In several cases, the heritability is 100%, and 
paramutated alleles remain silenced through meiosis (e.g. (Chandler et al., 2000; Mittelsten 
Scheid et al., 2003; Xue et al., 2012; Rassoulzadegan et al., 2002)). However, in other 
examples, the affected alleles remain silenced only in part of the progeny. For example, the 
paramutated state of the b2 gene in A. immerses does not exceed a heritability of 60–90% 
(Colot et al., 1996). Moreover, full heritability of silencing at transgenic locus 1 (Lo1) in 
tobacco was only achieved after exposure to a paramutagenic allele for three consecutive 
generations (Khaitová et al., 2011). The variation in heritability shows that some 
paramutated loci can maintain a silenced state more readily than others. The mitotic and 
meiotic heritability is dependent on the stability of the epigenetic state of a paramutated 
allele.  

Similar to paramutated alleles showing a particular heritability of their epigenetic 
state, paramutagenic and paramutable alleles have an inherent stability that is not equal 
across known examples. Particular paramutagenic alleles can revert to a paramutable state, 
and vice versa, paramutable alleles can spontaneously paramutate. At the b1 locus, the 
paramutagenic B′ allele is very stable and no reversions to a high expressing B-I state have 
been detected, whereas ∼1–10% of plants homozygous for B-I display spontaneous 
paramutation (Coe, 1966; Patterson et al., 1995). In contrast, at the p1 locus, the 
paramutable P1-rr allele is extremely stable with a spontaneous paramutation rate of 
0.0002%, while the paramutagenic P1-pr is metastable (Das and Messing, 1994). At the pl1 
locus, both the paramutagenic and the paramutable allele are unstable (Hollick et al., 1995; 
Hollick and Chandler, 1998). If the paramutagenic Pl′ allele is kept hemizygous or 
heterozygous with a neutral allele it has a 2–10% chance to change into the high 
expressing, paramutable Pl-rh state, whereas a spontaneous change from Pl-rh to Pl′ has 
been observed in ∼20% of the progeny of homozygous Pl-rh plants. 

The acquisition of paramutagenicity (= paramutation activity) by paramutated 
alleles is common for the b1, pl1 and p1 alleles in maize, and also occurs for paramutated 
alleles in other plants, in mice and Drosophila (Chandler et al., 2000; Qin et al., 2003; 
Kapoor et al., 2005; Rassoulzadegan et al., 2002; Herman et al., 2003; de Vanssay et al., 
2013). However, the frequency with which paramutated alleles become paramutagenic 
varies between the alleles. In addition, particular paramutated alleles in Arabidopsis, 
tobacco and mice were reported to not become paramutagenic themselves (Luff et al., 1999; 
Park et al., 1996; Hatada et al., 1997). The variation in the ability to exhibit secondary 
paramutation indicates a difference in the extent with which the epigenetic state of a 
paramutagenic allele can be transferred to a paramutable allele. This ability is most likely 
positively correlated with the level of sequence similarity between the cis-acting sequences 
of the two alleles. 
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In summary, the reported examples of paramutation indicate that the behavior of 
loci participating in paramutation differ on a case-by-case basis. This could be affected by 
differences in the genetic background of the host organism, but we consider it more likely 
that this diversity in behavior is mainly determined by the characteristics of the cis-acting 
determinants of the paramutagenic as well as paramutable alleles. We postulate that these 
characteristics determine if, and how efficiently, the molecular machinery mediating the 
transfer of epigenetic information can function, as well as how efficiently a certain 
epigenetic state can be maintained. 

Cis-acting determinants of paramutation 

Cis-acting determinants of paramutation are DNA sequence regions and associated 
epigenetic marks that mediate the epigenetic switch underlying paramutation. The cis-
acting DNA sequences are located at the alleles participating in paramutation and usually 
consist of the coding region of a gene, its regulatory sequences, or both. Even though these 
DNA sequences are either identical or very similar between paramutable and 
paramutagenic alleles, the alleles differ in the epigenetic modifications they carry, for 
example DNA methylation (e.g. (Haring et al., 2010; Walker and Panavas, 2001; Mittelsten 
Scheid et al., 2003)). These differences in epigenetic state are likely to determine whether 
an allele is paramutable or paramutagenic.  

Genetic features of cis-acting sequences 

The DNA sequences required for paramutation, also called paramutation sequences, can be 
identified through several means. Recombinant analysis using paramutagenic and neutral 
alleles can be used to map the sequences (FIG. 2) (Stam et al., 2002a, 2002b; Panavas et al., 
1999; Walker and Panavas, 2001), while transgenic analysis can be used to identify and 
fine-map the cis-acting sequences and evaluate whether candidate sequences are sufficient 
to mediate paramutation (Sidorenko et al., 2000; Sidorenko and Peterson, 2001; Belele et 
al., 2013; Foerster et al., 2011). Recently, it has also become feasible to identify sequences 
undergoing paramutation by performing genome-wide screens aimed at identifying the 
transfer of DNA methylation in trans (Regulski et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014b). 

Various studies on paramutation have identified and characterized DNA sequences 
that are required for paramutation (see e.g. (Sidorenko and Peterson, 2001; Belele et al., 
2013; Walker and Panavas, 2001)), while in other cases such a causality analysis has not 
been done. The more rigorously studied examples, however, allow for the inference of 
putative cis-acting sequences at other loci. The current knowledge indicates a strong 
association between paramutation and the presence of repeated sequences, either in tandem, 
inverted, or a combination of both (Stam, 2009). The involvement of repeated sequences is 
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indeed very plausible, as repeats have shown to be engaged in TGS (Slotkin and 
Martienssen, 2007; Grewal and Jia, 2007; Martienssen, 2003). 

Many cases of paramutation in plants, but also animals are associated with the 
presence of tandem repeats at the interacting alleles (Stam et al., 2002b; Sidorenko and 
Peterson, 2001; English and Jones, 1998; de Vanssay et al., 2013; Hatada et al., 1997; Stam 
et al., 2002a). At the b1 locus in maize, multiple tandem repeats 100 kb upstream of the 
protein coding region are required and sufficient for paramutation (Stam et al., 2002a; 
Belele et al., 2013). An important clue to the involvement of these repeats in paramutation 
is the observation that the number of repeats positively correlates with the 
paramutagenicity: b1 alleles carrying seven (B′) or five copies of the repeat unit are 100% 
paramutagenic, while an allele carrying three copies is less than 100% paramutagenic (FIG. 
2A). A single copy of the repeat does not engage in paramutation at all and is therefore 
neutral (Stam et al., 2002a). The tandem-repeat at the b1 locus is a cis-acting determinant 
for paramutation, but additionally acts as a transcriptional enhancer for the paramutable, 
highly transcribed B-I state (Louwers et al., 2009a; Haring et al., 2010; Belele et al., 2013). 
Similarly, tandemly repeated sequences surrounding the maize p1 locus have been shown to 
mediate paramutation and act as an enhancer of the paramutable allele (Sidorenko et al., 
2000; Sidorenko and Peterson, 2001). However, it is unclear, whether the enhancer and 
paramutation functions at the b1 and p1 tandem repeats are based on the same sequence or 
are encoded by different sequences within the repeat units. Tandem repeats associated with 
paramutation can also include coding regions. Examples are the paramutagenic r1 alleles, a 
transgenic Hygromycin Phosphotransferase (HPT) locus in Arabidopsis, and transgenic 
tandemly repeated multicopy loci in Drosophila and mice (Kermicle et al., 1995; Panavas et 
al., 1999; Mittelsten Scheid et al., 2003; de Vanssay et al., 2013; Hatada et al., 1997). The 
paramutagenic R-stippled (R-st) and R-marbled (R-mb) alleles in maize both carry multiple, 
tandemly repeated copies of the r1 coding region and flanking sequence (FIG. 2B). As 
observed for b1, the isolation and characterization of several deletion derivatives showed a 
direct relationship between the number of r1 genes and their paramutagenic strength 
(Kermicle et al., 1995; Panavas et al., 1999). Alleles carrying single r1 genes appeared to 
be non-paramutagenic. Paramutation has also been observed between T-DNA sequences 
inserted into different endogenous genes (Xue et al., 2012; Gao and Zhao, 2013). These 
cases are most likely mediated by tandemly repeated sequences as well, as the T-DNA 
involved (pROK2) carries two copies of the NOPALINE SYNTHASE polyadenylation site 
in a tandem orientation. In addition, 50% of the available Arabidopsis T-DNA lines carry 
more than one copy of a T-DNA (SIGnAL, 2013). Together, these observations underline 
the involvement of tandem repeats in paramutation. 

Sequences involved in paramutation can also be present in an inverted instead of in 
a tandem configuration. For example, while the paramutagenicity of r1 alleles in maize is 
strongly associated with the presence of tandemly repeated r1 genes, the paramutability 
(=sensitivity to paramutation) of the R-r:standard (R-r) and R-d:Catspaw (R-d) alleles in  
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FIGURE 2. Comparison of different paramutable, paramutagenic and neutral (A) b1 and (B) r1 alleles. (A) 
At the b1 locus, recombinant analysis showed that the repetition of a 853 bp sequence (yellow-blue arrow) 100 kb 
upstream of the coding region is required for paramutation. Alleles carrying seven (B′) or five repeats (b-5R′, B-

I||B-P-D2′) are fully paramutagenic, while an allele with three repeats (b-3R′, B-I||B-P-D1′) engages in 
paramutation with a lower frequency. Plants with only one copy of the 853 bp sequence (b-N) do not engage in 
paramutation. Transgenic analysis showed that the repetition of the 5′-part of the 853 bp sequence (pFA; yellow 
arrow) is sufficient to induce paramutation, while repetition of the 3′-part is not (pFB; blue arrow). (B) (adapted 
from (Walker and Panavas, 2001)) Recombinant analysis of a paramutable r1 locus showed that an inverted repeat 
of two S (Seed color) genes, including parts of a doppia element (dark gray box), is essential for paramutability of 
the locus. At the paramutagenic R-st and R-mb loci, several copies of tandemly repeated Nc (Near colorless) or 
Lcm (Lc similarity at Marbled) genes are required for paramutagenicity. The Nc genes at the R-st loci are flanked 
by doppia repeats similar to those found at the paramutable R-r locus. R-mb, however, does not share this feature 
with R-r and R-st. The P (Plant color) gene within the R-r complex is not strongly affected by paramutation. q is a 
nonfunctional gene fragment with sequence similarity to P and Sc. The Sc (Self color) gene within the R-st and R-

mb complexes is not involved in paramutation. Homologous sequences are indicated by the same color. 
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maize is strongly associated with the presence of two copies of the r1 gene in an inverted 
head-to-head orientation (FIG. 2B) (Kermicle, 1996; Walker and Panavas, 2001). Other 
examples are a tail-to-tail inverted repeat of two almost identical 
Phosphoribosylanthranilate Isomerase (PAI) genes at a paramutagenic PAI locus in 
Arabidopsis, and transposons in an inverted repeat orientation at the petunia anthocyanin3 
(an3) locus (Luff et al., 1999; Houwelingen et al., 1999). The latter example exhibits a 
novel excision mechanism that seems dependent on paramutation-like interactions. In other 
cases of paramutation, the organization of the sequences involved is more complex and 
includes direct as well as inverted repeats (Park et al., 1996; Matzke, 1989; Matzke and 
Matzke, 1991; Colot et al., 1996). Without additional deletion or transgenic analyses it 
cannot be concluded whether entire loci, or parts of them are required for paramutation, and 
whether the directionality of repeated sequences is relevant. 

Repeated sequences can also be involved in paramutation in a different manner. 
The sulfurea locus that is engaged in paramutation in tomato maps close to or even within 
heterochromatin (Hagemann, 1993; Wisman et al., 1993). Heterochromatin consists of 
silenced transposons and other repetitive sequences (Wang et al., 2006). Spreading of 
silencing from heterochromatic regions into the sulfurea locus is likely to underlie its 
behavior. 

However, for some loci engaged in paramutation no repeated sequences have been 
identified (Duvillie et al., 1998; Kapoor et al., 2005; Erhard et al., 2013). Such loci may 
carry repeated sequences further away from the coding region of the affected allele. The 
hepta-repeat at the B′ and B-I epialleles is located 100 kb upstream of the b1 coding region, 
for example (Stam et al., 2002a). The presence of repeated sequences can also be missed 
due to technical issues inherent to genome sequencing. Repeats of nearly identical 
sequences, especially relatively large repeats, are usually not uncovered by next-generation 
sequencing (NGS) approaches that yield short reads. If the read length is smaller than the 
whole repeat array, contig assembly will underestimate the repeat copy number. Recent 
NGS technologies that produce long reads (e.g. PacBio sequencing) greatly facilitates the 
discovery of sequences containing repeat units (Eid et al., 2009; Pacific Biosciences of 
California, 2014). 

It should be emphasized that repetition itself is not sufficient to determine whether 
a sequence can mediate paramutation. For example, transgenic hepta-repeats of the 5′-part 
of the 853 bp b1 repeat unit do change B-I into B′, whereas transgenic hepta-repeats of the 
3′-part do not (FIG. 2A) (Belele et al., 2013). Accordingly, siRNAs have only been detected 
from the 5′-part of the repeat unit (Arteaga-Vazquez et al., 2010). Examples of endogenous 
loci containing repeats that are not engaged in paramutation are the maize P1-wr allele and 
the Arabidopsis Flowering Wageningen (FWA) locus. The P1-wr allele consists of eleven 
tandemly repeated copies of the p1 gene. P1-wr only carries the 3′-end of the distal p1 
enhancer sequences; it, among others, lacks a Mutator-like transposable element (MULE) 
and in addition is subject to post-transcriptional gene silencing (Chopra et al., 2003). FWA 
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carries two short tandem repeats (38 and 198 bp) that are targeted by the RdDM pathway 
(Soppe et al., 2000; Cao and Jacobsen, 2002). FWA transgenes are silenced by RdDM upon 
transformation into Arabidopsis containing a silenced endogenous FWA locus. Endogenous 
active and silenced FWA epialleles, however, both produce low levels of siRNAs and do 
stably coexist, indicating that the FWA tandem repeats are not sufficient to mediate 
paramutation (Chan et al., 2006). Remarkably, genome-wide analysis of unique tandem 
repeats in euchromatic regions indicated that sequence characteristics of siRNA-producing 
tandem repeats (i.e. repeat length, copy number and nucleotide sequence) are not 
significantly different from tandem repeats not producing siRNAs (Chan et al., 2006). 
Nevertheless, unique tandem repeats are ten times more likely to produce siRNAs than 
random euchromatic sequences, and the siRNA-producing tandem repeats are more 
frequently DNA methylated. More recent data indicate that RdDM loci are relatively AT-
rich, and that the initiation of Pol IV transcription may occur in AT-rich sequences(Zemach 
et al., 2013; Li et al., 2015c). Nonetheless, sufficient C's in a symmetric context are 
required to maintain silencing (Diéguez et al., 1998). The 3’ part of the 853 bp repeat has a 
GC content of only 31%, which may not be sufficient to establish and maintain silencing 
(Stam et al., 2002a).  

Collectively, the data indicate that it is most likely a combination of sequence 
characteristics and copy number that make a sequence a cis-acting determinant for 
paramutation. Together they may determine the capacity of particular sequences to recruit 
the RdDM machinery, produce siRNAs and engage in paramutation.  

Cis-acting paramutation sequences consisting of tandem repeats are consistent 
with RdDM playing a central role in paramutation. Tandemly repeated sequences can much 
more readily lead to a sustained production of siRNAs required to trigger de novo DNA 
methylation than single copy sequences (Martienssen, 2003; Matzke and Mosher, 2014). 
Transcribed inverted repeats can mediate de novo DNA methylation even more easily, as 
these transcripts can form dsRNA without the need of an RNA-dependent RNA 
polymerase. RdDM is indicated to mainly target short TEs and the edges of long 
heterochromatic TEs, whereby most targets are in close proximity to genes, in euchromatic-
like regions (Zheng et al., 2012; Zhong et al., 2012; Zemach et al., 2013; Gent et al., 2013, 
2014; Li et al., 2014b). A noteworthy similarity between TEs and tandemly repeated 
paramutation sequences is that they are both repeated in the genome. While paramutation 
sequences are repeated locally, this is not necessarily true for TEs. However, TEs do often 
contain terminal tandem or inverted repeats themselves, which can be sufficient to trigger 
RdDM (Slotkin and Martienssen, 2007). Furthermore, numerous copies of TEs are 
generally present in the genome. The production of siRNAs by a subset of these copies is 
expected to be sufficient to trigger RdDM of homologous copies located elsewhere in the 
genome. Interestingly, the repeated enhancer sequences shown to be sufficient for p1 
paramutation contain and are flanked by TEs, indicating a very tight connection between 
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cis-acting paramutation sequences and TEs (Sidorenko and Peterson, 2001; Goettel and 
Messing, 2010).  

Differential DNA methylation and chromatin features of cis-acting 
sequences required for paramutation 

The current model for paramutation suggests that RdDM mediates paramutation (Hollick, 
2012). Consequently, DNA methylation should be abundant at both paramutagenic and 
paramutated alleles, but not at paramutable alleles. Indeed, in many cases the alleles 
engaged in paramutation were shown to be differentially methylated, with a substantially 
higher level of DNA methylation at paramutagenic than paramutable alleles (Mittelsten 
Scheid et al., 2003; Haring et al., 2010; Goettel and Messing, 2013b; Sidorenko and 
Peterson, 2001; Das and Messing, 1994; Meyer et al., 1993; Luff et al., 1999; 
Rassoulzadegan et al., 2002; Khaitová et al., 2011; Walker, 1998; Walker and Panavas, 
2001). Furthermore, upon paramutation, paramutable alleles have been shown to gain DNA 
methylation, implying a model in which the transfer of DNA methylation acts as a seed 
triggering the epigenetic switch underlying paramutation. DNA methylation has been 
shown to play a crucial role in the mitotic and meiotic maintenance of TGS (Diéguez et al., 
1998; Jones et al., 2001; Jaenisch and Bird, 2003), and all reported data suggest such a role 
in maintaining the silenced state of paramutagenic alleles. In addition, DNA methylation is 
likely to be a crucial epigenetic mark that renders an allele paramutagenic. In accordance 
with that, DNA methylation is shown to facilitate the recruitment of Pol V to RdDM loci 
(Johnson et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2014). However, the level of DNA methylation required to 
make an allele paramutagenic, or to silence a paramutable allele, may not need to be high 
(Mittelsten Scheid et al., 2003; Belele et al., 2013). It cannot be excluded that hitherto 
unknown epigenetic modifications precede DNA methylation in the paramutation process 
(Bond and Baulcombe, 2015). 

A hallmark of RdDM is DNA methylation in a CHH context. CHH methylation 
can only be maintained by de novo DNA methyltransferase activity. In most flowering 
plants, CHH methylation is mediated through the RdDM and CMT2 pathway, but maize 
lacks the CMT2 enzyme (Zemach et al., 2013). Compared to CG and CHG methylation 
levels, CHH methylation levels are generally low in the genome (Cokus et al., 2008; Gent 
et al., 2013; Regulski et al., 2013). However, RdDM loci are clearly enriched in CHH 
methylation, in Arabidopsis as well as in maize (Lister et al., 2008; Wierzbicki et al., 2012; 
Zemach et al., 2013; Gent et al., 2014). For various alleles engaged in paramutation, DNA 
methylation has been resolved at base-pair resolution In line with the involvement of 
RdDM in paramutation, enrichment of CHH methylation has been observed at the 
paramutagenic HPT and PAI loci in Arabidopsis and P1-pr locus in maize. At the P1-pr 
epiallele, the distal enhancer sequences contain and are flanked by sequences derived from 
transposable elements, amongst which a MULE fragment (Sidorenko and Peterson, 2001; 
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Goettel and Messing, 2010). The MULE fragment carries CG and CHG methylation at the 
paramutagenic P1-pr as well as the paramutable P1-rr allele, while differential CG and 
CHG methylation is confined to the flanking p1 locus-specific sequences that presumably 
carry the enhancer sequences (Goettel and Messing, 2013a). Moreover, the MULE 
fragment is methylated in the CHH context, but only at the paramutable P1-rr allele. These 
data suggest that upon paramutation, the RdDM machinery targeting the MULE fragments 
at the P1-rr allele also methylates the flanking regulatory sequences. Spontaneous 
paramutation of the P1-rr allele is, however, very rare (Das and Messing, 1994), indicating 
that the DNA methylation mediated by the RdDM machinery at the MULE fragments does 
not readily spread into the flanking sequences. Intriguingly, the paramutagenic ROSA26

flox 
and RxrαAF1 loci in mice also showed the presence of CHH methylation (Rassoulzadegan et 
al., 2002; Grandjean et al., 2007). In animals silencing of transposons appears to be 
mediated by piRNAs, and the piRNA pathway is implicated in DNA methylation (Siomi et 
al., 2011). However, it is not known whether the piRNA pathway is involved in CHH 
methylation at the ROSA26

flox and RxrαAF1 loci. 
Interestingly, studies in the fungus Phytophtora infestans and mice report 

paramutation phenomena lacking hypermethylation at the silenced, paramutagenic allele 
(West et al., 1999; Kiani et al., 2013). Furthermore, paramutation cases in D. melanogaster 
and Caenorhabditis elegans, organisms lacking DNA methylation, confirm that 
paramutation-like processes can occur without any DNA methylation (de Vanssay et al., 
2013; Sapetschnig et al., 2015), indicating that mechanisms underlying paramutation differ 
between different species. Indeed, paramutation in animals appears primarily based on 
RNAs, such as piRNAs, and the underlying pathways may lack the transfer of epigenetic 
modifications in trans. We can, however, not exclude a role for histone modifications in 
cases lacking the involvement of DNA methylation. In accordance, recent studies indicate 
that in addition to DNA methylation, histone modifications can function in 
transgenerational inheritance of epigenetic information as well (Crevillén et al., 2014; 
Gaydos et al., 2014; Audergon et al., 2015). 

Besides RdDM loci showing an enrichment of CHH methylation compared with 
the rest of the genome, the overall chromatin structure of RdDM loci appears more similar 
to euchromatin than heterochromatin, but distinct from both (Zemach et al., 2013; Gent et 
al., 2014; Li et al., 2015c). In maize, RdDM and heterochromatic loci are both enriched for 
H3K27me2, a mark implicated in the silencing of genes and repetitive elements in 
Arabidopsis (Gent et al., 2014; Roudier et al., 2011). However, compared to classical 
heterochromatin, RdDM loci harbor relatively low levels of the repressive H3K9me2 mark, 
are nucleosome depleted and relatively accessible to nucleases (Zemach et al., 2013; Gent 
et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015c). Nevertheless, H3K9 methylation is involved in recruiting Pol 
IV to a subset of RdDM loci through SAWADEE HOMEODOMAIN HOMOLOG 1 
(SHH1) Moreover, H3K9 and DNA methylation appear to be part of a reinforcing loop 
recruiting Pol IV and Pol V to RdDM loci, respectively (Johnson et al., 2014). Categorizing 
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paramutation sequences as RdDM loci therefore suggests the presence of H3K27me2 and 
H3K9me2 at these sequences. Indeed, the repeats required for paramutation at the maize b1 
locus are enriched for H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 at the paramutagenic B’, but not the 
paramutable B-I allele (FIG. 3) (Haring et al., 2010). Enrichment of H3K9me2 was also 
detected at the paramutagenic PAI and silenced HPT loci in Arabidopsis, the latter being a 
locus that is only paramutagenic in tetraploids (Enke et al., 2011; Foerster et al., 2011). The 
presence of DNA methylation and H3K9me2 at tandem repeats does not automatically 
render a sequence paramutagenic, as the tandem repeats at the silenced FWA locus, which 
is not engaged in paramutation, are also marked by DNA and H3K9 methylation (Chan et 
al., 2004; Xu et al., 2013). 

Loci silenced by RdDM display a lower chromatin accessibility than active, genic 
chromatin (Gent et al., 2014). For the few cases of paramutation in which chromatin 
accessibility has been studied, a positive correlation has been observed between the  
accessibility and transcriptional activity levels of the alleles. The silenced, paramutagenic 
P1-pr and B′ epialleles are less sensitive to DNaseI than the active, paramutable P1-rr and 
B-I epialleles (Lund et al., 1995; Stam et al., 2002a; Louwers et al., 2009a). Furthermore, a 
transgenic anthocyanin1 (a1) epiallele in petunia was significantly less sensitive to DNaseI 
and nuclease S7 digestion than its transcriptionally active counterpart (Blokland et al., 
1997). 

 

FIGURE 3. DNA methylation and chromatin structure at b1 epialleles engaged in paramutation. The hepta-
repeat (for simplicity only four repeat units are shown) of the paramutagenic B′ epiallele is DNA-hypermethylated 
compared to the hepta-repeat of the paramutable B-I epiallele. The epialleles are furthermore marked with distinct 
histone modifications [61, Chapter 3 of this thesis]. Only the tissue-independent histone modifications are shown. 
The transcription start site at the coding region is indicated with a hooked arrow. 
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A refined model for siRNA-mediated paramutation 

The RdDM pathway has been implicated in paramutation in plants (FIG. 4) (Hollick, 2012), 
and below we will discuss whether the canonical RdDM pathway as described for A. 

thaliana can fully explain paramutation, and review necessary adaptions to this model. 
An important indication for the involvement of an RdDM-like pathway in plant 

paramutation systems is a high abundance of siRNAs derived from the cis-acting sequences 
of paramutagenic, but not paramutable alleles. In such a model, siRNAs derived from a 
paramutagenic allele would induce silencing of the homologous paramutable allele via an 
RdDM-like pathway. Significant differences in levels of small RNAs derived from silent 
and active epialleles have been detected from transgenic HPT and endogenous PAI loci in 
Arabidopsis, although the absolute amounts of siRNAs detected were very low (Molnar et 
al., 2010; Enke et al., 2011; Foerster et al., 2011). Efforts to identify differences in siRNA 
levels between paramutable and paramutagenic loci in maize have thus far not been 
successful. In immature ears, transcription and low levels of siRNAs have been detected 
from paramutagenic, but also paramutable and neutral b1 alleles in equal abundances, 
suggesting that these levels are not sufficient to induce paramutation (Alleman et al., 2006; 
Sidorenko et al., 2009; Arteaga-Vazquez et al., 2010; Belele et al., 2013). Also active and 
silenced FWA loci also produce similar levels of siRNAs, even though they do not engage 
in paramutation (Chan et al., 2006). An siRNA-producing inverted repeat transgene 
carrying the b1 repeat sequence (35S:b1IR) was able to induce paramutation, albeit at a 
lower frequency than B′ (Arteaga-Vazquez et al., 2010). This 35S:b1IR transgene produced 
siRNAs levels that were about 10-fold higher than those produced by a neutral endogenous 
b1 allele (Belele et al., 2013). This implies that, to silence the paramutable B-I allele, the 
level of siRNA produced by the paramutagenic B′ allele needs to cross a certain threshold. 
Although the genes involved in paramutation are highly expressed in immature ears (Mop1, 

Mop2/Rmr7, Mop3/Rmr6, and Rmr2) (Sekhon et al., 2011), the siRNA threshold is 
potentially reached in other tissues.  

The observations that the global levels of 24-nt siRNAs are severely reduced in 
maize mop1, mop2/rmr7, rmr6 and rmr2 mutants is consistent with the wildtype genes 
playing a role in RdDM (Nobuta et al., 2008; Sidorenko and Chandler, 2008; Erhard et al., 
2009; Barbour et al., 2012; Stonaker et al., 2009). Moreover, it has been shown that the 
siRNAs derived from the B′ hepta-repeat are severely decreased in mop1 and mop2 mutants 
(Sidorenko et al., 2009; Arteaga-Vazquez et al., 2010). The production of siRNAs requires 
Pol IV and RDR2 (Matzke and Mosher, 2014). RMR6/MOP3 corresponds to the largest 
subunit of Arabidopsis Pol IV (NRPD1), MOP1 is the ortholog of RDR2, and 
MOP2/RMR7 corresponds to NRP(D/E)2a, the second largest subunit of both Pol IV and 
Pol V (Erhard et al., 2009; Sloan et al., 2014; Alleman et al., 2006; Sidorenko et al., 2009; 
Stonaker et al., 2009; Haag et al., 2014). Unlike Arabidopsis, the maize genome encodes 
three functional NRP(D/E)2-like genes, which potentially result in at least two different Pol 
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IV and three different Pol V subtypes. MOP2/RMR7 encodes NRP(D/E)2a, and the 
function of this catalytic subunit is non-redundant with respect to paramutation. In a 
mop2/rmr7 mutant, the alternative subunits, NRP(D/E)2b and NRP(D/E)2c, do not take over 
the function of NRP(D/E)2a in paramutation. In accordance with this, MOP1 seems to 
preferentially associate with the Pol IV subtype carrying MOP2/RMR7 (Haag et al., 2014). 

Interestingly, whereas silencing of the endogenous B′ repeats is disrupted in 
homozygous mop1, mop2 and mop3 mutants, it is maintained in the presence of a 35S:b1IR 
transgene in the same mutants (Sloan et al., 2014). The transgene produces hairpin RNAs, a 
template for DCL3 to produce siRNAs, thereby circumventing the need for Pol IV and 
MOP1, in the silencing process. MOP2 is part of Pol IV, but also of Pol V (Sloan et al., 
2014; Sidorenko et al., 2009; Stonaker et al., 2009; Haag et al., 2014), which is thought to 
produce scaffold transcripts that recruit AGO4-siRNA complexes. This ultimately leads to 
the recruitment of de novo DNA methyltransferase DRM2 that is needed to reinforce 
silencing (Matzke and Mosher, 2014). These data suggest that in the presence of a hairpin 
RNA-producing transgene, the function of Pol V can be bypassed. Interestingly, none of the 
mutants that affect paramutation in maize are Pol V specific, and the b1 repeats are as 
highly transcribed in a mop2 mutant background as in wild-type plants (Sidorenko et al., 
2009). 

Suppose the Pol IV subtype containing NRP(D/E)2a is involved in establishing 
paramutation and Pol V is not, which RNA polymerase would then produce the scaffold 
transcripts needed to target de novo DNA methylation to the paramutable locus? Nuclear 
run-on analyses showed that transcription of two DNA TEs (doppia, MU) and two 
retrotransposons (CRM, cent-A), all presumed RdDM targets, as well as of the b1 repeats 
are sensitive to α-amanitin (Erhard et al., 2009; Arteaga-Vazquez et al., 2010). Pol IV and 
Pol V are indicated to be insensitive to α-amanitin, suggesting that RNA Polymerase II (Pol 
II) is the major polymerase transcribing these sequences (Erhard et al., 2009; Haag et al., 
2014). In Arabidopsis, Pol II is essential for TGS at low-copy-number repeats that are quite 
reminiscent of the repeated sequences generally associated with paramutation (Zheng et al., 
2009). Pol II is able to provide scaffold transcripts to which AGO4-siRNA complexes can 
bind, and Pol II and/or transcription by Pol II is suggested to recruit Pol IV and Pol V, 
which are needed to promote siRNA production and TGS. Taken together, the data on 
paramutation are consistent with Pol II being involved in providing the scaffold transcripts 
required for recognition of paramutation loci by AGO4-siRNA complexes. In this model, 
Pol II would produce these scaffold transcripts not only at paramutagenic alleles, but also at 
paramutable alleles. Therefore, during the paramutation process in maize, Pol II may take 
over the function of Pol V. How Pol II and Pol IV, and possibly Pol V specifically act in 
the paramutation process merits further research 

Paramutation-like phenomena have also been observed in animal species 
(Rassoulzadegan et al., 2006; de Vanssay et al., 2013; Sapetschnig et al., 2015; Kiani et al., 
2013), which lack the RdDM pathway. Nevertheless, in these species RNA-based 
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mechanisms are implicated in paramutation, among others the piRNA pathway. The piRNA 
pathway was found to aid in the defense against invasive TEs in the germline in several 
metazoan species (Siomi et al., 2011; Holoch and Moazed, 2015). piRNAs are small RNAs 
that are produced in a Dicer-independent manner and bind to a germline-specific group of 
AGO-like proteins called PIWI proteins. Interestingly, the first piRNAs were found in 
Drosophila and shown to target the tandemly repeated Stellate genes (Aravin et al., 2001). 
These piRNAs are derived from homologous non-coding suppressor of Stellate (Su(Ste)) 
tandem repeats. Deletion of these Su(Ste) repeats leads to overexpression of the Stellate 
genes. Silencing of the Stellate genes by the Su(Ste) repeats is intriguingly similar to the 
concept of siRNA-mediated paramutation as seen in plants. Furthermore, in Drosophila, 
piRNAs are also indicated to mediate trans-generational silencing of a P-LacZ transgene; 
the paramutagenic allele produces high levels of piRNAs, while piRNAs from the 
paramutable allele were barely detectable (de Vanssay et al., 2013). In C. elegans, piRNAs 
were shown to induce paramutation at an mCherry::H2A transgene (Sapetschnig et al., 
2015), while at various genes in mice, paramutation appears to be induced by high levels of 
microRNAs (Grandjean et al., 2009).  

 
FIGURE 4. RdDM-based paramutation model. To illustrate the model, the B′ and B-I alleles are used as 
example. The paramutation sequences of the paramutagenic allele (B′) act as a template for Pol IV transcription 
and siRNA production. Recognition of Pol V scaffold transcripts by AGO4-siRNA complexes results in the 
reinforcement of silencing in cis. In the canonical RdDM model, AGO4-siRNA complexes containing siRNAs 
generated by the paramutagenic allele, bind to Pol V scaffold transcripts at the paramutable allele. This would 
trigger de novo DNA methylation in trans, followed by changes in histone modifications, that together silence the 
paramutable allele. However, in maize, Pol V may not be involved in paramutation. An alternative model suggests 
initiation and maintenance of paramutation by Pol II and its transcripts, followed by recruitment of Pol IV to 
reinforce silencing. For the color coding see the legend of Fig.3. Keys: AGO4, ARGONAUTE 4; DCL3, DICER-
LIKE 3; DRM2, DOMAINS REARRANGED METHYLTRANSFERASE 2; RdRP, RNA-dependent RNA 
polymerase. 
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Outlook 
Paramutation represents an intriguing example of non-Mendelian genetics. Currently 
known for a limited number of easily recognizable examples, it might actually be a more 
wide-spread epigenetic phenomenon. Genome-wide studies conducted with maize 
recombinant inbred and near-isogenic lines suggest that, dependent on how strict 
paramutation features are defined, 0.01–10 percent of all differentially methylated regions 
can undergo paramutation-like switches in DNA methylation levels (Regulski et al., 2013; 
Li et al., 2014b). Paramutation of B-I to B′ can serve as an example as to how plant 
breeding could be hampered by not taking trans effects into account. The high 
pigmentation levels mediated by B-I is associated with a seven times repeated enhancer 
sequence. A high expression level may initially be beneficial, but may ultimately lead to the 
silencing of desirable traits as repeated sequences are prone to be targeted by the silencing 
machinery. The resulting silenced states can subsequently spread through plant populations 
via paramutation. This scenario could explain the acquisition of unexpected unstable traits 
observed in plant breeding. Paramutation-like trans-silencing of several sequences within a 
genome could, besides influencing monogenic expression, also affect the fine-tuning of 
regulatory networks associated with complex, quantitative traits. Accordingly, hybrid vigor, 
which is of high interest to plant breeders, may in part be mediated by paramutation-like 
changes in the genome (Groszmann et al., 2013).  

There is ample evidence that paramutation in plants involves RdDM, a mechanism 
associated with the silencing of newly integrated TEs in euchromatic environments 
(Hollick, 2012; Gent et al., 2014; Zheng et al., 2012; Zhong et al., 2012). This suggests that 
the sequences required for paramutation may share features with transposable elements. A 
key feature shared between the silencing of alleles involved in paramutation and TEs is the 
presence of repeated sequences. Moreover, some repeated sequences that mediate 
paramutation even carry TE sequences (Goettel and Messing, 2010). It is therefore likely 
that the targeting of cis-acting paramutation sequences is a by-product of an evolutionary 
process that has lead to RdDM-mediated silencing of newly integrated transposons.  

Most known cases of paramutation were discovered in a serendipitous manner, 
because they affected endogenous or transgenic loci that were easily monitored 
phenotypically. Many more paramutation-like switches were observed using an unbiased 
genome-wide approach in maize recombinant inbred and near isogenic lines (Regulski et 
al., 2013; Li et al., 2014b). It would be interesting to investigate whether similar 
paramutation-like switches are also present in less domesticated species, in which silencing 
machineries may be different. A better understanding of the molecular processes underlying 
the epigenetic switches in known cases of paramutation will facilitate the identification of 
new cases. 

An important step in unraveling the mechanisms underlying paramutation is to 
pinpoint when this process is initiated in a heterozygote carrying a paramutagenic and 
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paramutable allele. Insight into the moment of initiation allows more thorough 
investigations into the precise role of siRNAs in paramutation (Chandler and Stam, 2004; 
Stam, 2009). Identification of proteins associated with sequences mediating paramutation, 
as well as the identification of more mutants affecting paramutation can help to unravel the 
mechanisms underlying paramutation further. The increasing availability of accurate full 
genome sequences, combined with the advances in techniques that identify genome-wide 
changes in epigenetic modifications will allow uncover whether paramutation is an oddity 
of nature, or a wide-spread mechanism in the epigenetic regulation of genomes.  
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Abstract 
Paramutation, the transfer of mitotically and meiotically heritable silencing information 
between two alleles, requires multiple components of the RNA-directed DNA methylation 
(RdDM) pathway, including the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase MOP1 (mediator of 

paramutation1). A mutated mop1 gene prevents paramutation and is suggested to release 
silencing at paramutated loci. To understand the role of MOP1 in paramutation and the 
repression of enhancer activity, we investigated its effect on DNA methylation and 
chromatin structure at the maize booster1 (b1) locus, in particular the regulatory hepta-
repeat. In this study we show that in a mop1 mutant, the regulatory sequences at the 
paramutagenic b1 locus (called B’) can be activated in the presence of wild-type levels of 
DNA methylation, histone H3 lysine 9 dimethylation (H3K9me2), and nucleosomes, all 
features of repressive chromatin. In mop1-1, histone H3 lysine 27 dimethylation 
(H3K27me2), another repressive mark, is however about 50% lower at the regulatory 
elements, implying a link between MOP1 and H3K27me2, and suggesting that the 
reduction in H3K27me2 and/or its associated proteins may allow the observed enhancer 
activation that results in elevated b1 expression levels. Unexpected for a sequence targeted 
by RdDM, the differentially methylated sequences at the B’ hepta-repeat are highly 
methylated in the CG and CNG context, while CHH methylation is nearly absent, 
independent of mop1-1. Genome-wide analysis, however, reveals that low CHH 
methylation is a frequent feature of RdDM loci. 
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Introduction 
Paramutation involves meiotically heritable epigenetic changes in gene expression caused 
by trans-communication between homologous alleles (Arteaga-Vazquez and Chandler, 
2010; Erhard and Hollick, 2011; Hollick, 2012). One of the best-studied examples of 
paramutation occurs at the maize booster1 (b1) locus encoding a transcriptional regulator 
of the maize pigmentation pathway (Coe, 1959). The paramutated, inactive state of b1 is 
called B’ (light pigmented plant), and the non-paramutated, active state of b1 is called B-I 
(dark pigmented plant). B’ and B-I have the same DNA sequence; they are epialleles (Stam 
et al., 2002a). In a B’/B-I heterozygote the low expressed B’ epiallele is paramutagenic; it 
changes the high expressed B-I epiallele into B’ with a 100% efficiency, reducing the b1 
transcription rate 10-20 fold (Patterson et al., 1993). The change of B-I into B’ is 
meiotically heritable and requires multiple tandem copies of part of an 853-nt sequence 
located ~100 kb upstream of the b1 transcription start site (TSS) (Stam et al., 2002a, 
2002b; Belele et al., 2013). B-I and B’ carry seven copies of the 853-nt sequence (hepta-
repeat), while b1 alleles insensitive (neutral) to paramutation carry one copy of the repeat 
unit. In B’, the presence of H3K27 dimethylation (H3K27me2) at the b1 coding region 
appears associated with the maintenance of the silenced B’ state, while DNA 
hypermethylation at the hepta-repeat is implicated in both the maintenance and 
establishment of silencing at the b1 locus (Haring et al., 2010). Besides their role in 
paramutation, the 853-nt tandem repeats carry transcriptional enhancer sequences that are 
required for tissue-specific enhancement of b1 RNA expression (Belele et al., 2013; 
Louwers et al., 2009a). In B-I, tissue-specific activation of b1 expression in husk tissue is 
associated with H3 acetylation (at K9 and K14) and nucleosome depletion at the hepta-
repeat (Haring et al., 2010). High b1 expression levels are in addition associated with 
chromosomal interactions between the hepta-repeat, TSS and other regulatory regions at 
the b1 locus, ~15, ~47 and ~107 kb upstream of the TSS (Louwers et al., 2009a). In B’, the 
hepta-repeat displays tissue-specific H3K27me2, H3 lysine 9 dimethylation (H3K9me2), 
and chromosomal interactions with the TSS, but not with the ~15, ~47 and ~107 kb 
regions (Haring et al., 2010).  

Most genes identified as required for paramutation in maize (Arteaga-Vazquez and 
Chandler, 2010; Hollick, 2012; Giacopelli and Hollick, 2015) share homology with genes 
involved in the RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) pathway in Arabidopsis thaliana, 
a pathway capable of inducing de novo DNA methylation (5mC) in all sequence contexts 
(CG, CHG and CHH) (Zemach et al., 2013; Matzke and Mosher, 2014). One of the genes 
involved in paramutation, mediator of paramutation1 (mop1), encodes a putative ortholog 
of RNA-DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASE 2 (RDR2) in Arabidopsis (Alleman et al., 
2006; Woodhouse et al., 2006). RDR2 plays a central role in RdDM and is implicated in 
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generating double-stranded RNAs from single-stranded transcripts produced by the plant-
specific DNA-dependent RNA polymerase Pol IV (Haag et al., 2014). Consistent with a 
role in RdDM, MOP1 is required for the production of the vast majority of 24-nt short-
interfering RNAs (siRNAs) (Jia et al., 2009; Nobuta et al., 2008). Additionally, in maize 
mop1 mutants, CHH methylation is severely decreased at CHH islands 5’ and 3’ of genes 
and at particular families of transposable elements (TEs), whereby the reduction in CHH 
methylation is particularly strong at short DNA transposons and non-spreading 
retrotransposons (Gent et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014a). Accordingly, the expression of several 
DNA transposons increased (Jia et al., 2009; Woodhouse et al., 2006). 

At multiple loci displaying paramutation, MOP1 is required for the establishment 
of paramutation (b1, pl1, r1, p1) and for the maintenance of the silent paramutagenic state 
(b1, pl1) (Nobuta et al., 2008; Dorweiler et al., 2000; Sidorenko and Chandler, 2008). In a 
mop1 mutant, B’ can no longer change B-I into B’; the b1 gene is highly expressed and both 
epialleles segregate independently in subsequent generations (Dorweiler et al., 2000). Upon 
restoration of MOP1 activity, B’ can paramutate B-I again, hence MOP1 is not required for 
the heritability of the B’ state; the epigenetic memory of B’ persists in mop1 mutant plants. 

Intriguingly, despite B’ being transmissible through mop1-1 homozygotes, the B’ 
phenotype is masked; in mop1 mutant B’ plants, b1 transcription and transcript levels are 
increased, resulting in darkly pigmented plants. In B’ Mop1/mop1 heterozygous progeny, 
plants are lightly pigmented again. The extent of the effect of the mop1-1 mutation on 
paramutation phenomena in maize is locus specific. For example, in a mop1 mutant, the 
paramutagenic Pl’ epiallele can, unlike B’, revert to a non-paramutated, paramutable 
epiallele.  

In line with a role of RdDM in paramutation, the siRNAs derived from the B’ 
hepta-repeat are severely decreased in a mop1 mutant background (Arteaga-Vazquez et al., 
2010). The nature of the contribution of RdDM is, however, still unclear. The b1 repeats are 
transcribed and yield siRNAs not only in B’, but also in B-I and in a neutral b1 allele, 
suggesting that, in the tissues analyzed, siRNAs are not sufficient for paramutation 
(Alleman et al., 2006; Sidorenko et al., 2009; Arteaga-Vazquez et al., 2010). Others have 
shown that the RdDM machinery may require pre-existing DNA and/or chromatin 
modifications such as DNA methylation and H3K9me2 (Chan et al., 2006; Law et al., 
2013). Chan et al. for example showed this for the Arabidopsis FLOWERING LOCUS 

WAGENINGEN (FWA), which carries small tandem repeats. A similar requirement for pre-
existing epigenetic marks may exist for paramutation at the b1 locus in maize. 
Alternatively, in the tissues examined - immature ears - (Arteaga-Vazquez et al., 2010), the 
repeat siRNA levels are below the threshold needed for paramutation. Elevated levels of 
repeat siRNAs, surpassing the threshold, may specifically be generated by B’ during early 
stages of plant development, when paramutation is initiated (Haring et al., 2010).  

In this study we used the mop1-1 mutation to investigate the role of MOP1 and 
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RdDM in repression of enhancer sequences and paramutation at the b1 locus. We provide 
evidence that in the absence of MOP1, transcriptional activators are able to activate 
regulatory sequences at the b1 locus in the presence of high, wild-type levels of DNA 
methylation, H3K9me2 and nucleosomes. The H3K27me2 levels are, however, about 50% 
decreased in a mop1 mutant, and upon transcriptional activation, H3K9me2 levels are 
decreased as well. We speculate that activation of the repressed enhancer sequences in B’ is 
facilitated by the decrease in H3K27me2 and/or associated proteins, subsequently leading 
to a loss of H3K9me2. Contrary to the expectations for a locus undergoing RdDM, we 
show that the differentially DNA methylated sequences at the B’ hepta-repeat are primarily 
methylated in the CG and CHG context; CHH methylation is nearly absent. Intriguingly, 
genome-wide analysis indicates that the b1 locus is not an unusual case in maize; RdDM 
loci are frequently associated with low CHH methylation. 

 

Results 

Approach 

To disentangle the effect of the mop1-1 mutation on the tissue-specific activation of b1 
from the epigenetic marks and chromatin features that define the heritable B’ state, where 
relevant, experiments were performed on two types of tissues: seedling and husk tissue. In 
seedling tissue, comprising 1-month old seedlings with the exposed leaf blades and roots 
removed, B’ as well as B-I are very low expressed (Haring et al., 2010). In husk tissue, 
consisting of the leaves surrounding the ear, expression of b1 is transcriptionally activated, 
resulting in high expression of B-I and low expression of B’. 

Regulatory sequences at the b1 locus are activated in B’ mop1-1 

A prior study (Dorweiler et al., 2000) reported a varying increase in b1 RNA levels in B’ 
husk tissue when comparing homozygous versus heterozygous mop1-1 mutant plants 
grown in field conditions (7- to 46-fold). To examine the levels of up-regulation in our 
greenhouse conditions, we performed RNA blot analysis using husk tissue from B’/B’ 

mop1-1/mop1-1 plants (referred to as B’ mop1-1 from hereon) versus B’/B’ Mop1/Mop1 
plants (referred to as B’) and B-I/B-I Mop1/Mop1 plants (referred to as B-I). Our analysis 
revealed that in husk tissue from B’ mop1-1 plants, the b1 expression level was 3-4 times 
increased relative to that in B’ plants, while, as reported before, the b1 expression level was 
about 20-fold higher in husk tissue from B-I than from B’ plants (FIG. 1) (Patterson et al., 
1993; Louwers et al., 2009a). Consistent with these differences in expression levels, during 
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plant development B-I plants displayed purple pigmentation a few weeks earlier than B’ 

mop1-1 plants.  

 
FIGURE 1. b1 expression levels in maize husk tissues. RNA blot analysis of RNA from B’, B-I and B’mop1-1 
husk tissue, using probes recognizing the coding region of b1 (exons 7-9) and Sam (see FIG. S1). The intensities of 
the bands representing full-length transcripts were quantified. The indicated values represent the average and 
standard deviation of b1 expression levels normalized to Sam expression levels. and the b1/Sam ratio calculated. 
+/- indicates the standard deviation. 

 

To test if the increase in b1 transcript level in B’ mop1-1 plants is mediated by the 
activation of the previously identified distant regulatory sequences at the b1 locus (Louwers 
et al., 2009a), we performed chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) with an anti-histone 
H3 acetylation (H3ac) antibody and chromatin isolated from husk. The precipitate was 
analyzed using quantitative PCR (qPCR), normalization to actin1 values (Haring et al., 
2007), and primers shown in FIG. 2A and FIG. S1. Compared to the levels in B’ husk tissue, 
in B’ mop1-1 tissue significantly elevated levels of H3ac were observed for the hepta-
repeat, regulatory sequences ~45 kb upstream of the TSS, and the b1 coding region (FIG. 
2B-C, FIG. S2 and TABLE S1). The H3ac levels at the hepta-repeat in B’ mop1-1 husk were, 
however, still significantly lower than the H3ac levels in B-I husk tissue, indicating that the 
enhancer sequences at the b1 hepta-repeat are intermediately activated in B’ mop1-1 plants 
(Heintzman et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2011). 

mop1-1 allows the formation of multiple chromatin loops at b1  

The different epigenetic states of B-I and B’ are shown to mediate different chromosome 
conformations at the b1 locus (Louwers et al., 2009a). In B’ and B-I seedling tissue, in 
which the b1 gene is transcriptionally inactive, only low interaction frequencies were 
measured at the b1 locus. Upon tissue-specific activation of b1 RNA expression in husk 
tissue, the hepta-repeat and TSS regions physically interact with each other at the B-I as 
well as the B’ epiallele (Louwers et al., 2009a). The high b1 expression level in B-I plants is 
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furthermore associated with additional interactions involving regions ~15, ~47 and ~107 kb 
upstream of the TSS (Louwers et al., 2009a). Multiple of these regions were uncovered as 
potentially regulatory by ChIP and FAIRE (Formaldehyde-Assisted Isolation of Regulatory 
Elements) experiments (Haring et al., 2010; Louwers et al., 2009a; Giresi et al., 2007). To 
examine the effect of mop1-1 on the chromosome conformation of the B’ epiallele we 
applied Chromosome Conformation Capture (3C), using husk tissue from B-I, B’ (Louwers 
et al., 2009a) and B’ mop1-1 plants, and BglII as restriction enzyme. 3C allows the 
identification of physical interactions between selected genomic regions. In our 
experiments, DNA fragments carrying the TSS (fragment I), hepta-repeat (fragment X) and 
the region ~47 kb upstream (fragment VII) were used as viewpoint (bait). The S-adenosyl-

methionine decarboxylase (Sam) locus was used for normalization of the data as described 
in before (Louwers et al., 2009a). See FIG. 2A and FIG. S1 for the chromosomal fragments 
analyzed.  

Our data indicate that in B’ mop1-1 husk tissue, the b1 locus shows a B-I-like 
conformation, whereby the interaction frequencies were generally slightly lower than those 
displayed by B-I (FIG. 2D-F). When using fragment I as viewpoint, in B’ mop1-1 husk 
samples the hepta-repeat (fragment X) showed high interaction frequencies (FIG. 2D). This 
interaction occurs more frequently than in B’ husk, but not as often as in B-I husk. In 
addition, fragment I also interacts with fragments XII (-107 kb), VII (-47 kb), and VI (-40 
kb). When using fragment X and VII as viewpoints (FIG. 2E-F), the interactions between 
the TSS, hepta-repeat and regions -107 and -47 kb upstream were confirmed, and 
interactions with fragment IV (-15 kb) were observed in addition.  

In conclusion, our data show that in a mop1-1 mutant the B’ allele adopts a multi-
loop conformation involving the TSS, hepta-repeat, and sequences ~107, ~47 and ~15 kb 
upstream, reminiscent of the conformation of an active B-I epiallele. In B’ mop1-1, this 
conformation occurs only a little less frequent than in B-I, in line with the intermediate b1 
expression level in B’ mop1-1. These results are in agreement with our earlier model that, 
besides the hepta-repeat, the regions ~107, ~47 and ~15 kb upstream carry sequences 
regulating b1 expression (Louwers et al., 2009a), and indicate that in husk tissue these 
regulatory sequences are activated in the absence of a functional MOP1 protein.  

mop1-1 causes an intermediate level of regulatory activity in B’ 

The b1 transcript levels are significantly higher in B’ mop1-1 than in B’ plants, but still 
lower than in B-I plants (FIG. 1), suggesting a difference in regulatory activity, and thus 
chromatin accessibility, at the b1 regulatory regions. To test this, FAIRE experiments were 
performed. FAIRE enriches for nucleosome-depleted DNA, a hallmark of active regulatory 
chromatin (Giresi et al., 2007). Experiments were done on husk tissue of B’ mop1-1, B’ and 
B-I plants using the same approach as described before (Louwers et al., 2009a). The DNA 
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samples obtained by FAIRE were analyzed by qPCR, using the primer sets indicated in FIG. 
2A and FIG. S1. First, the data were normalized to the level of input material. 
 
 

 
FIGURE 2. The mop1-1 mutation mediates an active chromatin state at the B’ locus. (A) Schematic 
representation of the b1 locus, indicating the regions monitored in ChIP, 3C and FAIRE. Distances are indicated in 
kb relative to the TSS (0 kb); the white box depicts the b1 coding region; the hepta-repeat is represented by 
arrowheads. The BglII fragments analyzed in 3C are indicated with Roman numerals. The amplicons monitored in 
ChIP and/or FAIRE experiments are indicated below the locus. (B) Color-coding used in panels C-G. (C) ChIP, 
(D-F) 3C and (G) FAIRE experiments were performed on husk tissue from B’, B’ mop1-1 and B-I plants. (C) 
ChIP-qPCR experiments using an anti-H3ac antibody. The error bars indicate the standard error of the mean 
(SEM) of two (B’), three (B’ mop1-1), and three (B-I) replicate experiments. See TABLE S1 for the summary of the 
performed ANOVA tests. Epigenotypes that differed significantly (p<0.05) at the repeats, -45 kb region or coding 
region are indicated. (D-F) 3C analyses. At the top of each diagram, the b1 locus is schematically shown; the x-
axis shows the position in kb relative to the TSS (hooked arrow). The BglII fragments examined for interactions 
are indicated by grey vertical bars. The viewpoints are indicated by black vertical bars. (D) Fragment I (TSS), (E) 
Fragment X (hepta-repeat), and (F) Fragment VII (~47kb upstream of the TSS). Data were normalized using the 
crosslinking frequencies measured for the Sam locus (FIG. S1). Error bars indicate the SEM of eight (B’ and B-I) 
and four (B’ mop1-1) different samples. (G) FAIRE analysis. FAIRE values for b1 were normalized against the 
Sam values for amplicon q. Error bars indicate the SEM of four (B’ mop1-1) or six samples (B’ and B-I). FIG. 3C-F 

include data for B-I and B’ described in (Haring et al., 2010). 
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Subsequently the FAIRE values obtained for Sam (primer set q) were used to correct for 
template quality. 

Our data indicate that in B’ mop1-1 plants the b1 locus displays an intermediate 
active chromatin structure compared to that in B’ and B-I plants (FIG. 2G). Five amplicons 
(R3, a, f, g and h), located in the hepta-repeat, ~107, ~45 and ~40 kb upstream of the b1 
coding region, were clearly FAIRE enriched in B’ mop1-1 compared to B’ husk tissue, 
indicating activation of regulatory sequences at these regions. At the same time, at three 
other amplicons (R1, e and m) the B’ mop1-1 FAIRE signals were clearly more comparable 
to the B’ than the B-I FAIRE signals. These data indicate that, on average, the regulatory 
regions examined are more active in B’ mop1-1 than in B’ plants, but less active than in B-I 
plants. This is reflected in the intermediate b1 expression level in B’ mop1-1 husk tissue 
(FIG. 1). 

Hepta-repeat DNA methylation level remains high in B’ mop1-1 

The Mop1 gene was recently shown to play a major role in maintaining CHH methylation 
(mCHH) and a minor role in maintaining CHG methylation (mCHG) at RdDM-target loci 
(Gent et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014a). In B’ plants the hepta-repeat junction regions are DNA 
hypermethylated compared to those in B-I plants (Haring et al., 2010). Here we show that 
MOP1 is involved in silencing of the distant regulatory sequences at the b1 locus (FIG. 2), 
and we set out to examine if the activation of the hepta-repeat enhancer sequences in B’ 
mop1-1 plants is associated with a decrease in hepta-repeat DNA methylation. To this end, 
DNA blot analyses were performed as described in (Haring et al., 2010), using genomic 
DNA isolated from leaf or husk tissue of 27 individual B’ mop1-1 plants. DNA was isolated 
and digested with EcoRI or BamHI, which released a discrete fragment containing the 
entire hepta-repeat, and different methylation sensitive restriction enzymes (FIG. 3). The 
DNA blots were hybridized to a repeat fragment (Haring et al., 2010). To check for 
complete digestion, probes recognizing unmethylated sequence regions within the b1 locus 
were used.  

Compared to B’ plants, in B’ mop1-1 plants we observed only a slight decrease in 
DNA methylation level at the B’ repeat junction regions, and this occurred in several, but 
not in all plants (FIG. 3A, FIG. S3 and S4). Decreases in DNA methylation level were 
observed for specific restriction sites, HpaI, PstI, AluI, Sau96I#1 and BsmAI#1. A decrease 
at one particular site was, however, not necessarily associated with a decrease at another 
site in the same sample, indicating stochastic effects. In addition to the slight decrease in 
DNA methylation, we detected stochastic hypermethylation at a CpG site at the repeat 
junctions in B’ mop1-1 (FIG. 3A and FIG. S4 and S5; HhaI and HaeII). In rdr2 
(Arabidopsis) and mop1 mutants, DNA demethylases are shown to be downregulated (Jia et 
al., 2009; Huettel et al., 2006). The observed hypermethylation may be the result of this 
downregulation of DNA demethylases in combination with de novo DNA methylation. 
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We expected that, as hypothesized in an earlier study (Ohtsu et al., 2007), during the 
development of B’ mop1-1 plants, a progressive decrease in DNA methylation levels would 
be observed. Such loss in methylation would occur due to cell division in the absence of the 
MOP1 protein (Ohtsu et al., 2007). To test this hypothesis DNA blot analysis was 
performed on DNA from six to eight leaves (leaf 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16) collected during 
the development of six homozygous B’ mop1-1 plants (FIG. S6). Leaves were collected the 
moment the consecutive leaf had appeared. In most plants monitored (5 of 6), we detected 
the slight decrease in DNA methylation observed before, but in general, the maximum 
decrease in DNA methylation was already observed in the second leaf stage. 

Together, our data indicate that i) activation of the enhancer function of the hepta-
repeat occurs in the presence of high DNA methylation levels, and ii) the MOP1 protein 
plays a minor role in maintaining DNA methylation at the b1 hepta-repeat.  

Mainly symmetric DNA methylation at differentially methylated repeat 
region  

To investigate the DNA methylation pattern at the b1 hepta-repeat at base-pair resolution, 
DNA was isolated from leaf 4 of two B’, two B-I and three B’ mop1-1 V4-stage plants 
(Ritchie et al., 1992). The DNA samples were treated by bisulfite, followed by PCR 
amplification of the differentially methylated repeat junction region. Fie2 was used as a 
control for complete conversion (Gutiérrez-Marcos et al., 2006). As observed with DNA 
blot analysis, the B’ repeat junction region was hypermethylated compared to that of B-I, 
both in wild-type and mop1-1 leaf tissue (FIG. 3B, FIG. S7 and S8). In the B’ mop1-1 
samples examined by bisulfite sequencing, hypermethylation at the CpG site at the repeat 
junction (HhaI/HaeII restriction site) was confirmed, but a decrease in DNA methylation at 
the other sites monitored by DNA blot analysis could not be observed (FIG. S8). It has to be 
noted that with targeted bisulfite sequencing, individual clones represent individual repeats 
within a hepta-repeat, while with DNA blot analysis hepta-repeats as a whole in a 
population of cells are examined.  

In contrast to the expectations, the vast majority of the DNA methylation observed 
at the b1 hepta-repeat was in the CG and CHG context, both in B’ and B’ mop1-1 (FIG. 3B-
C, FIG. S7 and S8). Whereas genome-wide studies have shown that on average 14.51% of 
the CHH sites in maize RdDM loci are methylated (Gent et al., 2013), the mCHH levels at 
the repeat junction regions are below 3% (FIG. S7) and are in addition comparable between 
the B’ and B’ mop1-1 samples. These findings are in contrast to the common observations 
that the RdDM pathway, in which MOP1 is indicated to play a role, mediates de novo DNA 
methylation in all sequence contexts, including CHH (Matzke and Mosher, 2014; Gent et 
al., 2014; Li et al., 2014a). 
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FIGURE 3. Differentially methylated repeat junction region retains high levels of symmetric DNA 
methylation in mop1-1. (A) Summary of the DNA methylation levels data obtained by DNA blot analysis. B’ and 
B-I and B’ mop1-1 DNA was digested with the methylation-insensitive EcoRI or BamHI and the methylation-
sensitive enzymes indicated. Numbered enzyme restriction sites discriminate individual sites present more than 
once every repeat. A zoom of part of the hepta-repeat, spanning the repeat junction region, is shown. The 
consensus repeat DNA methylation patterns of B’ and B-I (Louwers et al., 2009a) are shown. At B’ mop1-1, 
horizontal lines with colored circles represent DNA methylation levels in different plants, shown in the same order 
as in FIG. S4. The DNA methylation levels are specified by colors: 0-12.5%, white; 12.5-37.5%, yellow; 37.5-
62.5%, orange; 62.5-87.5%, red; 87.5-100% methylation, dark red. HhaI* indicates a site cut by both HhaI and 
HaeII. (B) DNA methylation profiles of the b1 repeat junction region at base-pair resolution. Two B’, two B-I and 
three B’ mop1-1 DNA samples were subjected to targeted bisulfite sequencing. The data for representative 
examples is shown here. See FIG. S7A for all data sets. The dot-plots show the DNA methylation for 30 individual 
B’ and B’ mop1-1 clones and 31 individual B-I clones. Methylated and unmethylated cytosines are represented by 
filled and empty circles, respectively. The different greytones indicate the sequence context of individual 
cytosines. The restriction sites examined by DNA blotting are indicated above the panel for comparison. (C) Total 
fraction of methylated cytosines in the repeat junction region in the three sequence contexts as measured by 
bisulfite sequencing. The mean and standard deviations shown are calculated from three (B’ mop1-1) or two (B’ 
and B-I) biological replicates. 
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Genome-wide variation in mCHH levels associated with MOP1 activity  

A recent study produced a list of non-overlapping, intergenic, 100-bp loci subject to MOP1 
activity based on an at least 3-fold decrease of 24-nt siRNA levels in a maize mop1-1 
mutant background (Gent et al., 2014). Our finding that the repeat junction region has little 
mCHH prompted a more detailed analysis of these RdDM loci. To this end, we first 
identified RdDM loci with high confidence measures of mCHH and 24-nt siRNA 
abundance. We selected 100-bp loci with a minimum overlap of 50 bp with the uniquely-
mapping 24-nt siRNAs identified in the wild-type Mop1 control sample (near-isogenic with 
B73) originally used to define RdDM loci (Gent et al., 2014). Of these loci, we selected loci 
that contained at least 20 individual CHHs that were spanned by BS-seq reads in a B73 
sample of the same study. 16113 of 442788 RdDM loci passed these thresholds. These 
16113 loci with high-confidence measures of mCHH exhibited a broad range of mCHH 
levels and included 2845 loci with less than 2% mCHH (FIG. S9A-B). We refer to these 
latter loci as “low-mCHH” and the rest as “high-mCHH loci”.  

To independently test the reproducibility of the mCHH measurements at these loci 
and verify that they are truly subject to MOP1 activity, we measured mCHH in both types 
of loci using additional BS-seq datasets, derived from mop1-1 and Mop1 controls of the 
same study. The low- and high-mCHH loci retained low and high mCHH in the Mop1 
control (average mCHH values of 4.8% in low-mCHH loci, and 26.7% in high-mCHH 
loci). Since the low-mCHH RdDM loci were defined by analysis of a different sample 
(B73, not the same stock as the Mop1 control), these data indicate that the loci called “low-
mCHH loci” reproducibly have low mCHH. Relative to the Mop1 control, both types of 
loci, low-mCHH and high-mCHH, exhibited a decrease in mCHH as well as mCHG in 
mop1-1 (FIG. 4A). The low-mCHH RdDM loci, however, displayed no decrease in mCG in 
a mop1-1 mutant background, unlike the high-mCHH RdDM loci. The decrease in mCHG 
was in addition not as high as observed for high-mCHH loci. Furthermore, the low-mCHH 
loci exhibited slightly higher mCG and mCHG than high-mCHH loci. Consistent with the 
involvement of the RdDM pathway, both types of loci were strongly dependent on MOP1 
for 24-nt siRNA accumulation. High-mCHH loci had on average 2.7-fold more 24-nt 
siRNAs than low-mCHH loci in the Mop1 control, but nearly identical, low residual levels 
of siRNAs in mop1-1 (FIG. 4B). 22-nt and 21-nt siRNAs followed similar patterns, both in 
terms of their dependence on MOP1 and their relatively lower abundance in low-mCHH 
loci (FIG. S9C). Although both type of RdDM loci showed a different behavior, we could 
not identify a feature explaining this difference. Both type of loci had a similar C+G 
content (53% in low- and 50% in high-mCHH). Both sets also were similarly close to 
genes, with approximately half of each type being within 2 kb of a transcription start or end 
site of a gene (48% for low- and 50% for high-mCHH). The genomic locations of the two 
types did differ in that low-mCHH loci overlapped less with annotated transposons than 
high-mCHH loci (44% of low- vs 64% of high-mCHH RdDM loci) (FIG. S9D). 
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Nevertheless, still a significant number of low-mCHH loci overlapped with transposons. 
The observation that low-mCHH loci, having average mCHH of 4.8%, make up 18% of the 
high confident RdDM loci indicates that our finding at the repeat junction region is not an 
unique case. Also elsewhere in the genome MOP1 activity is involved in the production of 
siRNAs with little mCHH as a result. 

 
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 4. DNA methylation and 24-nt siRNA patterns in low-mCHH and high-mCHH RdDM loci. (A) 
Average DNA methylation for each type of locus in Mop1 control and mop1-1. Values of percent 5-
methylcytosine are relative to the total number of cytosines (mC/total C) in each sequence context (CG, CHG, or 
CHH). Error bars are standard errors of the means for the two (control) or three replicates (mop1-1). (B) Average 
24-nt siRNA abundance for each type of locus in Mop1 control and mop1-1. The number of siRNAs was 
normalized by the number of miRNAs in each sample, as described previously (Gent et al., 2014).  
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In mop1-1 the B’ hepta-repeat retains H3K9me2 and H3K27me2  

The silencing of transposons and other repeats is associated with DNA methylation, 
H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 (Gent et al., 2014; Roudier et al., 2011; Bernatavichute et al., 
2008; West et al., 2014). In Arabidopsis, H3K27me2 in addition co-localizes with 
H3K27me3 at repressed or low expressed coding sequences (Roudier et al., 2011). In 
maize, H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 are detected at poorly and moderately expressed coding 
regions, respectively (Gent et al., 2014). In our previous study, the B’ coding region was 
marked by H3K27me2 in both seedling and husk tissue (Haring et al., 2010), while the B’ 
hepta-repeat was indicated to carry H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 only in husk (Haring et al., 
2010). To examine if activation of b1 in B’ mop1-1 plants is associated with reduced 
H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 levels, ChIP-qPCR experiments were performed, using 
monoclonal antibodies with a much better signal-to-noise ratio than the antibodies used in 
our previous study (FIG. 5, see Materials and Methods) (Haring et al., 2010). A high-copy 
Copia sequence was used to normalize the data (Haring et al., 2010, 2007). The Copia 
sequence used behaves, on average, as a non-RdDM locus and could therefore be used to 
normalize ChIP-qPCR data obtained for B’ mop1-1 plants (see Materials and Methods for 
more information). To monitor the effect of transcriptional activation of the b1 gene on the 
H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 levels, the ChIP experiments were performed on seedling and 
husk tissue; the b1 gene is transcriptionally activated in husk, but not in seedling tissue.  

H3K9me2 was significantly enriched at the hepta-repeat in B’ seedling as well as 
husk tissue (FIG. 5C-D, FIG. S10A), suggesting that in B’ plants the hepta-repeat is marked 
by H3K9me2 in a tissue-independent manner. At the hepta-repeat in B-I seedling and husk 
tissue no H3K9me2 levels above background were detected. Other sequences in B’ and B-I 
showed no ChIP signals above background. Like in B’, in B’ mop1-1 the hepta-repeat 
carried significant levels of H3K9me2. In seedling tissue, in which the b1 gene is 
transcriptionally inactive, the H3K9me2 levels were comparable between B’ and B’ mop1-1 
(TABLE S1), while in husk, in which b1 is transcriptionally activated, the H3K9me2 levels 
were significantly lower in B’ mop1-1 than B’ plants; they were about half of those in B’. 
The H3K9me2 levels at the hepta-repeat in B’ mop1-1 were, however, still significantly 
higher than in B-I husk tissue, in line with the enhancer sequences being intermediately 
activated in B’ mop1-1 plants.  
Analysis of the H3K27me2 levels revealed significant enrichment of this mark at the hepta-
repeat, coding and other sequences at the b1 locus in B’, B’ mop1-1 and B-I seedlings and 
in B’ and B’ mop1-1 husk tissue (FIG. 5E-F and FIG. S10B). In both B’ and B’ mop1-1 the 
hepta-repeat was enriched for H3K27me2 in a tissue-independent manner. The H3K27me2 
levels at the hepta-repeat were, however, significantly lower in B’ mop1-1 than in B’ plants 
(TABLE S1); they were approximately half of the levels observed in B’. Significant levels of 
H3K27me2 were also detected at the coding region in B’ and B’ mop1-1, in both seedling 
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and husk tissue, indicating that, in the absence of MOP1, high H3K27me2 levels at the 
coding region are compatible with elevated b1 expression levels. The levels at the coding 
region were significantly different between B’ mop1-1 and B’ plants in seedling, but not in 
husk. Interestingly, in B-I plants, a clear negative correlation between the H3K27me2 and 
b1 expression levels was observed. In B-I seedlings, in which only low levels of b1 
transcripts are detected (Haring et al., 2010), substantial H3K27me2 enrichment was 
observed at the hepta-repeat and around the b1 coding region, while in B-I husk, where b1 
transcript levels are high (FIG. 1), only background levels of H3K27me2 were detected 
across the b1 locus. The H3K27me2 levels at the hepta-repeat in B-I seedling were 
significantly lower than observed for both B’ and B’ mop1-1. 

Together, our results demonstrate that the absence of MOP1 is associated with a 
(limited) loss of the repressive H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 histone modifications, and that 
tissue-specific transcriptional activation of the hepta-repeat can enhance the extent of the 
loss (observed for H3K9me2). Additionally, our data indicate that H3K27me2 is enriched 
at DNA sequences that are tissue-specifically regulated, including regulatory and coding 
sequences, and that, like in Arabidopsis (Roudier et al., 2011), silenced chromatin can be 
marked by the combination of DNA methylation, H3K9me2 and H3K27me2.  

mop1-1 does not significantly affect nucleosome occupancy at the B’ 
repeats  

Nucleosome occupancy plays an important role in gene regulation (Jiang and Pugh, 2009; 
Struhl and Segal, 2013), with nucleosome depletion at regulatory regions being associated 
with gene expression. To test whether the increased b1 expression level in B’ mop1-1 plants 
(FIG. 1) is associated with decreased nucleosome occupancy, ChIP-qPCR experiments were 
performed using an anti-histone H3 antibody (H3core), which recognizes canonical H3 and 
H3 variants. As observed before, the repeats display a low and high nucleosome occupancy 
in B-I and B’ husk, respectively (FIG. 5G, FIG. S10C, TABLE S1) (Haring et al., 2010). This 
is consistent with the hepta-repeat acting as a transcriptional enhancer in B-I, but not B’ 
plants. In seedling and husk tissue of B’ and B’ mop1-1 plants, however, at none of the 
sequence regions analyzed, including the repeats, significant differences in nucleosome 
occupancy level were observed (FIG. 5G, FIG. S10C, TABLE S1). This suggests that the 
increased b1 expression level in B’ mop1-1 plants is not facilitated by nucleosome 
displacement. 
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FIGURE 5. In B’ mop1-1, the hepta-repeat retains repressive marks. (A) Schematic representation of the b1 
locus, indicating the regions monitored by ChIP. (B) Color-coding used in panels C-G. (C-F) ChIP-qPCR 
experiments were performed on seedling and husk tissue from B’, B’ mop1-1, and B-I plants, using antibodies 
recognizing (C-D) H3K9me2, (E-F) H3K27me2, and (G) H3 core. The ChIP signals were normalized to the 
quantified Copia signals. The error bars indicate the SEM of 2-5 replicate experiments (TABLE S3). See TABLE S1 

for the summary of the performed ANOVA tests. Epigenotypes that differed significantly (p<0.05) at the repeats, -
45 kb region or coding region are indicated by color-coded circles. 
 

Discussion 
In this study we show that a mutation preventing paramutation at multiple maize loci allows 
transcriptional regulators to activate regulatory sequences at the B’ epiallele in the presence 
of high DNA methylation, H3K9 methylation and nucleosome occupancy levels. In the 
mop1 mutant, in tissue in which b1 is not yet transcriptionally activated, the levels of these 
repressive marks are very similar to those in Mop1 plants. H3K27me2 levels are, however, 
substantially reduced at the regulatory sequences. This reduction is also observed in tissue 
in which b1 is still transcriptionally repressed, suggesting that the reduction in H3K27me2 
and/or associated proteins allow the (intermediate) activation of the b1 regulatory 
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sequences in the mop1 mutant. Upon transcriptional activation of B’, the H3K9me2 levels 
are reduced as well in the mutant, suggesting this is a consequence rather than a cause of 
activation. The data reported here in addition indicate that MOP1 plays a limited role in the 
maintenance of repressive epigenetic marks at the B’ locus. Surprisingly, given that MOP1 
functions in RdDM, the differentially methylated B’ hepta-repeat sequences show near-
background CHH methylation, independently of MOP1. A recent study by (Li et al., 2014a) 
that used sequence-capture bisulfite sequencing on selected loci already suggested the 
existence of maize RdDM loci displaying low mCHH. Importantly, our genome-wide data 
analysis identified the existence of numerous RdDM loci having very low mCHH levels, 
implying the existence of an RdDM pathway mediating very low levels of mCHH.  

Previously, we postulated that binding of a tissue-specific transcription factor 
drives activation of the hepta-repeat enhancer function (Haring et al., 2010). The low DNA 
methylation level and absence of H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 at the B-I hepta-repeat would 
allow the binding of transcription factors, the acetylation of histones and chromosomal 
interactions between the hepta-repeat, TSS and other regulatory sequences at the b1 locus, 
ultimately resulting in tissue-specific transcriptional enhancement of b1 (FIG. 6). Repressive 
marks at the B’ hepta-repeat, DNA methylation, H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 were 
hypothesized to hamper the binding of proteins involved in the formation of an active 
enhancer complex and block the formation of a multi-loop structure, resulting in low b1 
expression. Accordingly, the presence of these repressive epigenetic marks are also 
negatively correlated with enhancer activity in other systems (Xie et al., 2013; Plank and 
Dean, 2014; Ferrari et al., 2014; Sekhon et al., 2012). Here we show the remarkable finding 
that, in mop1-1 mutant plants, transcriptional regulators are able to activate regulatory 
sequences at the b1 locus in the presence of high levels of symmetric DNA methylation, 
H3K9me2 and nucleosomes. This activation is exemplified by increased b1 RNA levels, 
dark purple plant pigmentation, H3ac, FAIRE enrichment and the formation of a multi-loop 
structure at the B’ epiallele (FIG. 1 and 2). The restoration of b1 expression is, however, 
only to about 15% of the B-I level (FIG. 1). Accordingly, the H3ac levels, FAIRE 
enrichment and chromosomal interaction frequencies are (slightly) lower than observed for 
B-I. We hypothesize that, in B’ mop1 husk tissue, the absence of the MOP1 protein and the 
associated reduction in H3K27me2 levels allow protein factors involved in enhancer 
function to bind the hepta-repeat, albeit with a relatively low affinity, resulting in an 
intermediately active enhancer. Subsequently, the hepta-repeat physically interacts with the 
additional, also intermediately activated regulatory sequences ~107, ~45 and ~15 kb 
upstream of the TSS; together they mediate the formation of an active transcription 
complex at the b1 promoter, resulting in an intermediate up-regulation of b1 transcription.  

Interestingly, the H3K27me2 levels at the distant regulatory sequences, proximal 
promoter and b1 coding region appear inversely correlated with the b1 expression level; the 
transcriptional activation of b1 in B-I husk tissue is associated with a substantial decrease in 
H3K27me2 levels. A similar correlation has been reported for H2K27me2 at promoters and 
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coding regions of Opaque2 target genes in maize (Locatelli et al., 2009). Our data extend 
this observation to distant enhancers. H3K27me2 may be involved in preventing the 
activation of enhancers in inappropriate cell types as has been suggested for H3K27me2 in 
mouse cells (Ferrari et al., 2014). 

In B’ mop1-1 plants, in which the production of siRNAs from the hepta-repeat, is 
severely decreased (Arteaga-Vazquez et al., 2010), the epigenetic memory of the 
paramutagenic B’ state is maintained (Chandler et al., 2000). Upon removal of the mop1 
mutation, B’ can again paramutate B-I and is expressed at a low level. Hence, the RdDM 
pathway is not involved in maintaining the epigenetic memory. In the mop1-1 mutant, the 
B’ repeats remain associated with symmetric DNA methylation, H3K9me2 and a reduced 
level of H3K27me2. All three modifications can thus contribute to the epigenetic memory 
of B’. DNA methylation in the CG context has been shown to play a central role in the 
stable transgenerational inheritance of silent epigenetic states (Mathieu et al., 2007), and we 
hypothesize it also plays a crucial role in maintaining the B’ epigenetic state through 
meiosis. There are no clear indications for a role of H3K9me2 or H3K27me2 in trans-
generational inheritance, but recent papers did show a role for H3K27me3 in this process 
(Gaydos et al., 2014; Crevillén et al., 2014; Audergon et al., 2015). At genic sequences in 
Arabidopsis, H3K27me3 and DNA methylation are, however, indicated to be mutually 
exclusive (Roudier et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2007) and we have no indications for 
significant H3K27me3 levels at the B’ hepta-repeat in maize (Haring et al., 2010). We 
cannot exclude that H3K9me2 and/or H3K27me2 play a role in trans-generational 
inheritance of the paramutagenic B’ state.  

In Arabidopsis the majority of repeated elements are associated with low levels of 
RdDM and high levels of H3K9me2, a repressive histone modification that is part of a 
reinforcing loop with RdDM-independent CHH and CHG methylation (Du et al., 2014; 
Stroud et al., 2013, 2014). Recent studies showed that in maize, loci targeted by RdDM are 
relatively depleted of H3K9me2 (Gent et al., 2014; West et al., 2014), whereby the 
H3K9me2 levels at RdDM loci were relatively similar to the levels at genic loci (Gent et 
al., 2014). The effect of a mop1 mutation on H3K9me2 has not yet been reported for maize. 
In both B’ and B’ mop1-1 plants, in seedling as well as husk tissue, we observed H3K9me2 
at the B’ hepta-repeat, a presumed RdDM target. The enrichment level was substantially 
lower than at the Copia control sequence, which behaves as a heterochromatic sequence not 
subject to MOP1 activity (see Materials and Methods in (Gent et al., 2014, 2013)). The 
relatively low levels are in line with the similarly low levels observed at RdDM loci (Gent 
et al., 2014). In mop1-1 plants, in tissue in which transcription of b1 is repressed, the B’ 
hepta-repeat is still significantly enriched for H3K9me2 (FIG. 5, FIG. S10), indicating that 
the maintenance of H3K9me2 at the repeats is independent of the RdDM machinery. In 
husk tissue, in which b1 is transcriptionally activated, the H3K9me2 levels at the B’ repeat 
were significantly lower in mop1-1 plants than in wild-type B’ plants (TABLE S1). Hence, 
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we hypothesize that activation of the enhancer by transcription factors and other proteins 
(Heinz et al., 2015) may mediate the reduction in H3K9me2 in mop1-1 husk.  

In Arabidopsis and maize, H3K27me2 is localized at silenced genes and repeats 
(Gent et al., 2014; Roudier et al., 2011; Mathieu et al., 2007). In Arabidopsis, its presence 
at these sequences seems independent of the presence of H3K9me2 or DNA methylation 
(Mathieu et al., 2005), suggesting H3K27me2 and RdDM are independent of each other. In 
line with this idea, in maize high H3K27me2 levels are observed at both RdDM and non-
RdDM loci (Gent et al., 2014) and the presence of H3K27me2 at the b1 locus is not 
dependent on DNA hypermethylation; in B-I seedling, the DNA hypomethylated hepta-
repeats are marked by H3K27me2. However, in B’ mop1-1 plants, the H3K27me2 levels at 
the hepta-repeat are substantially lower than in B’ plants, suggesting that in maize a relation 
between H3K27me2 and the RdDM machinery cannot be excluded.  

The stochastic hypermethylation identified at the HhaI/HaeII site at the repeat 
junctions may be due to downregulation of DEMETER-like (DML) DNA demethylases in 
mop1-1 plants (Jia et al., 2009). In the Arabidopsis rdr2-1 mutant the DML protein 
REPRESSOR OF SILENCING1 (ROS1) is shown to be downregulated, with CG 
hypermethylation as a result (Penterman et al., 2007; Zhang and Zhu, 2012). Similar 
observations have been made for other mutants in the RdDM pathway (Huettel et al., 2007; 
Lei et al., 2015). ROS1 is shown to preferentially counteract DNA methylation established 
by the RdDM pathway and is postulated to i) protect specific sequences from 
hypermethylation by RdDM, e.g. 5’ and 3’ ends of genes near repeats, and ii) allow 
transcriptional activation triggered by specific developmental or environmental conditions 
(Zhang and Zhu, 2012). The stochastic hypermethylation we observed is consistent with the 
hepta-repeat junctions being a target for de novo DNA methylation by RdDM as well as 
DNA demethylases. 

Intriguingly, unlike expected for an RdDM target (Gent et al., 2014; Li et al., 
2014a), the vast majority of the DNA methylation at the b1 hepta-repeat junction region 
was in the CG and CHG context, both in B’ and B’ mop1-1. DNA methylation in these 
contexts can be maintained by other pathways (Matzke and Mosher, 2014; Gent et al., 
2014; Li et al., 2014a). Unlike what has been hypothesized (Ohtsu et al., 2007), during 
plant development no consistent progressive decrease in DNA methylation levels was 
observed in B’ mop1-1 plants. In most plants the lowest DNA methylation level detected 
was already observed in the second leaf stage, suggesting that the actual (slight) reduction 
in DNA methylation may occur in very early developmental stages such as embryos, in 
which Mop1 appears higher expressed compared to seedlings and leaves (Woodhouse et al., 
2006; Ohtsu et al., 2007; Sekhon et al., 2011).  

RdDM is capable of methylating cytosines in CG, CHG, and CHH contexts; 
however, the existence of other methylation mechanisms for maintaining or amplifying 
mCG and mCHG makes mCHH the best indicator of RdDM activity (Matzke and Mosher, 
2014). Another main hallmark of RdDM is the production of 24-nt siRNAs (Matzke and 
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Mosher, 2014). Accordingly, it was recently reported that maize loci showing high levels of 
mCHH (short DNA transposons and nonspreading retrotransposons) tend to be enriched for 
24-nt siRNAs and are more dependent on mop1 for their mCHH level than low mCHH loci 
(e.g. spreading retrotransposons) (Li et al., 2014a). Thus after having observed the activity 
of MOP1 at the repeat junction region (manifested by 24-nt siRNAs, see (Arteaga-Vazquez 
et al., 2010)), the low mCHH at the same repeat junction region was unexpected. Genome-
wide analysis of previously identified MOP1-target loci (“RdDM loci”) (Gent et al., 2014) 
indicates that the b1 locus is not a unique case in maize; besides the presence of 
consistently high mCG and mCHG levels, RdDM loci show a continuous, wide range of 
mCHH levels and are frequently associated with low CHH methylation. The low-mCHH 
RdDM loci that we defined in this study make up 18% of the total high confidence RdDM 
loci and have average mCHH values of less than 5% (in contrast with the rest of the RdDM 
loci, which have average mCHH values of 27%). They in addition show 2.7 fold lower 24-
nt siRNA levels than high-mCHH RdDM loci. Gent el al. revealed that, compared to the 
genome average, RdDM loci have a greater than 20-fold increase in 24-nt siRNAs (Gent et 
al., 2014). Thus the 2.7 fold difference in 24-nt siRNA levels between low-mCHH and 
high-mCHH loci that we found in this study means low-mCHH loci still have highly 
abundant siRNAs relative to the genome average. We conclude that in some genomic 
contexts, MOP1 activity yields abundant siRNAs but very little mCHH.  

Other than the 2.7-fold fewer siRNAs, no obvious difference was observed 
between features of the low- and high-mCHH RdDM loci, except that fewer of the low-
mCHH loci overlapped with annotated transposons; nevertheless, 48% still did. It will be of 
interest for future research to discover the difference between these two categories of 
RdDM loci, to find out if low-mCHH loci are targeted by a non-canonical instead of the 
canonical RdDM pathway and if the existence of low-mCHH RdDM loci is widespread in 
the plant kingdom. Another intriguing observation is that low-mCHH RdDM loci appear 
less dependent on mop1-1 for the maintenance of CG and CHG methylation than high-
mCHH RdDM loci, as if at low-mCHH loci, mCG and mCHG maintenance 
methyltransferases rely less on MOP1 activity. Given the presence of functionally distinct 
subtypes of Pol IV and V in maize (Haag et al., 2014), one explanation could be that at low-
mCHH loci MOP1 functions in a novel form of RdDM, a form which only weakly 
methylates mCHH. During establishment of paramutation this RdDM pathway may have 
mediated high mCG and mCHG at these loci, but once established, the high mCG and 
mCHG is then primarily maintained by the action of maintenance methyltransferases 
(Matzke and Mosher, 2014). In addition, our data indicate that in maize, the RdDM 
pathway acting at high-mCHH RdDM loci may play a more substantial role in maintaining 
DNA methylation in all contexts; the maintenance methyltransferases appear not sufficient 
in order to keep mCG and mCHG at the high levels observed. While RdDM components 
inevitably play a role in paramutation in maize, it is unclear whether mCHH specifically 
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does. Unlike the paramutagenic B’ epiallele, the paramutagenic P1-rr’ epiallele in maize is 
clearly methylated in the CHH context (Sekhon et al., 2012). An important challenge for 
future studies will be to identify the specific consequences of mCHH or lack thereof, 
especially in the presence of high mCG and mCHG.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 6. Effects of mop1-1 on epigenetic marks and chromatin looping at the b1 locus. In wild-type husk 
tissue, B’ carries repressive marks and a single chromatin loop is formed between the hepta-repeat and TSS, 
mediating low b1 expression. B-I displays features associated with transcriptional activation, including interactions 
between the repeats, TSS and sequences ~15 (green), ~47 (cyan) and ~107kb upstream (blue). In the absence of 
MOP1, the B’ locus carries features of inactive and active chromatin, and the regulatory sequences are activated, 
allowing the formation of a multi-loop structure associated with elevated b1 expression. 
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Materials and Methods 

Plant Materials and Genetic Stocks 

The plants stocks used in this study (B’/B’ Mop1/Mop1 (K55), B-I/B-I Mop1/Mop1 (W23), 
B’/B’ Mop1/mop1-1 (K55/W23) were obtained from V.L. Chandler (University of Arizona, 
Tucson, AZ) and grown in the greenhouse. Homozygous B’ mop1-1 plants were selected 
from progeny of crosses between heterozygous B’ mop1-1/Mop1 (female) and homozygous 
B’ mop1-1/mop1-1 (male) plants using PCR genotyping (Woodhouse et al., 2006) and/or 
scoring pigment levels. The seedling tissue used for ChIP experiments comprised 1-month-
old seedlings with the roots and exposed leaf blades removed. The husk tissues employed 
for RNA, ChIP, 3C and FAIRE consisted of all leaves surrounding the maize ear, whereby 
the tough, outer leaves were discarded (Haring et al., 2010; Louwers et al., 2009a). Husks 
were harvested at the time of silk emergence.  

RNA Analysis 

RNA blot analysis was performed as described previously (Haring et al., 2010; Louwers et 
al., 2009a). RNA was isolated from husk tissue and 10 µg of RNA was size-fractionated by 
gel electrophoresis. RNA blots were hybridized with probes recognizing the coding region 
of b1 or Sam. The resulting band intensities were quantified using a Storm 840 
phosphorimager and ImageQuant software (GE LifeSciences). 

Chromatin Conformation analysis (3C) and FAIRE 

3C and FAIRE analyses were performed on B’ mop1-1 husk tissue as described previously 
(Louwers et al., 2009b, 2009a). The data for B’ Mop1/Mop1 and B-I Mop1/Mop1 have been 
published before (Louwers et al., 2009a) and are shown for comparison. The experiments 
on B’ mop1-1 tissues were conducted at the same time and using the same methods as the 
experiments on B’ Mop1/Mop1 and B-I Mop1/Mop1 tissues. The primers and TaqMan 
probes used are listed in TABLE S2. In 3C experiments, to correct for primer amplification 
efficiencies, for each primer pair the qPCR data was normalized to a random ligation 
control sample produced using a BAC clone containing the b1 locus and an amplified 
control template for the Sam locus. To control for quantity and quality of the 3C samples, 
the data were normalized to 3C values measured for the Sam locus. In the FAIRE 
experiments, to correct for the quantity of the template, the qPCR data for each primer set 
were normalized to the values obtained for input samples. To correct for the quality of the 
template, the data were normalized to FAIRE values measured for the Sam locus. 
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Chromatin Structure Analysis (ChIP) 

ChIP-qPCR experiments were performed on husk and seedling tissue as described 
previously (Haring et al., 2010; Louwers et al., 2009a). Antibodies were used against 
H3K9ac/K14ac (Upstate #06-599), H3K9me2 (Cell signaling #4658), H3K27me2 (Cell 
signaling #9728) and histone H3 (Abcam #1791). The specificity of the H3K9me2 and 
H3K27me2 antibodies was validated by slot blots containing different dilutions of the 
target peptides (Egelhofer et al., 2011). Primers that were used for the qPCR analysis are 
listed in TABLE S2. All ChIP-qPCR experiments were repeated 2-4 times with chromatin 
derived from different plants (TABLE S3).  
 In previous experiments Copia sequences were used to normalize ChIP-qPCR data 
obtained with antibodies recognizing H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 (Haring et al., 2010, 
2007). The majority of Copia elements are depleted of siRNAs (Gent et al., 2013), 
indicating they are rarely targeted by MOP1. To validate that the specific type of Copia 
sequence used in our previous experiments was not targeted by MOP1 and could be 
employed for normalization in a mop1-1 mutant background, the 107-nt sequence was 
blasted to the maize B73 genome (version 3) using parameters optimized for low similarity 
(e-value 1e-15) and including low complexity regions. Of the 163 matches, the 97 that were 
greater or equal to 95-nt in length, carried at least part of both primer binding sites, and had 
sequence coverage in a bisulfite sequencing experiment (Gent et al., 2014) were selected. 
These 97 loci were examined for the presence of CHH methylation, a hallmark of RdDM. 
Their average CHH methylation level was 1.66%, which is very close to the 1.34% of CHH 
methylation at non-RdDM loci and significantly different from the average CHH 
methylation level at RdDM loci (14.51%). In addition, analysis of H3K9me2 data from the 
same study revealed that these loci had an H3K9me2 enrichment value of 1.10, which is 
characteristic of non-RdDM loci (H3K9me2 enrichment of 1.12) rather than RdDM loci 
(H3K9me2 enrichment of 0.55) (Gent et al., 2014). This indicated that our Copia control 
sequence behaves, on average, as a non-RdDM locus and that it could be used to normalize 
our ChIP-qPCR data obtained from wild-type and mop1-1 mutant plants.  

Two-way Analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests were used to test whether B’, B’ 

mop1-1 and B-I behaved similar for the measured histone modifications in either seedling 
or husk tissue. Given the limited sample number, we assumed all datasets to be normally 
distributed and having similar variances. When the ANOVA tests suggested differences 
between the different (epi)genotypes, a Bonferroni post hoc test was performed to uncover 
which individual pairs differ (B’ versus B’ mop1-1, B’ mop1-1 versus B-I, and/or B’ versus 
B-I). The output from the ANOVA and Bonferroni post hoc tests is summarized in TABLE 

S1. 
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DNA Methylation Analysis by DNA Blotting 

DNA blot analysis was performed as described previously (Haring et al., 2010). Most B’ 

mop1-1 DNA samples were derived from leaves collected at different stages of 
development (FIG. S4 and 6). DNA was isolated (Dellaporta et al., 1983), and 5 µg of DNA 
was digested with different methylation sensitive restriction enzymes in combination with 
EcoRI or BamHI according to the manufacturer’s specifications. After size fractionation by 
electrophoresis the gels were blotted onto membrane (Blotting-Nylon 66 membranes, 
Sigma-Aldrich # 15356), followed by UV fixation. The resulting blots were hybridized to a 
853-nt repeat probe. The relative band intensities obtained for the enzymes HpaI, PstI, 
HhaI, HaeII AluI, Sau96I, BsmAI were quantified for all (HpaI, HhaI, HaeII) or 
representative examples (PstI, AluI, Sau96I, BsmAI), using a Storm 840 phosphorimager 
and ImageQuant software (GE LifeSciences). The most probable DNA methylation patterns 
were identified by the least squares fit comparing the relative band intensities with 
theoretical possible intensities derived from all possible options for DNA methylation 
patterns (Haring et al., 2010). BsmAI generated relatively small fragments, including 
similarly sized 5’ and 3’ border fragments complicating the computational analysis. The 
degrees of DNA methylation indicated (FIG. 3A, FIG. S4) are our best estimates. To test for 
complete digestion, probes recognizing unmethylated DNA regions at the b1 locus were 
used (probes A, D2 and 21, depicted in Figure 1 in Haring et al., 2010). 

DNA Methylation Analysis by Bisulfite Sequencing 

For bisulfite sequencing, genomic maize DNA was extracted (Dellaporta et al., 1983) from 
leaf four of two B’, two B-I and three B’ mop1-1 plants in a V4 stage (Ritchie et al., 1992), 
and 400 ng of DNA was treated with bisulfite using the EZ DNA Methylation-Gold  kit 
(Zymo Research, D5006). The DNA regions of interest were PCR-amplified (10 min 95oC, 
followed by 40 PCR cycles (30 sec 95oC, 30 sec 50oC (repeat) or 52oC (Fie2), 30 sec 72oC), 
and 5 min at 72oC). The amplification was performed using MethylTaq DNA polymerase 
(Diagenode, C09010010), a forward (KL1310; TGGTGTTTAAAAATTYATGTTTTTGTG) 
and reverse primer (KL1844; TCCACRARTCATCRTCTCCAAACA) for a 320-nt repeat 
junction fragment and a forward (AAGATTTGAGATTYGATTTGAAGTGTG) and reverse 
primer (ACTTTCCCCTCCRCCTAATTCTCCTTA) for a 226-nt Fie2 fragment that served as a 
control for complete bisulfite conversion (similar to the -302 to -91 fragment described in 
(Gutiérrez-Marcos et al., 2006)). PCR fragments were cloned into the pJET 1.2 vector 
(CloneJet PCR Cloning Kit, Thermo Scientific) following the manufacturer’s instructions. 
Clones carrying inserts of the correct size were identified by PCR. DNA was isolated from 
positive clones (GeneJet Plasmid Miniprep Kit, Thermo scientific) and subjected to Sanger 
sequencing. To determine the percentage, sequence context and pattern of cytosine 
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methylation, sequences were analyzed using Kismeth (http://katahdin.mssm.edu/kismeth; 
(Gruntman et al., 2008)). For each DNA sample approximately 15 clones were sequenced 
for Fie2, and 30 clones for the repeat junction region.  

Genomic Alignments and Data Analysis of BS-seq and Small RNA 
Reads 

Cleaned, adapter-trimmed methylC-seq (BS-seq) reads described previously (Gent et al., 
2014) were re-mapped to the B73 RefGen_v3 genome (with no mismatches allowed) and 
methylation values for each cytosine determined with BSseeker2 (Guo et al., 2013). For 
this analysis, the three replicates of B73 were combined into one set. Three replicates of 
mop1-1 and two replicates of a Mop1 control (both genotypes were near isogenic with B73) 
were processed individually, and the average values calculated for each set of replicates. 
The cleaned, adapter-trimmed, miRNA-filtered small RNAs described previously (Gent et 
al., 2014) were re-mapped to the B73 RefGen_v3 genome with the Burrows-Wheeler 
Alignment Tool (parameters bwa aln -t 8 -l 10) (Li and Durbin, 2009)). Uniquely-mapping 
reads were defined as having MAPQ values of at least 30. Read overlaps and coverage, C + 
G content, and distances to genes were determined using BEDTools (Quinlan, 2014). 
Annotations of genes as well as transposons were extracted from Zea_mays.AGPv3.21.gff3 
downloaded from www.maizesequence.org. 
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Supporting Information  

 
SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 1. (A) Schematic representation of the b1 locus, indicating the regions monitored in 
ChIP, 3C and FAIRE. The white box labeled b1 depicts the b1 coding region, empty white boxes in zoom below 
represent exons, the hooked arrow the TSS (0 kb); the b1 5’UTR consists of exon and intron 1. Arrows 100 kb 
upstream represent the hepta-repeat, and grey boxes transposable elements. The BglII fragments analyzed in 3C 
experiments are indicated with dark blue boxes and Roman numerals. The amplicons monitored in ChIP and/or 
FAIRE experiments are indicated with orange boxes. Due to sequence divergence, primer sets R1 and R5 do not 
detect the 1st and 7th repeat, respectively. (B) Schematic representation of the Sam locus, indicating the BglII 
fragments and amplicons analyzed in the 3C and FAIRE experiments, respectively. Sam is used for data 
normalization. B, BglII sites; triangles, 3C primers; q and r, qPCR amplicons analyzed with FAIRE; blue box, 
probe for RNA analysis (Figure 1).  

 
SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 2. B’ hepta-repeat is marked by H3 acetylation in mop1-1 mutant. ChIP experiments 
were performed on husk tissue from B’ wild-type (green), B’ mop1-1 (light purple), and B-I plants (dark purple) 
using an anti-H3ac antibody and normalization to actin values. Colored bars indicate the ChIP signals, grey bars 
the no-antibody immunoprecipitation. The error bars indicate the standard error of the mean (SEM) of two (B’), 
three (B’ mop1-1), and three (B-I) replicate experiments.  
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 3. In a mop1-1 mutant a low level of DNA demethylation is observed at the repeat 
junction regions of the B’ hepta-repeat. Genomic DNA was digested with EcoRI and the methylation-sensitive 
enzymes indicated. Representative examples of blots hybridized with the repeat probe are shown. Circles and 
triangles indicate fragments comprising repeat sequences and repeat plus 3’ flanking sequences, respectively 
(Haring et al., 2010). Open and filled symbols indicate fragments resulting from complete and incomplete 
digestion, respectively. Filled squares indicate fragments in which nearly all recognition sites are methylated. The 
B’ and B-I patterns are shown as comparison. 
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plant tissue 

  B' wildtype                             MS1424-3 leaf 6 (leaf 7 present) 

 

  B' mop1 
 

                            N389-A leaf from adult plant; no tassel visible yet 
                            N388-A leaf from adult plant; no tassel visible yet 
                            N390-A leaf from adult plant; tassel shedding 
                            N390-B husk 
                            JD143x144   
                            MS1008B-1 leaf from adult plant; tassel visible 
                            MS1402-1 leaf 10&11 pooled 
                            MS1402-2 leaf 10&11 pooled 
                            MS1403-1 leaf 10&11 pooled 
                            MS1403-2 leaf 10&11 pooled 

                          MS1359-A leaf from adult plant; tassel shedding 
                            MS1359-B leaf from adult plant; tassel shedding 
                            MS1359-C leaf from adult plant; tassel shedding 
                            MS1368-1 top leaf (leaf 12 or 13) from adult plant 
                            MS1368-2 top leaf (leaf 12 or 13) from adult plant 
                            MS1404-1 leaf 10&11 pooled 

                          MS1404-2 leaf 10&11 pooled 
                            MS1404-3 leaf 10&11 pooled 
                            MS1404-4 leaf 10&11 pooled 
                            MS1405-1 leaf 10&11 pooled 
                            MS1405-2 leaf 10&11 pooled 
                            MS1405-3 leaf 10&11 pooled 
                        MS1405-4 leaf 10&11 pooled 
                            MS1405-5 leaf 10&11 pooled 
                            MS1379-8 leaf 2-12 
                            MX49-3 leaf 11 
                      MX54-8 leaf 8 from adult plant; tassel visible 

 
SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 4. Detailed representation of the DNA methylation data obtained for B’ mop1-1. 
Every site that is checked for a specific sample is indicated. Restriction sites not measured for particular samples 
are indicated by grey cells. The degree of DNA methylation at the various restriction sites is indicated by color-
coding: 0-12.5%, white; 37.5-62.5%, orange; 62.5-87.5%, red; 87.5-100% methylation, dark red. The B’ 
consensus pattern is indicated at the top. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 5. Consensus double-stranded DNA sequence of the 2nd-6th repeat. Red indicates 
cytosines in CG context, blue in CHGs, green in CHH context. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 6. DNA methylation level at B’ hepta-repeat does not progressively decrease during 
development of a B’ mop1-1 plant. (A) Genomic DNA was digested with EcoRI and the methylation-sensitive 
enzymes indicated. Representative examples of blots hybridized with the repeat probe are shown. Circles and 
triangles indicate fragments comprising repeat sequences and repeat plus 3’ flanking sequences, respectively 
(Haring et al., 2010). Open and filled symbols indicate fragments resulting from complete and incomplete 
digestion, respectively. Filled squares indicate fragments in which nearly all recognition sites are methylated. (B) 
Detailed representation of the DNA methylation data obtained for leaves collected during development of B’ 

mop1-1 and as a comparison B’ plants. The degree of DNA methylation is indicated by color-coding: 37.5-62.5%, 
orange; 62.5-87.5%, red; 87.5-100% methylation, dark red; NA, not analyzed. The specific plants of the families 
analyzed (MS1379 and RB36) are indicated. Leaves were collected when the consecutive leaf had appeared.  
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 7. B’ repeat junction region is mainly methylated in a symmetric context. Targeted 
bisulfite sequencing was applied to B’, B’ mop1-1 and B-I leaf samples, amplifying (A) the b1 repeat junction 
region, and (B) a Fie2 sequence as a control for complete conversion. The dot-plots show the DNA methylation 
pattern for 13 to 31 clones at base-pair resolution. For each sample the total number of cytosines examined are 
listed as well as the % methylation (A) or % unconverted cytosines (B). The Fie2 sequence examined is indicated 
to be unmethylated (Gutiérrez-Marcos et al., 2006), hence the filled circles are presumed to be the result of 
incomplete conversion. Empty circles, unmethylated cytosine; filled circles, methylated cytosines.  
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 8. Degree of DNA methylation at individual cytosines at the b1 hepta-repeat in B’, 
B’ mop1-1 and B-I leaf samples. The bisulfite sequencing data shown in Supplemental Figure 7A was used to 
generate this figure. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of two (B’, B-I) or three (B’ mop1-1) replicate 
experiments. Cytosines are numbered by the base-pair position in the analyzed repeat junction region. The 
sequence context of the cytosines is indicated as well as the restriction sites monitored by DNA blot analysis. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 9. Characterization of low and high mCHH RdDM loci. (A) Histogram of mCHH in 
RdDM loci. mCHH is the percent 5-methylcytosine in the CHH context relative to the total number of cytosines in 
the CHH context. Data are from B73 developing ear (Gent et al., 2014). Only high-confidence RdDM loci from 
the prior study were included in the analysis; loci that had at least 20 cytosines spanned by BS-seq reads and at 
least 50 bp spanned by uniquely-mapping siRNAs. Each X-axis interval contains a mCHH range of 1%, with the 
exception of the last interval, which contains only the value of exactly 100%. The first interval is further divided 
into exactly 0% (black) and >0 to <1% (grey). A strong bias toward values of zero can be explained by limited 
read coverage. (B) Average DNA methylation (mC/total C) for each type of locus. Values are percent 5-
methylcytosine relative to the total number of cytosines in each sequence context (CG, CHG, or CHH) and are 
derived from the B73 sample used to define low mCHH and high mCHH loci, the same one used in (A). The error 
bars indicate the standard error of the means of all individual loci within either the low or high mCHH category 
(C) Average 22-nt and 21-nt siRNA abundance for each type of locus in Mop1 control and mop1-1. The number of 
siRNAs was normalized by the number of miRNAs in each sample, as described previously (Gent et al., 2014). 
(D) Percent of the number of low and high mCHH loci that overlap with at least one transposon. Individual values 
for 9 superfamilies of transposons are also shown. The difference in blue and red colors between B, C and D 
indicate that the genotypes used for the analyses in B and D (B73) are not the same as the genotypes used for the 
analysis in C (near-isogenic with B73).  
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 10. In B’ mop1-1, the hepta-repeat retains repressive marks. (A-C) ChIP-qPCR 
experiments were performed on seedling and husk tissue from B’ wild-type (green), B’ mop1-1 (light purple), and 
B-I plants (dark purple), using antibodies recognizing (A) H3K9me2, (B) H3K27me2, and (C) H3 core. The ChIP 
signals were normalized to the quantified Copia signals. Colored bars indicate the ChIP signal levels, grey bars the 
no-antibody signal levels. The error bars indicate the SEM of 2-5 replicate experiments (TABLE S3).   
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TABLE S1. Summary of the performed ANOVA tests on ChIP data. Summary of the performed 
ANOVA tests on the ChIP data for H3ac, H3K9me2, H3K27me2 and H3core at different locations at the 
b1 locus (hepta-repeat, coding sequence (CDS) and ~45 kb upstream of the TSS (-45 kb)), in seedling or 
husk tissue of B’, B’ mop1-1 and B-I. For the hepta-repeat the primer pairs R1-R6 were tested, for the 
CDS the primer pairs 5’b, UTR and Ex3, and for -45 kb the primer pairs e, f, g, h. At the top of each cell 
the p-value of the ANOVA test is reported. The results of a Bonferroni post hoc test are shown when the 
ANOVA indicated differences between the three (epi)genotypes. Significantly differing (epi)genotypes 
are indicated with ’s’ and non-significant ones with ’ns’. The (epi)genotypes participating in the ANOVA 
test are given, when the (epi)genotypes appeared similar according to the analysis. 
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TABLE S2. Primers used in ChIP and FAIRE.   

Gene Primer 
set 

Sequence Fwd and Rev primer Upstream position  
relative to TSS 

Primer 
name 

b1 a 5’ CTC GGG GTC AAA TGG ACG G 3’  107.0 kb  M85 

  
5’ GCG GTC ACA ACC TTT TCA GAT C 3’ 106.9 kb  M317 

 
R1 5’ GGT TTG CTG CAT CCT TGA CC 3’   ~ 100 kb  M12 

  
5’ CTG CAC AGG CTG CAG CAG 3’ ~ 100 kb  M295 

 
R2 5’-GTG GAC AAA TAG TGC ATT CAC CTC AC-3’ ~ 100 kb  M111 

  
5’-GAA ACT GAA CTA ACC AAT GTG GCT-3’ ~ 100 kb  M296 

 
R3 5’-CAA GAT CCA TTG AAC ATC TTG TCC-3’ ~ 100 kb  M297 

  
5’-CAT GTG TGA GGG TGA TGC TGC G-3’ ~ 100 kb  M10 

 
R4 5’-CTA TGC TCG TGC GAA GGG TGG TC-3’ ~ 100 kb  M11 

  
5’-CAG ATC CCC TAT CTA ATC CCA TGT-3’  ~ 100 kb  M298 

 
R5 5’-GCG GGT GAC CAG TGT TT-3’ ~ 100 kb  M668 

  
5’-GAC CTC TTG GAG CCC TCT AAT TTG-3’ ~ 100 kb  M669 

 
R6 5’-CAA ATT AGA GGG CTC CAA GAG GTC-3’ ~ 100 kb  M112 

  
5’-GTT GTG TAC TGC AGT GTT AGG TAG-3’ ~ 100 kb  M15 

 
d 5' GTG TCC CCG GCA AAG ATC 3' 89.6 kb  M727 

  
5' GAC ACT TGG CAA AGA GGT TAC 3' 89.5 kb  M882 

 
e 5' CTG GCG GCA CTA AAA AAC G 3' 45.3 kb  M975 

  
5' TGT GCC CAC CTT TAT TGT GAG TT 3' 45.2 kb  M976 

 
f 5' CAA CTG CTA TGC GAC TGA TTG AT 3' 44.7 kb d M977 

  
5' CCT GCT GTC CTT TCT TGT CTG A 3' 44.6 kb  M978 

 
g 5' AGT ACG TAC TAA CCT GCA AC 3' 44.3 kb  M560 

  
5' AAC TCA ACG TAC GTC ACA AC 3' 44.2 kb  M844 

 
h 5’ ACC AGT CCA ACC TAG CTT GGA AT 3’ 41.9 kb  M611 

  
5’ GTC ATT GCG TGC GGC TAT C 3’ 41.8 kb  M334 

 
i 5' TTC TTA ACA ACT AGC TGT TTG C 3' 31.7 kb  M558 

  
5' ACC CAG GGC TCG AAG ATT 3' 31.6 kb  M731 

 
j 5' ACA CGA TGG CCG GCA AT 3' 10.7 kb  M979 

  
5' CCG CCC GTT GGG TAT GA 3' 10.8 kb  M980 

 
k 5' CAA AGA GGC CGA CAC TCG AC 3' 8.9 kb  M635 

  
5' CAA TGT CTT TCA TAT AAC AGA TCT GAT ACG 3' 8.8 kb  M614 

 
l 5' TCC ATC TCA CCT CTC ATT GTA TCT TT 3' 8.6 kb  M984 

  
5' AAA TCG TGT ATA TGG TCG TTT AAA ACA T 3' 8.5 kb  M985 

 
5'b 5’-GGT GTG CAC ACC ATT AAT TGA-3’ 1.2 kb  M119 

  
5’-CGA TAT TTT GGT GAA AAC TGT TC-3’ 1.0 kb  M102 

 
m 5' GTT CAT AAT AAC CTT CAG TCC ACA G 3' 0.8 kb  M340 

  
5' CTC CTC AAT TTG CGT TTT ACT C 3' 0.7 kb  M555 

 
n 5' TGC GTA CGT TGC TAC ATG C 3' 0.2 kb  M666 

  
5' GTT TGT GGA CGG AGC TCC A 3' 0.1 kb  M667 

 
UTR 5’ CTC TTC TGA TCT TCT TCA CCG TCT C 3’ 0.4 kb  M108 

  
5’ ATT CCC GGG CGG CCG CGC CTT ACT AAT CCT TC 3' 0.5 kb  M44 

 
Ex3 5’ ACC AGC TGC TCA TGC AGA GGA 3’ 1.3 kb  M120 

  
5’ AGG AAG GCG TAG GTC ATG CAG AT 3’ 1.4 kb  M121 

Actin 
 

5’-GGT GTG CAC ACC ATT AAT TGA-3’ 
 

M70 

  
5’-CAC TTT CTG CTC ATG GTT TAA GG-3’ 

 
M414 
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Copia 

 
5’-CGA TGT GAA GAC AGC ATT CCT-3’ 

 
M688 

  
5’-CTC AAG TGA CAT CCC ATG TGT-3’ 

 
M689 

Sam r 5' CGA GGA CGG TTT CAG CTA CG 3' 
 

M1002 

 
 

5' GTG GCA TCC AAG CCC ATA AC 3' 
 

M1003 

 q 5' AAA TCA TCC CCG AGA TGG AGA 3' 
 

M1004 

 
 

5' AGC CAC AGG GTT CAA AGT CAA 3'  
 

M1005 
 
 

TABLE S3. The number of replicates of the different ChIP experiments. 

Tissue Seedling Husk 

Genotype B'  B' mop1-1 B-I  B'  B' mop1-1 B-I  

H3ac n.d. n.d. n.d. 2 3 3 

H3K9me2 3 3 2 2 4 2 

H3K27me2 3 3 2 2 4 2 

H3core 5 4 n.d. 2 2 3 

n.d. = not done 
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Abstract 
Paramutation involves the transfer of epigenetic information from one to another allele in 

trans in a mitotically and meiotically heritable manner. Paramutation at the b1 locus 
requires multiple components of the RNA-directed DNA Methylation (RdDM) pathway, 
including Mediator of paramutation 2 (Mop2), encoding the second-largest subunit of RNA 
polymerase IV and V (NRP(D/E)2a), as well as Mediator of paramutation 3 (Mop3), 
encoding the largest subunit of RNA Polymerase IV (NRPD1). In line with a role of Mop2 
and Mop3 in RdDM, mutations in these genes prevent paramutation and are also suggested 
to release silencing at the repressed, paramutagenic B’ epiallele. To investigate the effect of 
a functional loss of both Pol IV and Pol V, or only Pol IV on the B’ epiallele we studied the 
effect of mop2 and mop3 mutants on DNA methylation and chromatin structure at the B’ 
locus. Surprisingly, in mop2 mutants B’ is not transcriptionally activated and maintains the 
high levels of DNA methylation and repressive histone marks H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 
observed at a B’ epiallele in a wild-type background. As expected, in a mop3-1 mutant, the 
B’ allele is partially transcriptionally activated and the repressive H3K9me2 and 
H3K27me2 marks reduced to an intermediate level, while a high level of DNA methylation 
is still present. These data indicate that, although both RdDM mutants prevent 
paramutation, they have different effects on the B’ epiallele. We hypothesize that in a mop3 
mutant in the absence of Pol IV, transcription by Pol V results in the loss of repressive 
histone modifications, activating the enhancer function at the B’ locus in the mop3 mutant. 
However, in mop2 mutants, lacking Pol IV as well as Pol V function, DNA methylation and 
repressive histone marks are sufficient to maintain the repressed B’ state.  
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Introduction 
Paramutation describes an epigenetic phenomenon in which in trans communication 
between homologous alleles causes mitotically and meiotically heritable silencing of one of 
the alleles. Examples of paramutation have been identified in various species in both the 
plant and animal kingdom (Chandler, 2007; Gabriel and Hollick, 2015). A common feature 
of many cases of paramutation is the presence of repeated sequences at the interacting 
alleles (Hövel et al., 2015; Stam, 2009). Repeated sequences are prone to silencing due to 
their similarity with transposable elements (Martienssen, 2003; Slotkin and Martienssen, 
2007). Thus, one could raise the question whether paramutation requires similar silencing 
mechanisms as are usually used to protect the genome against active transposable elements. 
Indeed, the plant-specific RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) pathway, which is best 
described in Arabidopsis thaliana, contributes to the silencing of transposable elements. 
(Matzke and Mosher, 2014), and genes in the RdDM pathway are shown to be necessary 
for paramutation in maize (Giacopelli and Hollick, 2015; Haag et al., 2014).  

In maize, paramutation has been studied at several loci including low phytic 

acid1 (lpa1), red 1 (r1), pericarp 1 (p1), purple l (pl1) and booster 1 (b1) (Pilu et al., 
2009; Chandler and Stam, 2004). One of the best-studied examples is paramutation at the 
b1 locus, which encodes a transcriptional regulator of the maize anthocyanin pigmentation 
pathway (Patterson et al., 1993). Many different alleles of the b1 gene are known, two of 
which are B’ and B-I. The B’ allele is lowly expressed, resulting in light purple-pigmented 
plants. In contrast, the B-I allele is transcriptionally highly activated, which results in dark 
purple-pigmented plants. The repressed B’ and active B-I allele together engage in 
paramutation. When B’ (paramutagenic allele) and B-I (paramutable allele) are combined in 
a cross, the B-I allele is changed into B’ in a mitotically and meiotically heritable manner 
with a 100% frequency. Hundred kb upstream of the b1 transcription start site (TSS), the B’ 
and B-I alleles carry seven tandemly repeated copies of an 853-nt sequence (hepta-repeat) 
(Stam et al., 2002a). It was shown that tandem repeats of the 5’ half of the 853-nt sequence 
are sufficient for paramutation of B-I by B’, indicating that tandem repeats of a specific 
sequence are required for paramutation (Belele et al., 2013). Besides its function in 
paramutation, the hepta-repeat functions as a tissue-specific enhancer for b1 gene 
expression (Belele et al., 2013; Louwers et al., 2009a; Stam et al., 2002a).  

The B’ and B-I alleles have the same DNA sequence, but differ in epigenetic 
marks, hence they are epialleles. In B’ tissue the junction regions overlapping the individual 
853-nt sequences (further referred to as “repeat junction regions”) are DNA 
hypermethylated in a CG and CHG context and the entire hepta-repeat carries the 
repressive histone modifications H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 (Haring et al., 2010; Chapter 3 
of this thesis). In contrast, the repeat junction regions of the B-I allele are hypomethylated 
and the entire hepta-repeat is depleted from H3K9me2. In seedling tissue, in which B-I is 
not expressed, the hepta-repeat and coding region carry H3K27me2. However, upon 
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transcriptional activation in husk tissue, the B-I hepta-repeat is nucleosome depleted, both 
the B-I hepta-repeat and coding region are depleted of H3K27me2 and gain H3 acetylation 
(H3ac). High B-I expression is further associated with the formation of a multi-loop 
structure between the b1 coding region, the hepta-repeat and additional putative regulatory 
sequences ~107 kb, ~45 kb and ~15 kb upstream of the TSS (Louwers et al., 2009a).  

While silenced in seedling tissue, the B’ allele is transcriptionally activated in husk 
tissue, however, to a much lower extent than B-I (Patterson et al., 1993), and the levels of 
DNA methylation, H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 at the B’ hepta-repeat are largely unaffected 
upon transcriptional activation (Haring et al., 2010; Chapter 3 of this thesis). As shown for 
the B-I allele in husk tissue, but not in seedling tissue, the B’ hepta-repeat is physically 
interacting with the b1 coding region, however, creating only a single-loop structure 
(Louwers et al., 2009a). 

Mutations in genes coding for RdDM factors have been shown to prohibit 
paramutation at the b1 locus and other loci in maize (Giacopelli and Hollick, 2015). RdDM 
is a major siRNA-mediated transcriptional silencing pathway in plants and induces de novo 
DNA methylation at transposable elements and other repeated sequences (see (Matzke and 
Mosher, 2014) for review). In the RdDM pathway, plant-specific RNA Polymerase IV (Pol 
IV) transcripts are made double-stranded by RNA-DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASE 2 
(RDR2), and processed into 24-nt small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) by DICER-LIKE 3 
(DCL3). One strand of the siRNAs is incorporated into ARGONAUTE 4 (AGO4) and 
targets the resulting complex to complementary transcripts generated by RNA Polymerase 
V (Pol V). Subsequently, among others DOMAINS REARRANGED 
METHYLTRANSFERASE2 (DRM2) is recruited, mediating de novo DNA methylation of 
cytosines in all sequence contexts, CG, CHG and CHH (H = A, C, or T). In maize, several 
Mediator of paramutation (Mop) or Required to maintain repression (Rmr) genes are 
required for paramutation and encode orthologs of Arabidopsis RdDM components, 
indicating a crucial role for RdDM in paramutation. Mop1 (GRMZM2G042443) encodes 
the maize ortolog of RDR2 (Alleman et al., 2006). Mop2 (allelic to Rmr7, 
GRMZM2G054225) encodes the maize ortolog of NRP(D/E)2a, the second largest subunit 
of Pol IV (NRPD) and Pol V (NRPE) (Sidorenko et al., 2009; Erhard et al., 2009). Mop3 

(allelic to Rmr6, GRMZM2G007681) encodes NRPD1, the largest subunit of Pol IV (Sloan 
et al., 2014; Erhard et al., 2009; Haag et al., 2014). 

Mutations in Mop1, Mop2 and Mop3 have been shown to cause depletion of 
siRNAs, which is in line with their expected function in the RdDM pathway (Erhard et al., 
2009; Sidorenko et al., 2009; Stonaker et al., 2009; Nobuta et al., 2008). The mop1-1 and 
mop2-1 mutants have also been shown to have diminished siRNAs levels specifically at the 
b1 hepta-repeat (Arteaga-Vazquez et al., 2010; Sidorenko et al., 2009). Furthermore, mop1, 
mop2 and mop3 mutations induce a reduction in DNA methylation at certain transposon 
families, especially at regions with high levels of DNA methylation in a CHH context, also 
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called mCHH islands (Li et al., 2014a; Gent et al., 2014, 2013). This reduction in DNA 
methylation at mCHH islands is indicated to occur in all sequence contexts. The reduction 
is furthermore strongest in mop3 and weakest in mop2 mutants (Li et al., 2015b).  

In an RdDM model, paramutation would be mediated by siRNAs derived from the 
B’ hepta-repeat. These siRNAs would target the B-I allele for silencing by DNA 
hypermethylation at the repeat junction region. In mop1 and mop2 mutants b1 specific 
siRNAs are shown to be strongly reduced and hence B-I would not be silenced in the 
presence of B’ (Arteaga-Vazquez et al., 2010; Sidorenko et al., 2009). However, the RdDM 
model is challenged by the observation that in a wild-type background, the levels of hepta-
repeat siRNAs appeared to be similar between B’ and B-I (Arteaga-Vazquez et al., 2010; 
Belele et al., 2013). If B-I produces the same amounts of siRNAs as B’, and these levels of 
siRNAs would be sufficient for paramutation, B-I should be routinely silenced by RdDM 
independently of an exposure to B’ in the same nucleus. However, spontaneous 
paramutation of B-I plants occurs only in 0.1-10% of all B-I plants (Chandler and Stam, 
2004).  

Analysis of the B’ allele in a mop1-1 mutant showed that the repressed B’ epiallele 
can get transcriptionally activated despite the presence of DNA hypermethylation and the 
repressive histone modifications H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 (Chapter 3 of this thesis). An 
increase in B’ transcript levels was accompanied with significantly increased levels of H3ac 
and the formation of a multi-loop structure as seen for the highly expressed B-I epiallele.  

In this chapter we address the question if different mutations preventing 
paramutation have similar effects on the DNA methylation level and chromatin structure at 
the B’ epiallele. Mutations in Mop1, Mop2 and Mop3 do not only prevent paramutation of 
B-I by B’, they are also indicated to result in increased plant pigmentation (Dorweiler et al., 
2000; Sidorenko et al., 2009; Stonaker et al., 2009; Hollick et al., 2005; Sloan et al., 2014). 
The mop2-1 mutation was shown to act dominant in preventing paramutation and recessive 
and semi-dominant for its effect on plant pigmentation at the b1and pl1 loci, respectively, 
while the mop2-2, but also rmr7 (allelic to Mop2), mop3-1 and rmr6 mutations act 
recessive for both processes (Sidorenko et al., 2009). Increased plant pigmentation implies 
that B’ is transcriptionally activated in these mutants. Indeed, a higher transcription rate of 
B’ or elevated B’ transcript levels were reported for the rmr6-1 mutant and the mop1-1 
mutant, respectively (Dorweiler et al., 2000; Hollick et al., 2005; Chapter 3 of this thesis).  

We hypothesized that mop2-1, mop2-2 and mop3-1 mutations would have the 
same effect on the B’ epiallele as a mop1-1 mutation. Surprisingly, this study shows that 
mop2 and mop3 mutations have opposing effects on the B’ allele. In mop2 mutant 
backgrounds, the B’ epiallele remains lowly expressed, and the repressed chromatin 
structure appears fully maintained, while in a mop3-1 mutant background, as observed for a 
mop1-1 mutant (Chapter 3 of this thesis), the transcriptional silencing of B’ is partially 
released, concomitant with a reduction in repressive histone marks. The distinct effect of 
these different RdDM components on paramutation will be further discussed.  
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Results 

Approach 

The B’ epiallele is epigenetically repressed, while the B-I epiallele is highly expressed upon 
tissue-specific activation of the b1 gene, resulting in a deeply purple color of among others 
sheath and husk tissue. To examine the effect of mop2 and mop3 mutations on the 
activation of B’ expression, experiments were performed on husk tissue. To discriminate 
between epigenetic marks that are associated with tissue-specific activation of B’ 
expression or with the mitotically and meiotically heritable B’ state, experiments were also 
performed on one-month old seedling tissue, in which the b1 gene is transcriptionally 
silenced. To analyze the effect of mop2 and mop3 mutations (FIG. S1) on the B’ epiallele, 
B’ in mop2 and mop3 mutants were compared to B’ in a wild-type background. Plants 
carrying the B-I allele served as a positive control for an active b1 epiallele. In the text 
mop2-1 B’/mop2-1 B’ individuals are referred to as B’ mop2-1; Mop2 B’ /mop2-1 B’ 

individuals as B’ Mop2/mop2-1; mop2-2 B’/mop2-2 B’ individuals as B’ mop2-1; and B’/B’ 

mop3-1/mop3-1 individuals as B’ mop3-1. 
The mop2-1 mutation has been reported to act dominant in preventing 

paramutation between B’ and B-I, and recessive for its effect on pigmentation (Sidorenko et 
al., 2009). In contrast, the mop2-2 mutation acts recessive in preventing paramutation and 
its effect on pigmentation. To specifically examine the effect of mop2-1 on DNA 
methylation and chromatin structure features associated with paramutation, tissue derived 
from heterozygous Mop2/mop2-1 offspring of crosses between wild-type plants with a 
mop2-1 mutant was used. In addition, tissues homozygous for the mop2-1 or mop2-2 
mutation were used. B’ mop2-1 plants were derived from crosses between heterozygous and 
homozygous mop2-1 mutant plants. The mop3-1 mutation acts recessive in preventing 
paramutation and its effect on pigmentation. Therefore, only homozygous mop3-1 mutants 
were analyzed. 

b1 expression levels are increased in mop3, but not mop2 mutants 

To get a first insight into the function of Mop2 and Mop3 in the regulation of the b1 locus, 
and to monitor the b1 gene expression levels in our greenhouse conditions, we performed 
RNA blot analysis using husk tissue from B’ mop2-1, B’ Mop2/mop2-1, B’ mop3-1 and B’ 
wild-type as well as B-I individuals as comparison.  

As reported previously, in husk tissue, in which the b1 gene is transcriptionally 
activated, the B’ wild-type allele was lowly expressed, while B-I transcript levels were 20-
fold increased compared to the levels obtained for B’ (FIG. 1) (Louwers et al., 2009a; 
Chapter 3 of this thesis). In B’ Mop2/mop2-1 as well as B’ mop2-1 husk tissue, expression 
of B’ remained low, while in the mop3-1 mutant B’ expression was about 5-fold higher than 
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in wild-type plants (FIG. 1). This upregulation is in line with an 8-fold increase of B’ 
transcription in husk tissue observed in an rmr6-1 mutant (Hollick et al., 2005; Erhard et 
al., 2009). In conclusion, although both mop2 and mop3 mutations prevent paramutation 
between B’ and B-I, the RNA blot data show that they have different effects on the B’ 
expression level.  

 

 

 

FIGURE 1. B’ expression levels in maize husk tissues are elevated in mop3, but not mop2 mutants. RNA blot 
analysis of RNA from B’, B-I, (B’mop1-1), B’ Mop2/mop2-1, B’ mop2-1 and B’ mop3-1 husk tissue, using probes 
recognizing the coding region of the b1 gene (exon 7-9) and Sam (see S1). Band intensities representing full-
length transcripts were semi-quantified. The indicated values represent the average +/- standard deviation of b1 
expression levels normalized to Sam expression levels.  

 
In the B’ mop3-1 mutant the increased B’ expression level correlated with an 

increased pigmentation of the plants, when compared to B’ wild-type plants. However to 
our surprise, for mop2 mutants, showing b1 gene transcript levels as low as in B’ wild-type, 
the pigmentation levels were increased relative to B’ wild-type (FIG. S2). The synthesis of 
anthocyanin pigments is regulated by b1. To test, if in mop2 mutants the type of pigments is 
different from anthocyanins we performed thin layer chromatography on plant extracts 
made from sheath and husk tissue. Extracts of B’ and B-I tissue as well as B’ Mop2/mop2-1 
and B’ mop2-2 tissue, contained mainly cyanidin, the major anthocyanin in maize (FIG. S3). 
This suggests that the anthocyanin composition did not change in the mop2 mutant tissue. 
The amount of cyanidin in both mutants was, however, visibly elevated compared to B’ 
wild-type tissue, suggesting that the upregulation of other genes than b1 may be responsible 
for the elevated production of anthocyanins in B’ mop2 plants. In the anthocyanin synthesis 
pathway a1 is a downstream factor whose expression is regulated by b1. We hypothesize 
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that the anthocyanin pigmentation of mop2 mutant plants may be increased by an 
accumulation of a1 transcripts independent of b1.  

The regulatory hepta-repeat is activated in a mop3, but not in mop2 
mutants 

In B’ wild-type the b1 coding region, the hepta-repeat and additional putative regulatory 
sequences ~107kb, ~45kb, and ~15 kb upstream of the TSS have low levels of H3 
acetylation (H3ac), also after transcriptional activation of the B’ epiallele (Haring et al., 
2010). In B-I husk tissue, in which b1 gene expression is high, enhancer activity of the 
hepta-repeat is indicated by high levels of H3ac at the coding region, hepta-repeat and 
additional regulatory sequences as well as low nucleosome occupancy at the B-I hepta-
repeat. To address the question whether the B’ transcript levels in mop2-1 and mop3-1 
mutants correlate with an enrichment of H3ac and nucleosomes on the B’ epiallele, we 
performed ChIP experiments using antibodies against H3K9K14 acetylation and H3core on 
chromatin extracted from husk, tissue in which the b1 gene is transcriptionally activated. 
Experiments were conducted in parallel on material of B’ plants heterozygous or 
homozygous for the mop2-1 mutation, B’ mop3-1 plants, B’ wild-type and B-I plants. 
 In line with low B’ transcript levels in heterozygous and homozygous mop2-1 
mutants, in both mutant backgrounds B’ showed only very low H3ac levels at the hepta-
repeat (FIG. 2A, S1 in Chapter 3). In addition, we observed a similar nucleosome occupancy 
at the B’ hepta-repeat in husk tissue from wild-type, Mop2-1/mop2-1 and mop2-1/mop2-1 
plants (FIG. 2C, S4) and in all three backgrounds the nucleosome occupancy at the hepta-
repeat was significantly higher than in B-I (FIG. S7). 

In husk tissue of a mop3-1 mutant, in which B’ expression is increased, the H3ac 
levels at the hepta-repeat and coding region were significantly higher than in B’ wild-type 
(FIG. 2B). However, at the regulatory elements ~45 kb and ~15kb upstream of the TSS, 
H3ac levels were only slightly higher than in B’ wild-type. While in all of these regions in 
the mop3-1 mutant, the H3ac levels were generally higher than in the silent B’ genotypes 
(B’ wild-type, B’ Mop2/mop2-1 and B’ mop2-1), they were still significantly lower than in 
the highly transcribed B-I genotype. The nucleosome occupancy levels at the hepta-repeat 
in B’ mop3-1 husk tissue were lower than in B’ wild-type and higher than in B-I, however 
not significantly different from either of the two, suggesting an intermediate nucleosome 
occupancy at these sequences in B’ mop3-1 husk tissue (FIG. 2C, S7).  
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FIGURE 2. The regulatory hepta-repeat is activated in a mop3, but not in mop2 mutants. (A) Schematic 
representation of the b1 locus including coding region (white box) and hepta-repeat (arrowheads). Regions 
monitored in ChIP are indicated below. ChIP-qPCR experiments were performed on husk tissue from B’, B’ 
Mop/mop2-1 , B’ mop2-1 , B’ mop3-1 and B-I plants with antibodies against H3ac (B) and H3core (C). ChIP 
signals were normalized to quantified Actin (H3ac) or Copia (H3core) signals. Error bars indicate standard error of 
the mean (SEM) of 3 B’, 3 B’ Mop/mop2-1, 4 B’ mop2-1 , 3 B’ mop3-1 and 4 B-I biological replicates. Significant 
differences in ChIP enrichments (p < 0.05) of different epigenotypes at hepta-repeat, the regulatory regions ~45 kb 
and ~15 kb upstream, or the coding region are indicated in color coded dots below the graphs. See table S6 for 
summary of ChIP statistics. 
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In conclusion, a mop2-1 mutation does not induce changes in either H3ac or 

nucleosome occupancy at the B’ locus, while a mop3-1 mutation results in an increased 
H3ac and slightly decreased nucleosome occupancy at the B’ locus. In a mop3-1 mutation, 
the chromatin structure at the B’ locus does, however, not adopt a fully activated state as 
seen for B-I. These results show that B’ transcript levels in the mop2-1 and mop3-1 mutants 
indeed correlate with the abundance of H3ac and nucleosome occupancy at the B’ epiallele. 

B’ mop3 loses, while B’ mop2 retains repressive histone marks at the 
hepta-repeat 

B’ wild-type was shown to have both high H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 levels at the hepta-
repeat but only high H3K27me2 levels at the b1 coding region (Chapter 3 of this thesis). In 
B-I husk tissue, no significant enrichment for both H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 was observed 
at either the hepta-repeat or additional regulatory sequences ~107kb, ~45kb, and ~15 kb 
upstream of the b1 coding region.  

To address the question whether the different effects of the mop2-1 and mop3-1 
mutations on H3ac and nucleosome occupancy at the B’ allele are accompanied with 
different levels of repressive histone marks, ChIP experiments were performed on husk 
tissue using H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 antibodies. B’ Mop2/mop2-1 as well as B’ mop2-1 
did not show loss of H3K9me2 at the hepta-repeat compared to B’ wild-type. (FIG. 3A). As 
expected, the enrichment of H3K9me2 was confined to the hepta-repeat (Chapter 3 of this 
thesis). In B’ Mop2/mop2-1, B’ mop2-1 and wild-type B’ plants a comparable enrichment of 
H3K27me2 was detected at the hepta-repeat and b1 coding region (FIG. 3B). The 
observations obtained for B’ mop2-1 were confirmed using the independent mop2-2 mutant 
(FIG. S5), showing that the results are not specific for a dominant mutation like mop2-1. In 
conclusion, repressive chromatin marks at the B’ allele are retained upon loss of a 
functional RdDM machinery in mop2 mutants. 

In the mop3-1 mutant a significant loss of H3K9me2 was detected at the B’ hepta-
repeat. The enrichment of H3K9me2 was, however, still significantly higher than in B-I 
(FIG. 3A). Compared to wild-type plants, in mop3-1 plants, significantly lower levels of 
H3K27me2 were detected at the B’ hepta-repeat, and slightly lower levels at the ~45kb 
upstream regulatory sequence and b1 coding region (FIG. 3B). The H3K27me2 levels in B’ 

mop3-1 were, however, still significantly higher than in B-I. These results indicate an 
intermediary activated chromatin structure of the B’ epiallele in mop3-1 plants. 
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FIGURE 3. A mop3 mutant loses, while mop2 mutants retain repressive histone marks at the hepta-repeat. 
ChIP-qPCR experiments were performed on husk tissue from B’, B’ Mop/mop2-1, B’ mop2-1 , B’ mop3-1 and B-I 
plants with antibodies recognizing H3K9me2 (A) and H3K27me2 (B). ChIP signals were normalized to the 
quantified Copia signals. Error bars indicate the SEM of 3 B’, 4 B’ Mop/mop2-1 , 4 B’ mop2-1 , 3 B’ mop3-1 and 
3 B-I biological replicates. Significant differences in ChIP enrichments (p < 0.05) of different epigenotypes at the 
hepta-repeat, or the coding region are indicated in color-coded dots below the graphs. See table S6 for summary of 
ChIP statistics. 
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Repressive histone marks at B’ locus in mop3-1 mutants are reduced 
before transcriptional activation of the b1 gene 

The B’ mop3-1 genotype showed increased levels of b1 transcripts and decreased levels of 
H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 in husk tissue. To test if the level of repressive histone marks in 
mop3-1 is already decreased before the onset of B’ transcription in husk tissue, ChIP 
experiments were performed in low b1 expressing seedling tissue. We observed that in 
mop3-1 seedling tissue, compared to husk tissue, H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 levels were 
already decreased at the B’ hepta-repeat (FIG. S7). Hence, the decrease of H3K27me3 and 
H3K9me2 at the B’ hepta-repeat in mop3-1 compared to wild-type plants is independent of 
transcriptional activation of the b1 gene. At the additional analyzed regulatory regions and 
the B’ coding region the level of H3K27me2 was decreased significantly in mop3-1 husk 
compared to seedling tissue (FIG. S6). We hypothesize that the decrease in H3K9me2 and 
H3K27me2 at the hepta-repeat in mop3-1 allows the enhanced activation of the B’ epiallele, 
and that the decrease in H3K27me2 ~45 kb upstream and at the coding region is a 
consequence of the transcriptional activation of the b1 gene in husk tissue. 

B’ transcript levels do not correlate with DNA methylation levels at 
repeat junction region in both mop2-1 and mop3-1 mutants 

Previous experiments showed that the silenced B’ allele is DNA hypermethylated at the 
hepta-repeat compared to B-I (Haring et al., 2010). We furthermore showed that DNA 
methylation at the B’ repeat junction region primarily occurs in a symmetric CG and CHG 
context (Chapter 3 of this thesis). In a mop1-1 mutant the high level of DNA methylation at 
this region was retained. To address the question whether the b1 transcript level correlates 
with the DNA methylation level at the B’ repeat junction region in mop2 and mop3, we 
examined the effect of the mop2 and mop3-1 mutations on the methylation level at the B’ 
repeat junction region by DNA blotting experiments and bisulfite sequencing. 

For DNA blot analysis, DNA isolated from leaf and husk tissue (FIG. S9) was 
digested with methylation sensitive and insensitive restriction enzymes, size-fractionized, 
blotted and subsequently hybridized with an 853-nt repeat probe (for example FIG. S8). To 
calculate the most probable DNA methylation pattern, relative band intensities of all 
detected restriction fragments were computationally compared to all theoretical possible 
combinations of fragment intensities. DNA methylation levels were examined in leaf and 
husk tissue of four B’ Mop2/mop2-1 plants (from a B’ wild-type x B’ mop2-1 cross), 15 B’ 

mop2-1 plants, 17 B’ Mop2/mop2-1 plants (from a B’ Mop2/mop2-1 x B’ mop2-1 cross), 
four B’ mop2-2 and seven B’ mop3-1 plants. In Mop2/mop2-1, mop2-1 as well as mop2-2 

mutant backgrounds, at most restriction sites the B’ hepta-repeat retained the DNA 
methylation level as observed in a wild-type background (FIG. 4A, S9). The HhaI/HaeII 
sites at the B’ repeat junction, however, had an increased DNA methylation level in all four 
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different mop2 mutant backgrounds. This increase in DNA methylation was more 
pronounced than observed before for B’ in a mop1-1 mutant background (Chapter 3 of this 
thesis). In contrast, in the mop3-1 mutant a slight decrease in DNA methylation at the 
repeat junction region was observed compared to B’ wild-type (FIG. 4A). Also, at the 

HhaI/HaeII sites in mop3-1 DNA methylation was, in contrast to what was observed in 
mop2 mutants, lower than in B’ wild-type. 

DNA methylation at the B’ repeat junction region in Mop2/mop2-1 and mop3-1 

was also monitored by bisulfite sequencing, which provides single base-pair resolution data 
on cytosine methylation. For bisulfite sequencing DNA was obtained from leaf 4 tissue of 
two Mop2/mop2-1 and two mop3-1 plants in a V4 state. In B’ Mop2/mop2-1 the repeat 
junction region was highly methylated in a symmetric context, as observed before for B’ 
wild-type (FIG. 4B, S10) (Chapter 3 of this thesis). At single CG and CHG sites  (FIG. 4C, 
S10; including the HhaI/HaeII site at CG 114 and also CG 141, CHG 25, CHG169, 
CHG172,) methylation levels appeared slightly higher in Mop2/mop2-1 mutants than in 
wild-type (Chapter 3 of this thesis), suggesting a minor global increase in symmetric DNA 
methylation at the B’ repeat junction region. In B’ mop3-1 samples DNA methylation levels 
were globally comparable to those in B’ wild-type (FIG. 4B). Nevertheless, at specific 
symmetric sites a loss (CHG 25, CHG 81) while at other sites a slight gain of methylation 
(CHG155, CHG169, CHG172) was noticeable (FIG. 4C, S10). 

Differences between DNA blotting and bisulfite sequencing results can be 
explained by the limitations both methods have in exact quantification. DNA blotting 
allows the analysis of global changes in DNA methylation in a cell population. Dependent 
on the protocol used as well as variations in experimental parameters, the blotting method 
has a bias towards smaller or bigger fragments, which leads to under- or over interpretation 
of the DNA methylation level. DNA blotting does not provide a base-pair resolution, hence 
the context of the methylated cytosines is not revealed. Bisulfite sequencing yields single 
base-pair resolution data on single repeat junction regions in individual cells, and is 
therefore less representative for all alleles in the tissue analyzed than DNA blot data. 
Additionally, the use of bisulfite-converted DNA can result in amplification bias, either 
methylated or non-methylated DNA being amplified more efficiently (Patterson et al., 
2011). 

In summary, DNA methylation analysis of mop2 and mop3-1 plant tissues 
indicated that both mutants retain high DNA methylation levels at the B’ repeat junction 
region, although they have significant differences in b1 transcript levels and corresponding 
histone marks at the hepta-repeat. This shows that in the mop3-1 mutant the enhancer 
activity of the hepta-repeat can increase independent of the presence of high levels of DNA 
methylation. 
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FIGURE 4. Both mop2-1 and mop3-1 mutants retain DNA hypermethylation at the repeat junction region. 
(A) Summary of the DNA methylation levels data obtained by blot analysis of DNA from B’ Mop/mop2-1, B’ 
mop2-1 and B’ mop3-1 plants. DNA was digested with the methylation-insensitive EcoRI or BamHI and the 
methylation-sensitive enzymes indicated. The detected DNA methylation level is indicated for a single, 
representative repeat junction region. Consensus repeat DNA methylation patterns of B’ and B-I [Haring10] are 
shown for comparison to the data obtained from B’ Mop/mop2-1, B’ mop2-1 and B’ mop3-1 plants. At each 
restriction site colored circles represent consensus DNA methylation levels obtained from 4 B’ Mop/mop2-1, 15 B’ 
mop2-1 and 7 B’ mop3-1 plants. The DNA methylation levels are specified by color coding: white (0-12.5%), 
yellow (12.5-37.5%), orange (37.5-62.5%), red (62.5-87.5%), and dark red (87.5-100% methylation). * indicates a 
site digested by both HhaI and HaeII. (B) Total fraction of methylated cytosines in CG, CHG and CHH contexts 
in the repeat junction region as measured by bisulfite sequencing. The mean and standard deviations shown are 
calculated from two B’ Mop/mop2-1and two B’ mop3-1 biological replicates. Data for B’ in wild-type plants 
(Chapter 3 of this thesis) is shown for comparison. (C) DNA methylation profiles in Mop/mop2-1and mop3-1 of 
the B’ repeat junction region at base-pair resolution measured by bisulfite sequencing. Sequence context of each 
cytosine is indicated below the graph in different grey-tones. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of two B’ 
Mop/mop2-1 and two B’ mop3-1 biological replicates. Data for B’ (Chapter 3 of this thesis) is shown for 
comparison. 
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Activated regulatory sequences of the b1 locus are associated with the 
formation of a multi-loop structure  

Low expression of the B’ epiallele has been associated with the formation of a single loop 
between the TSS and hepta-repeat 100 kb upstream of the b1 coding region (Louwers et al., 
2009a), whereas transcriptional activation of the high expressed B-I epiallele has been 
associated with the formation of a multi-loop structure between the TSS and regulatory 
regions ~15, ~45, ~100 and ~107 kb upstream. Also in mop1-1 mutants, which show 
activated regulatory sequences, the B’ locus adapted a multi-loop structure (Chapter 3 of 
this thesis). To further test the hypothesis that activation of the regulatory sequences at the 
b1 locus is associated with the formation of a multi-loop structure, the chromosome 
conformation capture (3C) method was applied to the B’ epiallele in low b1 expressing B’ 

Mop2/mop2-1 and high b1 expressing B’ mop3-1 husk tissue. The TSS (fragment 1), hepta-
repeat (fragment X) and a fragment ~47 kb upstream (fragment VII) were used as a 
viewpoint (bait) (FIG. 5, S1 in Chapter 3). The S-adenosyl methionine decarboxylase (Sam) 
locus was used as an unrelated, internal control for data normalization (Louwers et al., 
2009a). 

Fragment I was used as a viewpoint to monitor physical interactions between the 
TSS and regions upstream of the b1 coding region. In B’ Mop2/mop2-1 husk tissue elevated 
interaction frequencies were only detected between fragment I containing the TSS region 
and fragment X, containing the hepta-repeat (FIG. 5A). The detected interaction frequencies 
resembled those in B´ wild-type tissue and were lower than those in B-I. To confirm the 
findings on the conformation of the B’ allele in a Mop2/mop2-1 mutant, 3C experiments 
were carried out using fragment X and fragment VII as alternative viewpoints. The high 
interaction frequencies were confirmed between fragment X (the hepta-repeat) and 
fragment I, containing the TSS (FIG. 5B). No other elevated interaction frequencies were 
detected for fragment X as a viewpoint. When using fragment VII (~47kb upstream of the 
TSS) as a viewpoint, interactions were observed with fragments IV, X and XII (FIG. 5C). 
These interactions were as frequent as seen for B’, however, not as frequent as those 
observed for B-I. These results indicate that the low expressed B’ allele in a Mop2/mop2-1 
mutant background primarily forms a single-loop structure between fragment I and X, as 
was reported for B’ in wild-type plants (Louwers et al., 2009a).  

The same 3C experiments were applied on B’ mop3-1 husk tissue, which showed 
elevated B’ expression. When using fragment I as a viewpoint, interaction frequencies as 
high as seen for B-I were detected with fragment X (FIG. 5A) (Louwers et al., 2009a). In 
addition, interactions were detected between fragment I, VII, XII, and IV. These results 
indicate that fragments I, IV, VII, X, XII form a multi-loop structure as observed for B-I. 
When fragment X, containing the hepta-repeat, was used as a viewpoint, elevated 
interaction frequencies were measured for fragment VII, IV, and I (FIG. 5B). These results 
confirm the interactions measured when using fragment I as a bait. To further confirm the 
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formation of a multi-loop structure in B’ mop3-1 husk tissue, fragment VII was used as a 
viewpoint. High interaction frequencies were observed with fragment X and IV and to a 
lesser extent with fragment I and XII (FIG. 5C). The observed interactions and their 
frequencies in mop3-1 are very similar to those measured for high b1 expressing B-I husk 
tissue (Louwers et al., 2009a) and B’  in a mop1-1 mutant background (Chapter 3 of this 
thesis), and indicate the formation of a multi-loop structure involving the TSS, the hepta-
repeat and regions ~15kb, ~47kb and ~107kb upstream of the TSS. 

In summary, the 3C results shown here confirm the hypothesis that the formation 
of a multi-loop structure is associated with the transcriptional enhancement of b1 
expression. Furthermore, the formation of the multi-loop structure in mop3-1 mutant plants 
is not prevented by the presence of DNA methylation or repressive histone modifications.  
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FIGURE 5. A mop3-1 mutation allows the formation of a multi-loop structure while a Mop2/mop2-1 mutation 
does not. Schematic representation of the b1 locus including coding region (white box) and hepta-repeat 
(arrowheads). The BglII fragments (I - XII) examined by 3C analysis for interactions are indicated in the scheme 
by grey boxes. The viewpoints I (TSS), X (hepta-repeat), and VII (~47kb upstream of the TSS) are indicated by 
black bars. Data wereere normalized using crosslinking frequencies measured for the Sam locus (FIG. S1). Error 
bars indicate the SEM of four B’ Mop/mop2-1 and four B’ mop3-1 biological replicates. Data for B’ and B-I 
(Louwers et al., 2009a) are shown for comparison as shading.  
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Discussion 
In this study we observed that mutations in Mop2 and Mop3, affecting Pol IV and Pol V 
function, have different effects on the transcriptional repression of the B’ epiallele (FIG. 6). 
In mop2 mutants, the low B’ expression levels, and high levels of DNA methylation and 
repressive histone marks at the locus were preserved, and appear even slightly elevated 
compared to wild-type tissue. In the mop3-1 mutant, however, B’ was partially activated, 
exemplified by elevated b1 transcript levels, higher H3ac levels at the b1 locus, and the 
formation of a multi-loop structure that was reported to be associated with transcriptional 
activation of the b1 gene (Chapter 3 of this thesis; Louwers et al., 2009a). However, the 
activation of B’ in mop3-1 occurs in spite of the presence of DNA hypermethylation and 
intermediate levels of repressive histone marks, similar as described for the mop1-1 mutant 
(Chapter 3 of this thesis). These results demonstrate that repression of the B’ epiallele can 
be maintained independent of MOP2 but does require MOP3. 

Mop2/Rmr7 codes for NRP(D/E)2a, the second largest subunit of Pol IV and Pol 
V, whereas Mop3/Rmr6 codes for NRPD1, the largest subunit of Pol IV. In line with their 
involvement in RdDM, the production of siRNAs is severely decreased in mutants of these 
genes (Sidorenko et al., 2009; Stonaker et al., 2009; Erhard et al., 2009). NRP(D/E)2a has 
two paralogs: NRP(D/E)2b is also part of Pol IV and V while NRPE2c is only part of Pol V 
(Sidorenko et al., 2009; Haag et al., 2014). Nevertheless, neither of these paralogs is able to 
substitute for NRP(D/E)2a with respect to its function in paramutation, indicating that at the 
B’ hepta-repeat, NRP(D/E)2a is probably the most prevalent second largest subunit in Pol 
IV as well as in Pol V. 

We hypothesize that in mop2 mutants, both Pol IV and Pol V, and thereby the 
RdDM machinery, become non-functional at the B’ hepta-repeat. Our data indicate that as a 
result, the chromatin structure at the B’ epiallele stays repressed and may even become 
more heterochromatic (FIG. 6). We hypothesize that in a mop3 mutant, Pol V, but not Pol 
IV, is functional, resulting in transcription of the B’ hepta-repeat by Pol V in the absence of 
a functional RdDM machinery (FIG. 6). This would lead to the observed decrease of 
H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 levels at the B’ hepta-repeat, allowing activation of the enhancer 
function upon transcriptional activation. As a result, in the mop3-1 mutant the B’ transcript 
level as well as the H3ac levels are increased at the b1 locus, and a multi-loop structure is 
formed that is indicated to be associated with high expression of the b1 gene (Louwers et 
al., 2009a; Chapter 3 of this thesis). In line with our hypothesis, in Arabidopsis the 
production of Pol V transcripts is independent of mutations affecting components in siRNA 
biogenesis, and de novo and maintenance DNA methylation (DICER1-4, RDR2, DRM2, 
MET1 and DDM1) (Wierzbicki et al., 2008).  
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The dissimilar effect of mop2 and mop3 mutations on the repressed state of the B’ 
hepta-repeat is in line with findings for pl1, another maize locus undergoing paramutation.  
 

 

FIGURE 6. Effects of mop2 and mop3 mutations on the chromatin structure at the B’ hepta-repeat. In wild-
type husk tissue, B’ carries repressive H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 marks. The repeat junction regions are DNA 
hypermethylated in a CG and CHG context. The RdDM machinery is present at the B’ hepta-repeat, in line with 
the RdDM model for paramutation. In absence of MOP3, Pol IV is non-functional at the hepta-repeat. However, 
Pol V is functional, resulting in transcription of the B’ hepta-repeat, loss of repressive H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 
marks, and the gain of activating H3ac marks. In the absence of MOP2, both Pol IV and Pol V, and thereby the 
whole RdDM machinery becomes non-functional at the hepta-repeat. Repressive H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 
marks are retained. We hypothesis that in absence of transcription, the chromatin structure at the B’ hepta-repeat 
stays repressed and may even become more heterochromatic. In both mop2 and mop3 mutants, the high levels of 
CG and CHG methylation is retained in the absence of siRNAs and most probably maintained by ZMET1, 2 or 5. 
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In 2-10% of wild-type plants, Pl’ spontaneously reverts to the Pl-Rh state (Hollick et al., 
1995) and is therefore less stable than the repressed B’ state, which virtually never changes 
back to the B-I state. In rmr6-1 mutants Pl’ changes to Pl-Rh with an increased reversion 
rate of 36% (Hollick et al., 2005), while in rmr7 mutants, Pl’ does not revert to Pl-Rh, 
indicating that the Pl’ epiallele is more stably repressed in an nrp(d/e)2a mutant than in 
wild-type plants (Stonaker et al., 2009). In agreement with our observations, this indicates 
that, compared to a wild-type background, the loss of Pol IV function (rmr6 mutant) has an 
activating effect on the chromatin structure of the Pl’ epiallele, whereas the loss of both Pol 
IV and Pol V function (rmr7 mutant) has an opposing, repressive effect.  

The effect of both the mop2 and mop3 mutants on the B’ epiallele implies that the 
transcriptional activation of the B’ hepta-repeat in a mop3 mutant is caused by Pol V 
transcription. Nuclear run-on assays with nuclei isolated from B’ in wild-type and mop2-1 
mutant backgrounds, however, have shown transcription at the hepta-repeat in both 
genotypes (Arteaga-Vazquez et al., 2010; Sidorenko et al., 2009), indicating that 
transcription occurs independent of functional Pol IV and Pol V function. Nuclear run-ons 
in combination with alpha-amanitin treatment on nuclei isolated from B’ wild-type tissue 
suggest that the B’ hepta-repeat is, among others, transcribed by Pol II (Arteaga-Vazquez et 
al., 2010). This raises the question why Pol V transcription in a mop3 mutant would cause 
transcriptional activation, while Pol II transcription in a wild-type background would not. 
The difference is that, in a mop3-1 mutant, the lack of repeat-derived siRNAs is expected to 
prevent RdDM. We hypothesize that in the absence of RdDM, the level of ongoing 
transcription by Pol V, and possibly also Pol II, results in the loss of repressive marks at the 
B’ hepta-repeat. 

Despite the differences in their effect on the B’ epiallele, the mop2 and mop3 
mutants display only a minimal effect on the DNA hypermethylation of the B’ hepta-repeat 
(FIG. 4). The minor impact of mop2 and mop3 mutations and also a mop1-1 mutation 
(Chapter 3 of this thesis) on the DNA methylation level at the B’ hepta-repeat is in contrast 
to a study that applied sequence-capture bisulfite sequencing to ~5 Mb of the maize 
genome (Li et al., 2014a). This study showed in the same three mutants a significant loss of 
DNA methylation in the CG (mCG), CHG (mCHG) and CHH context (mCHH) at RdDM 
loci. For RdDM loci with more than 25% mCHH, the reduction in DNA methylation is the 
strongest in a mop3 mutant, and the weakest in a mop2 mutant (Li et al., 2015b). RdDM 
loci with such elevated mCHH levels are called mCHH islands and are often found close to 
genes, between eu- and heterochromatin (Gent 2013, 2014). In mop1 and mop3 mutants the 
loss of DNA methylation at mCHH islands correlates with an increased expression of 
adjacent heterochromatic transposable elements, suggesting that RdDM activity prevents 
the spread of euchromatin into repressed transposable elements that are located nearby 
genes (Li et al., 2015b).  
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When RdDM loci are defined as being MOP1 targets (by producing MOP1-
dependent siRNAs), rather than by high mCHH levels, 18% of the RdDM loci have on 
average less than 5% of mCHH and are hence called low-mCHH RdDM loci (Chapter 3 of 
this thesis). The B’ hepta-repeat is an example such low mCHH-RdDM locus; the repeat 
junction regions display high levels of mCG and mCHG, but basically lack mCHH. At low 
mCHH-RdDM loci, mCG and mCHG appear to be less dependent on the RdDM machinery 
than at high mCHH-RdDM loci (Chapter 3 of this thesis). In line with this, in mop2 and 
mop3 mutants, which both hamper the production of siRNAs, the high levels of mCG and 
mCHG at the B’ hepta-repeat are most probably maintained by a maintenance 
methyltransferase, e.g. ZMET1 and/or the chromomethylases ZMET2 and ZMET5 (Li et 
al., 2014a). On the other hand, RdDM loci with more than 5% mCHH or, in an independent 
study, more than 25% mCHH were shown to be more dependent on the RdDM machinery 
than low-mCHH loci (Chapter 3 of this thesis; Li et al., 2015b).  

It becomes clear that RdDM loci are not a homogeneous group. The 
acknowledgment of the heterogeneity of RdDM loci is important to further investigate the 
differences between different classes of RdDM loci such as low- and high-mCHH RdDM 
loci as defined in (Chapter 3 of this thesis). Studying more loci like B’, a low-mCHH 
RdDM locus that remains transcriptionally repressed in the absence of a functional RdDM 
machinery, will provide insight into why such loci are target of the RdDM machinery, and 
in which way they are different from high-mCHH loci. This raises the question whether 
there could be more paramutagenic low-mCHH RdDM loci that produce siRNAs that 
would target homologous sequences in trans, resulting in heritable silencing of these 
sequences. 

Finally, we cannot exclude that low mCHH-RdDM loci have high mCHH levels at 
very specific developmental stages, e.g. during early embryogenesis, or even in ancestral 
lineages, and that later during plant development, or in current lineages, mCHH got lost, 
while the loci still attract the RdDM machinery. A reason to still recruit RdDM and thereby 
the production of siRNAs at low mCHH loci could be a combination of intrinsic sequence 
features, DNA methylation, chromatin modifications and/or the genomic position of loci, 
e.g. in between eu- and heterochromatin. In current literature maize RdDM loci are being 
defined by the presence of mCHH or the levels of RdDM-dependent siRNAs mapped to the 
locus (Li et al., 2015b; Gent et al., 2014). It is clear that the levels of DNA methylation and 
siRNAs can vary dramatically between different loci. To explain differences between 
RdDM loci, RdDM targeted sequences could be identified for example by ChIP-Seq, using 
antibodies against RdDM components such as Pol IV or Pol V. This analysis might allow 
the assessment of a completer set of RdDM loci which subsequently could be examined for 
correlations between DNA methylation levels, genomic positions, sequence context, and 
possibly sequence motifs. Maybe these data might explain why low mCHH loci do produce 
RdDM-dependent siRNAs. 
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Material and methods 

Generic Stocks and Plant Material 

Plant stocks used in this study (B’/B’ (K55), B-I/B-I (W23), B’ Mop2/B’ mop2-1 
(W23/K55), B’ Mop2/B’ mop2-2(W23/K55), B’/B’ Mop3/mop3-1 (W23/K55)) were 
obtained from V. L. Chandler (University of Arizona, Tuscon, AZ) and grown in 
greenhouse conditions. Homozygous mutants were obtained by crossing B’ Mop2/mop2-1 
with B’ mop2-1/mop2-1, B’ Mop2/mop2-2 with B’ mop2-2/mop2-2,  and B’ Mop3/mop3-1 
with B’ mop3-1/mop3-1, respectively. Homozygous progeny was genotyped by PCR 
followed by sanger sequencing (Sidorenko et al., 2009; Sloan et al., 2014). Heterozygous 
B’ Mop2/mop2-1 mutants for experiments were obtained from a cross of B’ with B’ mop2-

1/mop2-1.  
One month old seedling tissue, from which root and exposed leaf blades were 

removed, was used for RNA and ChIP analysis. Leaf blade tissue served as input for DNA 
methylation analysis. Husk tissue was harvested upon silk emergence. The outer, lignified 
leaves were discarded and the remaining leaves surrounding the maize ear were used for 
RNA, ChIP and 3C analysis. 

RNA analysis 

RNA blot analysis was performed as described previously (Louwers et al., 2009a; Chapter 
3 of this thesis). 10 µg RNA, isolated from seedling or husk tissue, was size-fractionated by 
formaldehyde gel electrophoresis, blotted and hybridized with probes against the b1 gene or 
Sam gene (Louwers et al., 2009a). Band intensities were quantified and relative transcript 
levels of b1 were calculated by normalization to transcripts of the Sam housekeeping gene.  

Pigment analysis by thin layer chromatography 

Sheath and husk tissue was submerged in 2 M hydrochloric acid. Anthocyanins were 
released by boiling 20 min and extracted with isoamylalcohol. 5 to 20 µl of isoamylalcohol 
extracts were spotted on cellulose thin layer chromatography plates (Merck). Extracts of 
petunia flowers positive for known anthocyanins were used as positive controls. 
Anthocyanins were separated in a chromatography chamber by using acetic acid, 
hydrochloric acid and water in a 30:3:10 ratio as the liquid phase. 
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Chromatin Immunoprecipitation for histone marks 

ChIP-qPCR experiments were performed as previously described (Chapter 3 of this thesis; 
Haring et al., 2010). Antibodies were used against H3K9ac/K14ac (Upstate #06-599), 
H3K9me2 (Cell signaling #4658), H3K27me2 (Cell signaling #9728) and histone H3 
(Abcam #1791). Actin and copia served to normalize ChIP-qPCR data. For actin, copia and 
the b1 locus primers were used as previously described (Chapter 3 of this thesis). To test if 
B’, B-I, B’ Mop2/mop2-1 , B’ mop2-1 and B’ mop3-1 behave similar for the enrichment of 
the measured histone modifications, two-way ANOVA statistics were applied. If ANOVA 
tests suggested differences between the different (epi)genotypes, Bonferroni post hoc test 
with Bonferroni correction was applied to see which pairs of (epi)genotypes differ 
significantly (FIG. S4). 

DNA methylation analysis 

DNA blot analysis as well as targeted bisulfite sequencing were applied to measure DNA 
methylation of the hepta-repeat. For DNA blot analysis leaves and husk tissue (see S7 for 
specification) from several B’ Mop2/mop2-1, B’ mop2-1, B’ mop2-2, or B’ mop3-1 plants 
were collected and DNA isolated. As previously described, for each sample 5 µg of isolated 
DNA was digested with methylation sensitive restriction enzymes together with EcoRI 
(Haring et al., 2010). Size-fractionized DNA was hybridized with a 853-nt repeat probe. 
The relative band intensities of the resulting restriction fragments were computationally 
compared to all theoretical possible intensities of different fragments to calculate the most 
probable DNA methylation patterns. Restriction digestion with the methylation sensitive 
BsmAI leads to generation of small fragments that are difficult to distinguish. Therefore, for 
BsmAI blots a computational analysis of the degree of DNA methylation was too 
complicated and hence the results shown are our best estimate. Restriction digestion 
efficiency was tested with probes recognizing unmethylated DNA regions at the b1 locus 
(Haring et al., 2010). 

Bisulfite sequencing of the repeat junction region for B’ Mop/mop2-1 and B’ 

mop3-1 plants was performed as previously described (Chapter 3 of this thesis). 400 ng of 
genomic DNA, isolated from the fourth leaf of two B’ Mop/mop2-1 and two B’ mop3-1 
plants in v4 stage, was treated with bisulfite according to manufacturer’s guidelines (EZ 
DNA Methylation-Gold Kit, Zymo Research, D5006). A 320-nt repeat junction fragment 
and a 226-nt Fie2 fragment were amplified as previously described (Chapter 3 of this 
thesis). PCR products were cloned into a pJET 1.2 vector (CloneJet PCR Cloning Kit, 
Thermo Scientific) and clones containing the correct insert were subjected to Sanger 
sequencing. For each sample 15 Fie2 clones and 30 repeat junction clones were sequenced. 
Sequencing data was analyzed using Kismeth [http://katahdin.mssm.edu/kismet].    
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Chromosome Conformation Capture 

3C analysis was performed on B’ Mop2/ mop2-1 and B’ mop3-1 husk tissue as described 
(Louwers et al., 2009a). The experiments were conducted at the same time as experiments 
on B’ and B-I husk tissue. These B’ wild-type and B-I data have been published before 
(Louwers et al., 2009a) and are here shown as a reference. Primers and TaqMan probes for 
the detection of chromosomal interactions were used as indicated before (Louwers et al., 
2009a). To correct qPCR data for primer amplification efficiency, data for each primer pair 
was normalized to a random ligation control sample containing all possible ligation 
products in equal amounts. To correct quantitative and qualitative differences in input of 3C 
samples, data were normalized to 3C values measured for the Sam locus.  
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 2. Ears of B’, B’ Mop2/mop2-1 and B’ mop2-2 plants. Of each genotype one ear with 
the most outer husk leaf and one without the most outer husk leaf is shown. The intensity of purple color of husk 
leaves indicates the level of B’ expression. 

 

 

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 3. Anthocyanin composition analysis of B’, B’ Mop2/mop2-1, B’ mop2-2 and B-I 
plants by thin layer chromatography. Pigments were extracted from sheath and husk tissue. Extracts of Petunia 
flowers with known anthocyanin composition were used for identification of specific components. To be able to 
identify anthocyanins also from less pigmented samples, the amount of plant extract applied to the 
chromatography plate differs between the genotypes. For B’ twice as much and for B-I half as much of the normal 
volume of extract was applied. The most abundant anthocyanin in all samples is cyanidin. Both analyzed mop2 
mutants yield higher amounts of cyanidin than B’ wild-type plants, but much lower amounts than B-I plants. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 4. Overview of full (A )H3ac and (B) H3core ChIP experiments. ChIP experiments 
were performed on husk tissue from B’ (green), B’ Mop/mop2-1 (green/dark green), B’ mop2-1 (dark green), B’ 
mop3-1 (blue) and B-I (purple) plants and data was normalized to actin (A) or copia (B) values. Colored bars 
indicate the ChIP signals, grey bars the no-antibody immunoprecipitation. The error bars indicate the standard 
error of the mean (SEM) of 3 B’, 3 B’ Mop/mop2-1 , 4 B’ mop2-1 , 3 B’ mop3-1 and 4 B-I replicate experiments.  
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 5. Overview of full (A) H3K9me2 and (B) H3K27me2 ChIP experiments. ChIP 
experiments were performed on husk tissue from B’ (green), B’ Mop/mop2-1 (green/dark green), B’ mop2-1 (dark 
green), B’ mop2-2 (yellow), B’ mop3-1 (blue), B-I (purple) plants and seedling tissue of B’ mop3-1 (outlined blue) 
plant and data was normalized to copia values. Colored bars indicate the ChIP signals, grey bars the no-antibody 
immunoprecipitation. The error bars indicate the standard error of the mean (SEM) of 3 B’, 4 B’ Mop/mop2-1 , 4 
B’ mop2-1 , 2 B’ mop2-2, 3 B’ mop3-1 husk, 2 B’ mop3-1 seedling, and 3 B-I biological replicates. 
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H3K9K14ac - repeats → ANOVA: 4.83e-13 ***  
  B' B' Mop2/mop2-1 B' mop2-1 B' mop3-1 

B' Mop2/mop2-1 1       
B' mop2-1 1 1     
B' mop3-1 0.043 0.036 0.02   
B-I 6E-08 7.9E-08 1.8E-08 0.012 

H3K9K14ac - 45kb & -15 kb → ANOVA: 2.52e-10 *** 
   B' B' Mop2/mop2-1 B' mop2-1 B' mop3-1 

B' Mop2/mop2-1 1       
B' mop2-1 1 1     
B' mop3-1 0.74606 0.04044 0.38585   
B-I 1.6E-07 1.8E-09 1.8E-08 0.00026 

H3K9K14ac - gene (without 5’b) → ANOVA: 3.87e-11 *** 
  B' B' Mop2/mop2-1 B' mop2-1 B' mop3-1 

B' Mop2/mop2-1 1       
B' mop2-1 1 1     
B' mop3-1 0.041 0.017   0.527   
B-I 1.3E-08 5.2E-09 7.2E-08 0.000036 

H3core - repeats → ANOVA: 8.94e-11 *** 
   B' B' Mop2/mop2-1 B' mop2-1 B' mop3-1 

B' Mop2/mop2-1 1       
B' mop2-1 0.00232 0.00017     
B' mop3-1 0.07143 0.52038 6.4E-08   
B-I 0.000038 0.00111 6.4E-13 0.62556 

H3K9me2 - repeats → ANOVA: < 2e-16 *** 
  B' B' Mop2/mop2-1 B' mop2-1 B' mop3-1 B' mop3-1 seedling 

B' Mop2/mop2-1 1         
B' mop2-1 1 1       
B' mop3-1 0.00581 2.6e-06   0.000016     
B' mop3-1 seedling 0.04109 0.000093 0.00036 1   
B-I 0.0000069 6.2e-10   5.8E-09 1 1 

H3K27me2 - repeats → ANOVA: 3.22e-15 ***  
  B' B' Mop2/mop2-1 B' mop2-1 B' mop3-1 B' mop3-1 seedling 

B' Mop2/mop2-1 1         
B' mop2-1 1 1       
B' mop3-1 0.00004 0.00103 0.00857     
B' mop3-1 seedling 0.00023 0.0052 0.03576 1   
B-I 4.5E-10 2E-08 5.8E-07 1 0.40703 

H3K27me2 - 45kb → ANOVA: 1.13e-07 *** 
  B' B' Mop2/mop2-1 B' mop2-1 B' mop3-1 B' mop3-1 seedling 

B' Mop2/mop2-1 1         
B' mop2-1 1 1       
B' mop3-1 1 1 1     
B' mop3-1 seedling 0.00359 0.00117 0.00057 0.000065   
B-I 1 1 1 1 0.0001 

H3K27me2 - gene → ANOVA: 2.62e-06 *** 
  B' B' Mop2/mop2-1 B' mop2-1 B' mop3-1 B' mop3-1 seedling 

B' Mop2/mop2-1 1         
B' mop2-1 1 1       
B' mop3-1 0.0964 1 1     
B' mop3-1 seedling 1 0.4126 0.3646 0.0224   
B-I 0.000023 0.0015 0.0019 0.1856 0.0000098 

 
SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 6. Summarized statistical analysis of ChIP data. ANOVA tests were done on the 
ChIP data for H3ac, H3K9me2, H3K27me2 and H3core at different locations at the b1 locus (hepta-repeat, coding 
sequence (CDS) and ~45 kb upstream of the TSS (-45 kb)). The p-values indicating significant differences within 
a tested group are indicated. The results of a Bonferroni post hoc test reveal which (epi)genotypes are significantly 
different at the tested locations. When the (epi)genotypes appeared similar according to the ANOVA test, the 
Bonfferoni post hoc test was omitted. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 7. Decrease in repressive histone marks at B’ in mop3-1 is already established early 
in plant development. ChIP-qPCR experiments where performed on seedling (outlined) and husk (filled) tissue 
from B’ mop3-1 B-I plants with antibodies recognizing H3K9me2 (A) and H3K27me2 (B). ChIP signals were 
normalized to the quantified Copia signals. Error bars indicate the SEM of two B’ mop3-1 seedling and 3 B’ 
mop3-1 husk samples. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 8. Examples of DNA methylation blotting. Genomic DNA of B’, B-I, B’ Mop2/mop2-

1 or B’ mop3-1 was digested with EcoRI and the methylation-sensitive enzymes indicated. Representative 
examples of blots hybridized with the repeat probe are shown.  
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plant tissue 

DNA methylation at all repeats in mop2 mutants 

B' Mop2/mop2-1 
 (obtained from B' x B' mop2-1) 

                            MX48-5 leaf 6 (12 visible) 

                            MX48-6 leaf 6 (12 visible) 

                            MX48-7 leaf 7 (tassel visible) 

                            MX58-5 leaf 6 

B' mop2-1 
(obtained from B' mop2-1 x B' 

Mop2/mop2-1) 

                            MS1388-6 leaves from top 

                            MS1388-9 leaves from top 

                            MS1388-10 leaves from top 

                            JD2065-16 leaf; tassel visible 

                            JD2068-1 leaf; tassel visible 

                            JD2068-7 leaf; tassel visible 

                            RB58-7 leaf 15 

                            RB58-8 leaf 14 

                            RB61-1 leaf 9 

                            RB61-4 leaf 11 

                            RB69-4 leaf 2 

                            RB69-6 leaf 4 

                            RB69-8 leaf 3 

                            RB73-8 leaf 5 

                            MS1388-9 husk 

                            MS1388-10 husk 

B' Mop2/mop2-1 
(obtained from B' mop2-1 x B' 

Mop2/mop2-1) 

                            MS1388-3 leaves from top 

                            MS1388-4 leaves from top 

                            MS1388-5 leaves from top 

                            MS1388-8 leaves from top 

                            RB58-2 leaf 14 

                            RB58-4 leaf 6 

                            RB61-3 leaf 14 

                            RB61-9 leaf 9 

                            RB69-1 leaf 7 

                            RB69-5 leaf 4 

                            RB69-12 leaf 4 

                            RB73-6 leaf 5 

                            JD2065-15 leaf; tassel visible 

                            JD2065-13 leaf; tassel visible 

                            JD2065-10 leaf; tassel visible 

                            JD2065-7 leaf; tassel visible 

                            MS1388-8 husk 

B' mop2-2 

                            RB80-1 leaf 5 

                            RB80-2 leaf 5 

                            RB80-3 leaf 5 

                            RB80-4 leaf 5 

DNA methylation at all repeats in mop3 mutants 

B' mop3-1 

                            MS1425-2 leaf 6 (leaf 7 present) 

                            MS1425-7 leaf 6 (leaf 7 present) 

                            MS1426-1 leaf 6 (leaf 7 present) 

                            MS1426-2 leaf 6 (leaf 7 present) 

                            MS1426-3 leaf 6 (leaf 7 present) 

                            MS1426-5 leaf 6 (leaf 7 present) 

                            MS1426-7 leaf 6 (leaf 8 present) 

for reference: average DNA methylation at all repeats in B' wildtype 

B'                             MS1424-3 leaf 6 (leaf 7 present) 

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 9. Detailed representation of the DNA methylation blotting data obtained for mop2 

and mop3 mutants. Every site that is checked for a specific sample is indicated. Restriction sites not measured for 
particular samples are indicated by grey cells. The degree of DNA methylation at the various restriction sites is 
indicated by color-coding: 0-12.5%, white; 37.5-62.5%, orange; 62.5-87.5%, red; 87.5-100% methylation, dark 
red. The B’ consensus pattern is indicated at the top. 
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repeat single clones of bisulfite converted DNA 
total number of 

Cs 
methylated 

fraction 

B’  Mop2/mop2-1 

sample 1 

 

CG (240) 94.58% 

CHG (540) 93.88% 

CHH (1650) 2% 

All (2430) 31.56% 

B’  Mop2/mop2-1 

sample 2 

 

CG (240) 96.25% 

CHG (540) 93.88% 

CHH (1739) 2.70% 

All (2519) 31.16% 

B’  mop3-1 

sample 1 

 

CG (240) 94.58% 

CHG (540) 89.44% 

CHH (1739) 1.49% 

All (2519) 29.22% 

B’  mop3-1 

sample 2  

 

CG (240) 91.25% 

CHG (540) 93.14% 

CHH (1739) 1.49% 

All (2519) 29.70% 

Fie2 single clones of bisulfite converted DNA 
total number of 

Cs 
non-converted 

fraction 

B’  Mop2/mop2-1 

sample 1 
 

CG (224) 0.44% 
CHG (238) 0.42% 
CHH (389) 0% 
All (851) 0.24% 

B’ Mop2/mop2-1 

sample 2 
 

CG (210) 0.95% 
CHG (224) 0.89% 
CHH (374) 0.26% 
All (808) 0.62% 

B’  mop3-1 

sample 1 

 

CG (254) 0.78% 
CHG (271) 0% 
CHH (453) 0.44% 
All (978) 0.41% 

B’  mop3-1 

sample 2 
 

CG (224) 1.78% 
CHG (238) 0% 
CHH (372) 0.26% 
All (834) 0.60% 

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 10. Full bisulfite data for B’ Mop2/mop2-1 and B’ mop3-1 leaf DNA. Targeted 
bisulfite sequencing was applied to B’ Mop2/mop2-1 and B’ mop3-1-leaf samples, amplifying (A) the B’ repeat 
junction region, and (B) a Fie2 sequence as a control for complete conversion. The dot-plots show the DNA 
methylation pattern for 15 to 30 clones at base-pair resolution. Methylated and unmethylated cytosines are 
represented by filled and empty circles, respectively. The grey-tones indicate the sequence context of individual 
cytosines (°CG, °CHG, °CHH). For each sample the total number of cytosines in each sequence context and the 
fraction of methlyated (A) and unconverted (B) cytosines in each sequence context are indicated. 
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Abstract 
RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) is a small RNA-mediated epigenetic pathway in 
plants that is primarily associated with the repression of transposable elements. RdDM is 
also implicated in paramutation, which is a meiotically heritable transfer of silencing 
information in trans between homologous alleles. Several proteins involved in RdDM in 
maize have been identified to be required for paramutation and/or the repression of 
paramutagenic alleles. Recently, the transgenic vNYR locus in maize, displaying variegated 
expression of a 35S CaMV promoter-driven H2B-YFP gene, has been shown to paramutate 
other transgenes driven by a similar promoter. In an rmr1-1 (required to maintain 

repression 1) mutant background, vNYR shows reactivation and subsequently reverts to an 
active state (aNYR) that is stable in succeeding generations. Here we report on the 
chromatin structure of the vNYR locus prior, upon and after reactivation by rmr1-1. The 
repressed vNYR transgenic locus showed enrichment of H3K27me2 and H3K9K14ac. Upon 
reactivation in an rmr1-1 mutant, levels of H3K27me2 decreased while levels of 
H3K9K14ac increased. The H3K9K14ac detected at the repressed vNYR locus might be 
derived from a subpopulation of cells carrying an active NYR locus, but is also consistent 
with a bivalent state of the transgenic 35S promotor, a state that may facilitate reversion to 
an active aNYR state. Furthermore, the chromatin of the paramutagenic vNYR locus lacks 
H3K9me2 and thereby deviates from the paramutagenic B’ locus and various other RdDM 
loci. 
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Introduction 
Regulation of gene expression, whether it is activation or repression, is essential for the 
establishment and maintenance of cell identity and is, among others, enforced by epigenetic 
mechanisms. Epigenetic silencing mechanisms are crucial for cell type-specific silencing of 
genes, as well as for the regulation of repetitive elements to warrant genome integrity 
(Grewal and Jia, 2007; Bucher et al., 2012). An example of a pathway that is involved in 
transcriptional silencing of transposable elements (TEs) is the plant-specific RNA-directed 
DNA methylation (RdDM) pathway (reviewed in (Matzke and Mosher, 2014)). The 
canonical RdDM pathway in Arabidopsis thaliana is well characterized and consists of the 
following steps: first, DNA-dependent RNA polymerase (Pol) IV transcripts are made and 
converted to double-stranded RNA by RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 2 (RDR2). Then, 
the double-stranded RNA is processed into 24-nt small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) by 
DICER-LIKE 3 (DCL3). The siRNAs associate with ARGONAUTE 4 (AGO4) and the 
resulting complex binds to complementary nascent scaffold transcripts generated by RNA 
polymerase Pol V. Subsequently, DOMAINS REARRANGED METHYL-
TRANSFERASE2 (DRM2) is recruited, mediating cytosine methylation in all sequence 
contexts (CG, CHG and CHH, where H is an A, T or C) (Law and Jacobsen, 2010). 

Paramutation is the mitotically and meiotically heritable transfer of silencing 
information in trans between homologous DNA sequences (Chandler and Stam, 2004). In 
maize, paramutation has been observed at the red 1 (r1), pericarp 1 (p1), purple l (pl1) and 
booster 1 (b1) loci, four different loci involved in plant pigmentation, as well as the low 

phytic acid1 (lpa1) locus (Chandler and Stam, 2004; Pilu et al., 2009). Several 
RdDM components were found to be necessary for paramutation and/or the repression of 
paramutagenic epialleles in maize (Giacopelli and Hollick, 2015). The underlying genes 
were named “Mediator of paramutation (Mop)” and/or “Required to maintain repression” 
(Rmr) (Giacopelli and Hollick, 2015). The genes include Mop1, an RNA-dependent RNA 
polymerase, Mop2 (also named Rmr7), encoding for NRP(D/E)2a (second largest subunit 
of  Pol IV and Pol V), Rmr6 (also named Mop3), encoding NRPD1 (the largest subunit of 
Pol IV) and Rmr1, encoding an SNF2-like protein that associates with NRPD1 (Dorweiler 
et al., 2000; Sidorenko et al., 2009; Erhard et al., 2009; Stonaker et al., 2009; Hale et al., 
2007; Haag et al., 2014). While MOP1, NRP(D/E)2a and NRPD1 all have been shown to 
be essential for paramutation, RMR1 is not involved in the establishment of paramutation at 
the b1 and pl1 locus, but is essential for repression of the paramutagenic Pl’ allele.  

In mutants for Mop1, Mop2/Rmr7, Rmr6 (Mop3) and Rmr1, siRNA levels are 
depleted, which is in line with a function in the RdDM pathway (Alleman et al., 2006; 
Sidorenko et al., 2009; Stonaker et al., 2009; Erhard et al., 2009; Hale et al., 2009). 
Furthermore, mop1, mop2 and mop3 mutations cause a reduction in DNA methylation at 
particular TEs, primarily at sequences with high levels of CHH methylation (mCHH 
islands) (Li et al., 2015b; Gent et al., 2013). 
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In this study we examined the role of a component of the maize RdDM pathway in 

silencing of a paramutagenic transgene in maize. This transgene, encoding a nuclear 
fluorescent YFP reporter (NYR), was generated by fusing a 35S Cauliflower Mosaic Virus 
(e35S) promoter (containing a tandem repeat) to a Heat Shock Protein 70 intron (HSP70i), 
and a chimeric histone (H2B-YFP) gene. In plants transformed with the NYR transgene, 
expression of the functional H2B-YFP protein would result in fluorescent nuclear 
chromatin. A systematic screen of transgenic maize lines transformed with the NYR 
transgene cassette led to the identification of several maize lines displaying stable NYR 
expression and a line displaying partially repressed, variegated NYR (vNYR) expression 
(Schafer, 2013). When crossed to other lines carrying active transgenes with a 35S 
promoter (e.g. a cytoplasmic YFP reporter (aCYR) transgene or the b1 expressing 35SBTG 
transgene (McGinnis et al., 2006)), the vNYR transgene acted paramutagenic on these active 
transgenes (Jose Gutierrez-Marcos, unpublished results).  

Analysis of the vNYR transgene locus showed that the transgene is integrated in the 
maize genome as an intact single copy, 2.7 kb in length (Schafer, 2013). Hence, it was 
concluded that repetitiveness or rearrangements of the transgene are not the cause of the 
variegated expression of vNYR. The e35S promoter, one of the strongest known 
heterologous promoters, is frequently used to drive transgene transcription in many plant 
systems (Khaitová et al., 2011). However, for several transgenes this promoter was shown 
to be highly susceptible to transcriptional silencing (see e.g. (Meyer and Heidmann, 1994; 
Mishiba et al., 2005; Mlotshwa et al., 2010; Khaitová et al., 2011). In line with this, DNA 
methylation at motifs critical for 35S promoter activity has been shown to hamper the 
binding of transcription factors in vitro (Kanazawa et al., 2007). 

Silencing of transgenes is also dependent on the chromosomal context of their 
insertion site. This phenomenon, known as position-effect variegation, is extensively 
studied in Drosophila melanogaster (reviewed in (Schotta et al., 2003)). Importantly, also 
in maize and A. thaliana several transgenes that inserted close to heterochromatic 
sequences were shown to undergo transgene silencing (Fischer et al., 2008; Kim et al., 
2007; Francis and Spiker, 2005; Singh et al., 2008). Intriguingly, the vNYR transgene was 
found to be inserted downstream of a Grande retrotransposon that belongs to the gypsy-like 
family (Schafer, 2013). The transgene and the transposable element are separated by a 680 
bp sequence that corresponds to a truncated bacterial kanamycin resistance gene (∆Kan) 
present in the vector used for plant transformation.  

Silencing of transgenes as well as endogenous genes is often associated with DNA 
methylation (reviewed in (Cedar and Bergman, 2012; Rajeevkumar et al., 2015)). In DNA 
from the fourth and fifth leaf of vNYR plants, the tandem-repeat of the 35S promoter of the 
vNYR transgene was shown to be DNA hypermethylated, whereas the ∆Kan sequence 
upstream of the e35S promoter, the 3’ end of the promoter and the H2B-YFP coding region 
were hypomethylated (Schafer, 2013). The tandem-repeat showed a very high level of 
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cytosine methylation in all sequence contexts (on average 87% CG, 86% CHG and 68% 
CHH (FIG. S1).  

Asymmetric DNA methylation (mCHH) cannot be maintained by 
chromomethylases or maintenance methyltransferases, indicating de novo DNA 
methylation and therefore the involvement of RdDM (Matzke and Mosher, 2014). High 
CHH methylation was specifically found at the 35S tandem repeat, further supporting an 
involvement of RdDM in silencing of the vNYR reporter, as the RdDM machinery is 
especially prone to target repetitive sequences (Martienssen, 2003; Slotkin and 
Martienssen, 2007). Accordingly, vNYR transgene activation was observed in a subset of 
plants with homozygous mutations for one of the four RdDM components described above 
(mop1-1, mop2-1, rmr6-1 and rmr1-1) (FIG. S2). This activation was accompanied by a 
two-fold decrease in DNA methylation in all sequence contexts at the vNYR promoter (FIG. 
S1).  Surprisingly, the strongest activation effect was observed in rmr1-1 mutant plants, in 
which activation of vNYR occurred in 50% of all plants in the first generation homozygous 
for rmr1-1 (FIG. S1). In subsequent rmr1-1 mutant generations up to 80% of all plants 
showed activation of vNYR. Intriguingly, the reactivation of vNYR was stable even when the 
rmr1-1 mutation was removed by backcrossing with wild type plants, indicating a reversion 
of the partially repressed vNYR state to a heritable active state.  

Transcription levels are regulated not only by DNA methylation but also by 
histone modifications. H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 are two histone modifications that are 
primarily associated with repressed chromatin such as transposable elements and poorly 
expressed genes (Barski et al., 2007; Campos and Reinberg, 2009; Gent et al., 2014). In 
maize, a typical RdDM locus is characterized by high levels of H3K27me2, but only 
intermediate levels of H3K9me2, levels below genome average, whereas heterochromatic 
loci display high levels of both marks (Gent et al., 2014). The B’ locus displays both 
H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 (Chapter 3 of this thesis).  

In close proximity to certain types of repressed transposable elements, repressive 
epigenetic marks have been shown to spread into neighboring low-copy sequences, which 
as a result tend to be expressed at lower levels than other genes (Eichten et al., 2012). The 
TE upstream of the vNYR transgene (Grande retrotransposon) falls into the category of 
spreading TE families. Recent studies suggest that RdDM-mediated silencing at borders 
between hetero- and euchromatin promotes the repression of heterochromatic transcription 
rather than protecting euchromatin from silencing by nearby heterochromatin (Li et al., 
2015b; Gent et al., 2013).  

In this study, we addressed the question whether the paramutagenic vNYR 
transgene displays either a typical RdDM chromatin structure or, due to its proximity to a 
transposon, that of a heterochromatic locus. Additionally, we aimed to investigate if the 
chromatin structure of the vNYR locus is comparable to that of the paramutagenic B’ 
epiallele. We hypothesized that the activation of the transgene in an rmr1-1 mutant 
background and the stable reversion to aNYR would lead to a significant change in 
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chromatin structure between vNYR and aNYR. We therefore tested if the chromatin profile 
of vNYR resembled an RdDM and/or paramutagenic locus (intermediate H3K9me2, high 
H3K27me2, low H3K9K14ac levels) and if this chromatin profile changed upon activation 
(low H3K9me2 and H3K27me2; high H3K9K14ac levels).  

Results 
To test the hypothesis whether the paramutagenic vNYR transgene has the chromatin profile 
of an RdDM locus such as B’ (another known paramutagenic locus), and whether the 
chromatin profile changes upon vNYR activation, we measured enrichment of the repressive 
H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 marks as well as the activation-associated H3K9K14ac mark at 
the NYR transgene by performing Chromatin Immunoprecipitation coupled to quantitative 
PCR (ChIP-qPCR). To monitor changes in chromatin structure we in parallel examined 
seedling tissue with a variegated vNYR transgene (vNYR), a vNYR transgene activated by 
rmr1-1 (vNYR rmr1-1) and a stably reverted active transgene (aNYR). The latter was 
exposed to rmr1-1 for three generations and then propagated for another three generations 
in the presence of the wildtype Rmr1 allele (FIG. S3). ChIP experiments were performed on 
chromatin obtained from inner stem tissue of seedlings.  

NYR expression is variegated in vNYR and mostly uniform in aNYR 
tissue 

In vNYR plants the H2B-YFP expression is not completely silenced but variegated. A 
microscopical screen for NYR expression in secondary roots was performed to estimate the 
variegation level of vNYR individuals. In all screened vNYR plants the majority of the cells 
did not exhibit visible YFP expression (FIG. 1). Nevertheless, within files of YFP negative 
cells short stretches of YFP positive cells displayed nuclear YFP expression (FIG. 1). The 
size and number of such YFP-positive stretches of cells varied between individuals. Most 
vNYR rmr1-1 and aNYR plants exhibited YFP expression (FIG. 1). A low percentage of 
plants of both genotypes, however, displayed mild variegated YFP expression, exemplified 
by a minority of cells without detectable YFP expression. 

The NYR transgene is not marked with H3K9me2 

In maize and A. thaliana the silencing of transposons and repeats is associated with 
H3K9me2 (Roudier et al., 2011; West et al., 2014; Gent et al., 2014). In maize, H3K9me2 
is also detected at poorly expressed genic sequences (Gent et al., 2014). Accordingly. 
H3K9me2 was detected at the paramutagenic B’ locus (Chapter 3 of this thesis). 

To examine whether the repressed NYR expression in vNYR plants is associated 
with an enrichment of the repressive H3K9me2 mark, ChIP-qPCR experiments were  
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conducted using a monoclonal antibody against this histone mark. Five regions within the 
NYR transgene were analyzed for H3K9me2 enrichment, covering the ∆Kan region 
upstream of the e35S promoter, the start of the promoter, the repeat junction within the 
e35S promoter, the end of the HSP70 intron and a region within the H2B-YFP coding 
region (FIG. 2A). This strategy allowed us to determine if the regulatory sequences of the 
vNYR transgene are marked differently than the coding sequences. A high-copy Copia 
sequence that is repressed independently of RdDM was used to normalize the ChIP data 
(Haring et al., 2010; Chapter 3 of this thesis). As expected, in aNYR plant tissue, the 
transgene was not enriched for H3K9me2 (FIG. 2B). Surprisingly, however, also in vNYR 
plant tissue no H3K9me2 levels above background were detected at any part of the NYR 
transgene examined (FIG. 2B, TABLE S2).  

H3K27me2 levels at the vNYR transgene decrease after reversion to 
aNYR  

In maize H3K27me2 is associated with moderately expressed genes, RdDM loci, the 
paramutagenic B’ locus and heterochromatin (Gent et al., 2014; Chapter 3 of this thesis). To 
test whether the repressed NYR expression in vNYR plants is associated with H3K27me2, 
ChIP-qPCR experiments were conducted using a monoclonal antibody against H3K27me2. 
Indeed, in vNYR plant tissue H3K27me2 was detected at all regions monitored within the 
vNYR transgene, whereby the levels at the HSP70 intron and H2B-YFP coding region were 
higher than at other regions (FIG. 2C). Since H3K27me2 was detected at both the DNA 
hypermethylated 35S promoter and the hypomethylated ∆Kan and H2B-YFP coding 
region, it can be concluded that the level of H3K27me2 is not tightly associated with the 
level of DNA methylation. 

To test whether the activation of NYR in an rmr1-1 mutant background leads to a 
reduction of H3K27me2 at the transgene, ChIP-qPCR experiments were performed on 
seedling tissue of vNYR rmr1-1 and aNYR plants. Upon activation of vNYR in an rmr1-1 
mutant, only the H2B-YFP coding region showed a lower H3K27me2 level than observed 
in the vNYR state (FIG. 2C). At all other analyzed regions of the transgene the H3K27me2 
levels in rmr1-1 mutant plants were comparable to those in wild type plants. The reverted, 
active NYR transgene (aNYR) showed slightly lower H2K27me2 levels than the lowly 
expressed vNYR transgene at all regions examined (FIG. 2C). 

Activation of vNYR in rmr1-1 is associated with increased H3ac at the 
locus 

To test if, compared to the variegated expressed vNYR, the increased NYR expression in 
rmr1-1 and aNYR plants was associated with elevated levels of H3K9K14acetylation 
(H3ac) at the transgene, ChIP-qPCR was performed with an antibody against H3ac. The 
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qPCR data was normalized to H3ac enrichment at actin1, which was used as a positive 
control for active chromatin. H3ac at the NYR transgene was observed in all genotypes. In 
vNYR plant tissue the H3ac level was relatively high at the intron region while low levels 
were detectable at all other transgenic sequences analyzed (FIG. 2D). Upon activation of 
vNYR in an rmr1-1 mutant background an increase of the H3ac level was observed at all 
transgene regions tested. In wildtype plants carrying a reverted aNYR transgene the levels 
of H3ac were comparable to the H3ac levels observed in rmr1-1 mutant plants. 
 
 

 
FIGURE 1. Widefield fluorescence microscopy of vNYR, vNYR rmr1-1 and  aNYR secondary root tissue. NYR 
expression is visualized by nuclear YFP signal. Three individuals are shown for each genotype that represent the 
observed range of NYR expression, respectively. 
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FIGURE 2. The NYR transgene is not marked with H3K9me2, but with repressive H3K27me2 and activating 
H3K9K14ac. (A)Schematic representation of NYR transgene integrated downstream of a Grande RTN. The 
position of ChIP amplicons are indicated with black bars below the transgene. ChIP-qPCR experiments were 
performed in V5 seedling tissue of vNYR, vNYR rmr1-1 and aNYR plants using antibodies recognizing (B) 
H3K9me2, (C) H3K27me2, and (D) H3K9K14ac. ChIP signals for the NYR transgene were normalized to copia 
or actin signals. The barcharts indicate the mean +/- SEM of ChIP signal obtained from two (H3K9me2) or four 
(H3K27me2 and H3K9K14ac) biological replicates. 
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Discussion 
Our results show that the repressed vNYR transgene is marked with H3K27me2, both at the 
promoter and the coding region, but not with H3K9me2. Although the vNYR transgene is 
repressed in the majority of cells, ChIP analysis showed mostly low but still significant 
enrichment of H3ac at the transgene. Upon activation of NYR in the rmr1-1 mutant and 
after stable reversion to an aNYR state the overall level of H3K27me2 decreased, whereas 
the level of H3ac at all regions of the NYR transgene increased 

vNYR is an RdDM locus devoid of H3K9me2 

The vNYR promoter can be classified as an RdDM locus. The arguments for this are that the 
e35S promoter of the repressed vNYR transgene is DNA hypermethylated, including a high 
level of CHH methylation (~67%) (Schafer, 2013). Moreover, sequencing of siRNAs from 
vNYR leaf tissue showed that 24-nt siRNAs map to the tandem repeat within the promoter 
(Jose Gutierrez-Marcos, unpublished results) and in RdDM mutants the vNYR transgene 
gets activated.  

RdDM loci in maize are shown to carry high levels of H3K27me2 levels and 
intermediate levels of H3K9me2, while heterochromatin carries high levels of both (Gent 
2014). At the vNYR transgene H3K27me2 is indeed enriched above background, while 
H3K9me2 is not. While in A. thaliana recruitment of Pol IV to a subset of RdDM loci may 
be enforced by H3K9me2 (Law et al., 2013), 40% of all RdDM loci, defined by being 
DRM2 targets, are not enriched for H3K9me2 (Li et al., 2015c). This indicates that, 
although H3K9me2 might be beneficial for the recruitment of RdDM, it is not necessary for 
all RdDM loci. At maize RdDM loci the average level of H3K9me2 is inversely correlated 
with the level of mCHH (Jonathan Gent, personal communication), and it is possible that 
part of the high-mCHH RdDM loci are not enriched for H3K9me2. The vNYR promoter is a 
high-mCHH RdDM locus and we therefore propose that the variegated, paramutagenic 
vNYR transgene is an example of an RdDM locus devoid of H3K9me2. Furthermore, we 
hypothesize that the stochastic reactivation of vNYR, resulting in variegated H2B-YFP 
expression, is facilitated by the lack of H3K9me2 at the vNYR locus. 

Chromatin states of vNYR and B’ are distinct from each other 

The vNYR transgene and the B’ locus are both paramutagenic loci in maize. When 
combined with an homologous active allele, a paramutagenic allele causes the mitotically 
and meitoically heritable silencing of the active allele; vNYR paramutates e.g. aCYR, or a b1 
transgene (McGinnis et al., 2006) and B’ paramutates its active epiallele B-I (Chandler and 
Stam, 2004). The sequence that mediates paramutation between B’ and B-I consists of 
seven tandem repeats of an 853 bp sequence (hepta-repeat) located 100 kb upstream of the 
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b1 coding region. The vNYR e35S promoter carries a tandem repeat as well. The repression 
of vNYR is dependent on the RdDM factors MOP1, MOP2, RMR6 (MOP3) and RMR1 (S 
FIG. 2, while repression of B’ is dependent on MOP1 and MOP3 (RMR6), but independent 
of MOP2 and RMR1 (Dorweiler et al., 2000; Chapter 3 of this thesis; Chapter 4 of this 
thesis; Hale et al., 2007); (Stam, Belele & Chandler, unpublished results). In addition, vNYR 
and the B’ hepta-repeat also differ in their DNA methylation and chromatin structure. The 
B’ hepta-repeat is hypermethylated at the repeat junction regions in CG and CHG context, 
while depleted for CHH methylation (low-mCHH locus) (Haring et al., 2010; Chapter 3 of 
this thesis), whereas the vNYR e35S promoter is hypermethylated in CG, CHG as well as 
CHH context (high-mCHH locus). Furthermore, the B’ hepta-repeat is enriched for 
H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 (Chapter 3 of this thesis), while vNYR is only marked by 
H3K27me2. In mop1, mop2 or mop3 mutants DNA methylation at the B’ hepta-repeat is 
largely retained, while DNA methylation at the vNYR promoter decreased about twofold in 
all sequence contexts, which is in agreement with observations made for other high-mCHH 
loci (Li et al., 2015b). All the differences above underline that, while both loci are 
paramutagenic RdDM loci, their chromatin states are distinct from each other. We propose 
that vNYR and B’ represent two distinct, extreme examples of a gradient in mCHH and 
H3K9me2 that are negatively correlated with each other (Jonathan Gent, personal 
communication). vNYR displays high mCHH and low H3K9me2 while B’ shows low 
mCHH and high H3K9me2. 

H3ac and H3K27me2 enrichment at vNYR may be explained by a 
variegated and bivalent state 

While the vNYR transgene is significantly enriched for the active histone mark H3ac, it is 
nevertheless repressed in the vast majority of cells within vNYR tissue. The other way 
around, the activated NYR transgene is still significantly enriched for the repressive 
H3K27me2 mark. The observed enrichment of H3ac and H3K27me2 could be derived from 
the small but substantial subset of cells showing NYR expression or silencing in vNYR and 
aNYR tissue, respectively. A second interpretation might be that in cells in which NYR is 
not expressed, the promoter is in a bivalent rather than a stably silenced state. In case of a 
bivalent state of the promoter, the NYR gene would be marked with H3ac and H3K27me2 
in both NYR expressing as well as non-expressing cells. Indeed, a genome-wide study in 
mice embryonic stem cells revealed that H3K9ac and H3K14ac, the histone acetylation 
marks studied for NYR, are mostly enriched at distal regulatory elements, active promoters, 
but also at bivalent promoters (Karmodiya et al., 2012). Furthermore, the B-I locus, which 
is highly expressed in a tissue specific manner, carries both H3ac and H3K27me2 at its 
coding sequence in tissue where the gene is not expressed (Haring et al., 2010; Chapter 3 of 
this thesis). This indicates that also H3K27me2 can be associated with genes in a bivalent 
state. A bivalent state of the 35S promoter could evoke the stochastic switch to an active 
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NYR state in single cells, resulting in a variegated rather than fully repressed state, 
noticeable as single YFP positive cell files in roots. A third interpretation is that in all cells, 
NYR expressing and non-expressing, H3ac and H3K27me2, are present, albeit in a different 
ratio. In such a scenario, the remaining level of H3K27me2 in NYR expressing cells does 
not prevent expression. Similarly, the elevation of B’ expression in mop1 and mop3 mutants 
appears not to be prohibited by the presence of intermediate levels of H3K9me2 and 
H3K27me2 (Chapter 3 of this thesis; Chapter 4 of this thesis). 

Does the neighboring Grande TE repress transcription of NYR as well? 

Activation of the vNYR transgene is accompanied with a decrease in H3K27me2 and an 
increase in H3ac, but these presumably opposing marks are both still present and cannot be 
used to distinguish the repressed and active NYR states. Plants with a reactivated NYR 
transgene still display low levels of variegation, indicating that in an active state the 
transgene is still targeted by repressive triggers. Hence, we asked if there is a repressive 
trigger independent of RdDM. It is expected that if intrinsic parameters of the NYR 
transgene are solely responsible for attracting RdDM, then all transgenes would attract 
RdDM with the same efficiency. This is not the case, indicating there are other parameters 
involved, which could be the location of vNYR in the genome. The vNYR transgene is 
located downstream from a Grande retrotransposon. DNA methylation and H3K9me2 
present at Grande retrotransposons and particular other TEs have been shown to spread into 
neighboring sequences (Eichten et al., 2012). In line with this, the NYR transgene 
downstream of Grande shows variegated expression, while other NYR lines, with NYR 
integrated elsewhere in the genome, display stable NYR expression.  

If silencing of the NYR transgene was initiated by spreading of repressive marks 
from Grande, this should be noticeable at the ∆Kan sequence located between Grande and 
the e35S-H2B-YFP transgene. However, a linear spreading of DNA methylation and 
H3K9me2 from the TE towards the transgene may not occur: the ∆Kan region has neither 
DNA methylation nor H3K9me2. The region is enriched for H3K27me2, however it is 
unknown if the repressive H3K27me2 mark is also able to spread into neighboring 
sequences from spreading transposons such as Grande. If so, the variegated expression of 
the NYR transgene may have been initiated because of the integration in proximity to the 
Grande TE. This event may have triggered the recruitment of the RdDM machinery to the 
e35S promoter, establishing the variegated vNYR state and possibly the paramutagenicity of 
the promoter towards homologous sequences in trans. 
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Material and Methods 

Plant stocks and growing conditions 

Genotypes used for this study are vNYR (vNYR/-; Rmr1/Rmr1), vNYR rmr1-1 (vNYR/-; 

rmr1-1/rmr1-1) (derived from cross vNYR/-; Rmr1/rmr1-1 x rmr1-1/rmr1-1) and aNYR 
(aNYR/-; Rmr1/Rmr1) (BC3, derived from a backcross with wild type after exposure to 
rmr1-1) (FIG. S3). All stocks are in an A188 background and were obtained from Jose 
Gutierrez-Marcos, Warwick University. Seeds were surface sterilized with bleach and 
incubated for 5 days between wet paper towels for germination at 28 °C. Following, 
seedlings were transferred to soil and grown in the greenhouse for proximal 4 weeks to 
reach a V5 stage. 

Genotyping 

For ChIP-qPCR analysis it is important that in all samples the genome contains the same 
copy number of a tested sequence. The same copy number of NYR transgenes in plants used 
for ChIP was ensured by using offspring of a cross between NYR/- and wildtype plants. The 
offspring of this cross segregated 1:1 into plants with and without a transgenic allele. To 
screen for YFP expression, secondary root tips were inspected by widefield fluorescence 
microscopy (Axiovert S100 Zeiss, 40x/1.3oil Plan-Apochrom objective). For this screen 
secondary roots were used since other tissues such as leaves or stem are less applicable in 
fluorescence microscopy. Only YFP positive seedlings were soiled for further growing. To 
screen for plants homozygous for the rmr1-1 mutation genomic DNA was extracted from 
leaf tissue. PCR was performed on extracted genomic DNA to amplify a part of the Rmr1 
genic sequence. (30 cycles, Tm 57 °C, primers: F: 5’-GCATCTTCGCAAGTTCTTCA-3’, 
R: 5’-TCGTGGGAAGTCATCTCCTC-3’). The rmr1-1 mutation prohibits restriction 
digestion of the 473 bp fragment by PvuII. Hence, restriction digestion of the PCR product 
with PvuII and subsequent gel electrophoresis allows for differentiation of PCR products 
derived from homozygous and heterozygous rmr1-1 mutants.  

Chromatin immunoprecipiation (ChIP) 

ChIP was performed as described (Haring et al., 2010) with minor modifications: inner 
stem tissue of plants in a V5 stage was chosen for the analysis, because it yields high 
quality chromatin for ChIP analysis. About 3 gr of plant tissue were fixed with 3% 
formaldehyde, chromatin was isolated and sheared by sonication at an amplitude of 10% 
(Digital Sonifier (#101-148-063) with a Branson Double Step Microtip (#41V372). The 
soluble chromatin fraction served as input for immunoprecipitation using antibodies against 
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H3K9K14ac (Upstate #06-599), H3K9me2 (Cell signaling #4658), or H3K27me2 (Cell 
signaling #9728). To control for aspecific pulldown of chromatin, a sample with non-
specific rabbit serum (Sigma #R9133) was used in all experiments next to samples with 
specific antibodies. DNA was isolated by spin column purification (Qiagen #28104) and 
subsequently analyzed by quantitative PCR using HOT FIREPol EvaGreen qPCR Mix Plus 
(Solis BioDyne #08-24-00001) with primers as listed in (TABLE S1). Quantification of the 
qPCR data achieved using a calibration curve originating from sonicated genomic DNA 
isolated from crosslinked, sonicated vNYR A188 chromatin. Subsequently, the data for the 
sequences of interest were normalized to values for Actin (H3K9K14ac) or Copia 
(H3K9me2 and H3K27me2). H3K9me2 ChIP experiments were performed twice; 
H3K27me2 and H3K9K14ac ChIP experiments were repeated four times. Normalized data 
from these biological replicates were used to calculate the mean and standard error. The 
combined ChIP enrichment results of all analyzed regions of the transgene was compared 
between different genotypes and backgrounds by implementing a t-test with Bonferroni 
correction. P values of all comparisons have been listed in (TABLE S2). 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 1. The fraction of methylated cytosines in the promoter sequence of the vNYR 
transgene is significantly reduced in several RdDM mutant backgrounds. DNA was isolated from fully 
expanded leaf 4 or 5. Levels of cytosine methylation are measured by bisulfite sequencing and are shown 
separately for each cytosine sequence context CG, CHG and CHH (where H is an A, T or C), as well as 
cumulatively for all cytosines in the analyzed sequence. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 2. The rate of vNYR reactivation in RdDM mutant backgrounds. When a vNYR line 
is crossed with the RdDM mutants rmr1-1, mop1-1, mop2-1 or rmr6-1, the transgene gets reactivated. The level of 
reactivation differs between different mutants and partly, between generations of introgression (I) of the mutation. 
After exposure to an rmr1-1 mutation, the rate of NYR activation is also very high, after the mutation is removed 
by backcrosses to wildtype plants. Generations of introgression of the mutation (I) and backcrosses with the 
wildtype (BC) are indicated by numbering.  
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 3. Crossing scheme indicating the number of introgression of rmr1-1 and 
backcrosses to wild type starting with the vNYR genotype. Indicated by arrows are the generations from which 
the initial vNYR state, the activated NYR state in rmr1-1 mutant background (I2) and the reverted aNYR state 
(BC3) were obtained. For ChIP the vNYR rmr1-1 plants were derived from a cross vNYR/-; Rmr1/rmr1-1 x rmr1-

1/rmr1-1 to ensure the heterozygous state of the NYR. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL TABLE 1. primers used for ChIP-qPCR analysis of NYR transgene 

target Forward primer Reverse primer 

Actin TTTAAGGCTGCTGTACTGCTGTAGA CACTTTCTGCTCATGGTTTAAGG 

Copia CGATGTGAAGACAGCATTCCT CTCAAGTGACATCCCATGTGT 

∆Kan GTCCAGATAGCCCAGTAGCTGACATT CTTTCTACGTGTTCCGCTTCCTTTAG 

5S start GATGTGCTGCAAGGCGATTAAGT GGACCTGCAGAAGCTTGTTAACG 

5S repeat ACGAGGAGCATCGTGGAAAAAGA CAATGGAATCCGAGGAGGTTTCC 

HSP intron TCCCTAGTGTTGACCAGTGTTACTCA GAAGAAGCCCGCAGAGGAGGAG 

H2B-YFP TCCGTCCGCCTCGTTCTACCC AACAGCTCCTCGCCCTTGC 

 
SUPPLEMENTAL TABLE 2. Results for t-test with Bonferroni correction on ChIP data. P values 
below 0.05 suggest a significant difference between the enrichment of the particular histone mark in 
the two corresponding data sets (indicated with underscore). 

H3K9me2  aNYR ChIP  aNYR noAB  vNYR ChIP  
  

aNYR noAB  0.760000 - - 
  

vNYR ChIP    1.000000 1.000000 - 
  

vNYR noAB  0.940000 1.000000 1.000000 
  

      
H3K27me2  aNYR ChIP  aNYR noAB  vNYR ChIP  vNYR noAB  vNYRrmr1 ChIP  

aNYR noAB  0.000730 - - - - 

vNYR ChIP    1.000000 0.000001 - - - 

vNYR noAB  0.000840 1.000000 0.000002 - - 

vNYRrmr1 ChIP  1.000000 0.000031 1.000000 0.000036 - 

vNYRrmr1 
noAB  

0.002030 1.000000 0.000007 1.000000 0.000100 

      
H3Ac  aNYR ChIP  aNYR noAB  vNYR ChIP  vNYR noAB  vNYRrmr1 ChIP  

aNYR noAB  0.000022 - - - - 

vNYR ChIP    0.071600 0.419900 - - - 

vNYR noAB  0.000020 1.000000 0.006900 - - 

vNYRrmr1 ChIP  1.000000 0.000002 0.398900 0.000002 - 

vNYRrmr1 
noAB  

0.000006 1.000000 0.105700 1.000000 0.000001 
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Abstract 
Chromosome conformation capture (3C) and 3C-based technology have revolutionized 
studies on chromosomal interactions and their role in gene regulation and chromosome 
organization. 3C allows the in vivo identification of physical interactions between 
chromosomal regions. Such interactions are shown to play a role in various aspects of gene 
regulation, for example transcriptional activation of genes by remote enhancer sequences, 
or the silencing by Polycomb-group complexes. The last few years the number of 
publications involving chromosomal interactions increased significantly. Until now, 
however, the vast majority of the studies reported are performed in yeast or animal systems. 
So far, studies on plant systems are extremely limited, possibly due to the plant-specific 
characteristics that hamper the implementation of the 3C technique. In this paper we 
provide a plant-specific 3C protocol, optimized for maize tissue, and an extensive 
discussion on i) plant-specific adjustments to the protocol, and ii) solutions to problems that 
may arise when optimizing the protocol for the tissue or plant of interest. Together, this 
paper should facilitate the application of 3C technology to plant tissue and stimulate studies 
on the 3D conformation of chromosomal regions and chromosomes in plants.  
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1. Introduction 
Long-distance intra- and interchromosomal interactions have long been implicated in the 
regulation of gene expression and chromosome architecture in higher eukaryotes (see e.g. 
refs. (Grosveld et al., 1987; Martin et al., 1995; Leighton et al., 1995; Stam et al., 2002a; 
Fransz et al., 2002; Lettice et al., 2003; Ronshaugen and Levine, 2004; Clark et al., 2006)). 
It was however not until the development of the chromosome conformation capture (3C) 
technique (Dekker et al., 2002) that the role of chromosomal interactions in gene expression 
and genome function became widely appreciated. Since the development of 3C technology, 
chromosomal interactions are implicated in numerous different nuclear processes, such as 
gene expression (Stadhouders et al., 2011; Amano et al., 2009; Tolhuis et al., 2002; 
Louwers et al., 2009a; Cai et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2006; Schoenfelder et al., 2010; Tan-
Wong et al., 2009), Polycomb group (PcG) protein-mediated gene silencing (Lanzuolo et 
al., 2007; Tiwari et al., 2008; Bantignies et al., 2011), X-inactivation (Bacher et al., 2006; 
Xu et al., 2006) and chromosome architecture (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Tolhuis et al., 
2011; Splinter and de Laat, 2011; Umbarger et al., 2011; Sexton et al., 2012). It has for 
example been shown that regulatory elements control the expression of genes hundreds of 
kilobases away by means of chromosomal interactions, and that gene expression can be 
affected by interactions that partition the genome in different, functionally independent 
loops (Murrell et al., 2004; Kurukuti et al., 2006). In fact, 3C-based technology has 
revealed that DNA sequences are involved in numerous interactions (e.g. (Zhao et al., 2006; 
Simonis et al., 2006)), some of which will play a role in gene regulation, while others will 
play a role in other processes.  

In a typical 3C experiment, chromosomal interactions are crosslinked by 
formaldehyde, followed by digestion of the fixed chromatin with one or several restriction 
enzymes and intramolecular ligation (FIG. 1). As a result, fragments that were previously 
far apart on a linear DNA molecule, but physically close together, will ligate together with 
a relatively high frequency. After reversal of the crosslinks, the ligation products are 
purified and the relative crosslinking frequencies, a measure for the interaction frequencies, 
analyzed.  

3C technology allows the high-resolution detection of physical interactions 
between chromosomal regions (de Wit and de Laat, 2012). While the basic 3C technique 
allows the detection of interactions between a limited numbers of known sequence regions, 
there are several variations on this technique that allow a more unbiased, genome-wide 
detection of interactions. 4C (3C-on-chip and Circular 3C), for example, enables the 
unbiased, genome-wide detection of interactions between a known sequence region and the 
rest of the genome (Zhao et al., 2006; Schoenfelder et al., 2010; Simonis et al., 2006; 
Sandhu et al., 2009; O’Sullivan et al., 2009). 5C (3C-Carbon Copy) detects interactions 
between many known sequences, usually within one chromosomal region or a relatively 
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small genome (Umbarger et al., 2011; Dostie et al., 2006; Baù et al., 2011), while Hi-C is 
the “all-versus-all” technique that detects interactions between unknown sequences on a 
genome-wide scale by making use of the powerful next-generation sequencing technologies 
(Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Sexton et al., 2012). Besides 4C, 5C and Hi-C type methods 
there are yet other variations to the 3C theme, such as methods that combine 3C technology 
with chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) to select for interactions involving a protein of 
interest. Examples of the latter technology are ChIP-loop (“one-versus-one” (Horike et al., 
2005)), 6C (combined 3C-ChIP-cloning, “many-versus-many” (Tiwari et al., 2008)) and 
ChIA-PET (Chromatin Interaction Analysis Paired-End Tag, “all-versus-all” (Fullwood et 
al., 2012)) For a more elaborate discussion on all 3C-based techniques, see the recent 
review of de Wit and de Laat (de Wit and de Laat, 2012) and contributions to this Methods 
issue. 

Almost all 3C protocols reported so far use yeast or animal cells as starting 
material. In this paper we will discuss the adjustments required to perform 3C experiments 
on plant tissue, and provide a plant-specific 3C protocol. Major plant-specific adjustments 
that will be discussed are amongst others i) the fixation of chromosomal interactions within 
intact plant tissue, ii) the isolation of nuclei from plant tissue, iii) the inactivation of 
endogenous nucleases, and iv) the recovery of ligation products.  
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FIGURE 1. Outline and timing of a 3C experiment in plant tissue. The procedure described in this paper is shown 
in dark grey boxes. The icons on the right side of the boxes are representative for the major steps in the protocol. 
The moon icons on the left side indicate overnight incubation steps. 
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2. Practicalities of 3C in plants 
Most steps in a 3C experiment are independent of the organism or type of tissue studied. 
Some steps, however, need organism- or tissue-specific adjustments. Below, crucial plant-
specific adjustments are discussed. In addition, the restriction digestion step and the 
required controls are shortly reviewed. For elaborate discussions on non-plant-specific 
aspects of the 3C protocol, we refer to previously published 3C protocols (Hagège et al., 
2007; Splinter et al., 2004). 

2.1 Fixation of plant tissue 

Plant tissue as starting material for a 3C experiment requires several adjustments to the 
common procedure. Unlike mammalian tissue or cultured cells, due to its specific 
characteristics, plant tissue is relatively difficult to fix with formaldehyde. It is covered by a 
waxy surface, contains air-filled spaces between the mesophyll cells, and each cell is 
surrounded by a think cell wall, together hampering the fixative to enter the tissue and cells. 
To minimize the penetration problem, if compatible with the experiment, it is 
recommended to use relatively soft plant material that is rich in unexpanded cells. To 
increase the penetration of fixative into the tissue, the fixation is carried out under vacuum, 
which removes air from the tissue. To enhance the fixation efficiency further, the vacuum 
can be switched on and off a few times during the fixation process. The duration of 
crosslinking should be adjusted to the particular plant material used. The smaller the tissue 
area and softer the material, the shorter the fixation time should be. A good indication for 
successful fixation is that the tissue becomes translucent. Plant material that is rich in 
chlorophyll becomes in addition recognizably darker during successful fixation. 

2.2. Nuclei Isolation 

A way to avoid the penetration problems that occur when fixing plant nuclei within intact 
tissues would be the prior isolation of nuclei, followed by a crosslinking step. A 
prerequisite of successful 3C experiments is, however, that the isolation procedure does not 
affect the chromosomal interactions within the nuclei. To release nuclei from plant tissue it 
has to be ground with liquid nitrogen, followed by various purification steps on unfrozen 
material. As a result, preservation of the chromatin conformation within the unfixed nuclei 
cannot be guaranteed. Hence, nuclei should preferably be isolated from crosslinked 
material, as described in the protocol presented in this paper.  

The purification of nuclei involves the separation of nuclei from other plant tissue 
components by filtration through a nylon membrane with a defined pore size. Squeezing the 
filter can disrupt the membrane’s pores and lead to a high amount of debris in the nuclei 
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sample, which should be avoided. The isolated nuclei should be kept cold at any time and 
handled with care, as 3C experiments require a nuclei preparation of good quality. To avoid 
damaging the nuclei, the centrifugation steps should be limited and carried out at low 
speed. The nuclei should preferably be used immediately for a 3C experiment, instead of 
first being stored at -80 oC. In our hands, the digestion efficiency is higher in freshly 
isolated nuclei than in nuclei that were stored at -80 oC.  

2.3. Inactivation of endogenous nucleases  

In published 3C protocols (Hagège et al., 2007; Splinter et al., 2004), prior to adding the 
restriction enzyme, nuclei are treated with 0.3% SDS at 37 oC to permeabilize the nuclei 
and inactive remaining enzyme activities. Nuclei, such as those of maize, however, can 
contain relatively high concentrations of endogenous nucleases (Paul and Ferl, 1998; Stam 
et al., 2002a), degrading the DNA once the nuclei are incubated at 37 oC (step 3.5.2). Such 
DNA decay can be circumvented by incubating the nuclei at 65 oC prior to incubating at 37 

oC. At 65 oC, however, formaldehyde crosslinks are being reversed, and as a result 
chromatin interactions lost. Therefore, the incubation time at 65 oC should be kept as short 
as possible to prevent extensive reversal of the crosslinks. The activity of endogenous 
nucleases may differ between different sources of nuclei. Therefore, when using other types 
of tissue then used to set up this protocol, one should test for the presence of endogenous 
nucleases and troubleshoot the time required for inactivation ((Louwers et al., 2009a); see 
also section 5, hints for troubleshooting).  

2.4. Restriction digestion 

For a successful digestion it is strongly recommended to use nuclei isolated from fresh 
tissue. Additionally, a relatively large amount of restriction enzyme (commonly 400 units) 
is needed. It is advisable to use high concentrated restriction enzyme to avoid negative 
effects of the glycerol in the enzyme storage buffer on the digestion efficiency. 
Furthermore, the restriction enzyme used should not be methylation-sensitive and 
preferably yield sticky ends, as these facilitate the subsequent ligation reaction. To facilitate 
the entry of restriction enzymes, SDS is needed to permeabilize the nuclei. SDS however 
hampers the enzyme activity and is therefore sequestered with Triton X-100 before the 
restriction enzyme is added to the sample.  
 There is only a subset of restriction enzymes that is proven to work optimally at 
the conditions described in this paper: BglII, HindIII, EcoRI, DpnII and NlaIII (Hagège et 
al., 2007; Splinter et al., 2004). If an enzyme does not perform optimally under the 
described conditions, titration of the SDS used for nuclei permeabilization can help to find 
conditions at which the DNA is cut efficiently (see also 5.3). In our hands, digestion with 
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BamHI is efficient when instead of 0.3% SDS, 0.15% SDS is present in the restriction 
sample. For the use of MseI, a concentration of 0.1% SDS was reported (Zhao et al., 2006). 

2.5. Recovery of ligation products 

The ligation is performed in a relatively large volume to favor intramolecular ligations. 
After the ligation, the crosslinks are reversed and the DNA purified and precipitated. DNA 
precipitation at low DNA concentrations proved inefficient with plant DNA. The addition 
of glycogen to the precipitation reaction, but also prolonged spinning and the use of low-
binding tubes improved precipitation. Importantly, the precipitation protocol as described in 
this paper works well for a large genome like that of maize. However, to avoid unnecessary 
loss of ligation products, when working with a smaller genome (e.g. Arabidopsis), one may 
have to transfer the ligation sample to Eppendorf tubes to allow centrifugation of the 
precipitated DNA at a higher g force.  

Dissolving the DNA pellet after precipitation appeared to require special attention 
as well. Optimal dissolving of the pellet can be accomplished by incubating for several 
hours at room temperature, followed by 12 h at 4 oC. This treatment has shown to provide 
better results than dissolving the pellet with warm Tris-HCl buffer or incubation at high 
temperatures. 

2.6. Controls for 3C 

For an accurate analysis of 3C ligation products by quantitative PCR (qPCR), several 
controls are needed. These include an endogenous control that corrects for differences in 
quantity and quality of the DNA template and a control for the amplification efficiency of 
the various primer sets. For an elaborate discussion on controls we refer to published 
papers (Tolhuis et al., 2002; Splinter et al., 2004; Dekker, 2006). 

An endogenous control can be generated from a locus that i) is unrelated and 
unlinked to the locus of interest, ii) contains multiple sites for the restriction enzyme used, 
and iii) shows a similar expression level in all tissues analyzed in the 3C experiments. 
Similar expression levels are a good indication that also the chromatin conformation at this 
locus is similar in the different tissues. A suitable control locus can be found by making 
use of currently available data sets on genomic sequences and expression profiles (see e.g. 
(Czechowski et al., 2005; Sekhon et al., 2011), TAIR (http://www.arabidopsis.org), 
MaizeGDB (http://www.maizegdb.org),  
Gramene (http://www.gramene.org), PLEXdb (http://www.plexdb.org),  
and GEO (http:// www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo)). 

The qPCR signals generated by the endogenous control region should be in the 
same range as the qPCR signals derived from the locus of interest. To fulfill this 
requirement, ideally, the endogenous control region contains multiple sites for the chosen 
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restriction enzyme. This allows measurements of the relative interaction frequencies 
between different fragments at the control region. Subsequently, the primer set that results 
in the required qPCR signal level can be chosen to normalize the data obtained for the 
chromosomal region of interest. The maximum distance between the chosen fragments 
should be 8 kb, because at such distance crosslinking and ligation occurs frequent enough 
to allow robust PCR amplification of ligation samples (Dekker, 2006). For maize tissues we 
developed the constitutively expressed S-adenosyl-methionine decarboxylase gene 
(GRMZM2G154397 (Sekhon et al., 2011)) as endogenous control region (Louwers et al., 
2009a).  

To normalize for the amplification efficiencies of the different primer sets used 
within an experiment, a second control sample has to be developed, the random ligation 
template. This sample should contain all possible ligation products of interest in equimolar 
amounts, including those derived from the endogenous control region. To this end, a large 
clone (e.g. a BAC, YAC or PAC), containing the chromosomal region analyzed, is 
digested with the same restriction enzyme as the 3C sample and ligated in a small volume. 
If a large clone containing the chromosomal region studied is not available, fragments 
spanning all restriction sites of interest can be amplified, mixed in equimolar quantities, 
digested and ligated. The latter procedure is, however, much more laborious and less 
accurate. Therefore, using a BAC (or comparable) clone as starting point is preferable. To 
include a control template for the endogenous control locus, the ligation product of choice 
can be amplified from a 3C sample and mixed in equimolar quantities with the template 
generated from the BAC (Louwers et al., 2009a). Of the final random ligation template 
serial dilutions have to be made to produce standard curves that cover the same range of 
qPCR signals obtained with the 3C samples. In order to mimic the PCR conditions in the 
3C sample, in which the ligation products of interest are present amidst a large pool of 
genomic DNA, the random ligation sample should be mixed with genomic DNA in a 
similar concentration as present in the 3C sample (Splinter et al., 2004).  

3. Method 
The following protocol is largely based on a 3C protocol for maize published previously 
(Louwers et al., 2009b), and in addition provides suggestions for adjustments when using 
other plant species.  

3.1. Plant material 

This protocol is optimized for soft maize tissue, such as young sheaths and leaves 
surrounding the shoot meristem of 5-6 week old plants, or inner husk leaves (the tough, 
outer husk leaves are discarded). Some steps in the protocol, in particular the crosslinking 
of plant material and isolation of nuclei, will have to be optimized when using tissue with a 
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different texture or tissue from other types of plants. Use 2-3 grams of freshly harvested 
tissue per sample.  

3.2. Crosslinking of plant material 

(1) Cut the plant tissue in pieces of circa 1 cm² and transfer these into a 50 ml tube 
containing 15 ml of ice-cold nuclei isolation buffer. Next, add the same volume of 4% 
formaldehyde (dissolved in nuclei isolation buffer) and mix by inverting the tube (final 
concentration 2%). If the size of the used tissue is smaller than 1 cm², like for example 
the size of Arabidopsis seedlings, do not cut the tissue before adding it to the tube.  

(2) Fix the tissue under vacuum for one hour at room temperature, e.g. in a speedvac. To 
keep the plant tissue immersed in the liquid, and avoid tissue to spill out of the tube 
during fixation, clog the tube with a piece of polystyrene that has a small incision to 
allow air exchange. Switch the vacuum on and off 2-3 times to facilitate the fixative to 
enter the plants cells. When using tissue with a different texture than soft maize tissue, 
the fixation time will have to be adapted. 

(3) To stop the crosslinking reaction, add 2 ml of 2 M glycine to the tube (0.125 M final 
concentration) and mix by inverting, followed by further incubation for 5 min under 
vacuum. 

3.3. Isolation of Nuclei 

(1) Wash the fixed plant material three times with sterile Milli-Q water and then dry it well 
between paper towels.  

(2) Grind the tissue to a fine powder in a chilled mortar filled with liquid nitrogen. Add 10 
ml nuclei isolation buffer (containing protease inhibitors) to the mortar, mix it with the 
powder and allow the frozen sample to thaw.  

(3) Filter the material through one layer of Miracloth and a layer of Sefar Nitex nylon 
(pore size of 50 µm). The Miracloth and nylon are lining a funnel that is placed into an 
Oak Ridge Centrifuge Tube on ice. Hereby, the Miracloth faces the plant material and 
the nylon the funnel. 

(4) Spin the nuclei suspension for 15 min at 3000 g at 4 °C. Remove the supernatant, 
dissolve the pellet in 1 ml of ice-cold nuclei isolation buffer containing protease 
inhibitors and transfer the sample to an eppendorf tube. 
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(5) Centrifuge for 5 min at 1900 g at 4 °C, remove the supernatant and dissolve the pellet 
once more in 1 ml of nuclei isolation buffer containing protease inhibitors. Take a 4 µl 
aliquot of the nuclei suspension to check the quality and quantity of the nuclei and spin 
the remaining sample again for 5 min at 1900 g at 4 °C. 

3.4. Check for quality and quantity of the nuclei 

To check for nuclei quality and quantity, stain the nuclei with DAPI and examine them 
using fluorescence microscopy.  

(1) To check the quality of the nuclei, mix 2 µl of nuclei suspension 1:1 with vectashield 
containing 20 ng/ml DAPI, and mount the mix on a microscopy slide. Check the nuclei 
at 100-fold magnification. The nuclei should look round or oval, have clear contours 
and well defined nuclear compartments (FIG. 2). 

(2) To quantify the nuclei, mix 2 µl of nuclei suspension 1:10 with vectashield containing 
20 ng/ml DAPI, and pipette the mix into a counting chamber. Use 20-fold 
magnification to count the nuclei in one large square of the chamber, followed by 
calculating the number of nuclei in the original sample. Continue the protocol with 107 
nuclei. 

 

 
FIGURE 2. Typical example of an intact nucleus (a) and two damaged nuclei (b) stained with DAPI. Nuclei were 
isolated from maize husk tissue, and aliquots taken at step 3.3.5 of the protocol were stained with 20 ng/ml DAPI 
in vectashield. Image acquisition was carried out using an Olympus BX fluorescence microscope with filters for 
DAPI and a 100-fold magnification, and images were captured with a CCD camera. (a) Intact nuclei have an oval 
shape without sharp edges. Heterochromatin appears as DAPI dense domains, while nucleoli are visible as dark 
regions. (b) Damaged nuclei can have an angular shape or a diffuse contour. The nuclear compartments are not as 
well defined as those from intact nuclei.  
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3.5. Genomic DNA digestion in intact nuclei 

The nuclei and chromatin need to be accessible to restriction enzymes. This is 
accomplished by treating the sample with SDS. 

(1) In order to change the nuclei isolation buffer for a restriction buffer, dissolve the nuclei 
pellet from step 3.3.5 in 400 µl 1.2 x restriction buffer, spin for 5 min at 1900 g at 4 °C 
and resuspend the resulting pellet in 500 µl 1.2 x restriction buffer.  

(2) Add 7.5 µl 20% SDS (final concentration 0.3%) and incubate for 40 min at 65 °C and 
900 r.p.m. to inactivate endogenous nucleases and permeabilize the nuclei for 
restriction enzymes. Incubate the sample another 20 min at 37 °C and 900 r.p.m. to 
permeabilize the nuclei even further. 

(3) Sequester the SDS by adding 50 µl 20% Triton X-100 (final concentration 1.8% v/v) 
followed by shaking at 900 r.p.m. for 60 min at 37 °C. 

(4) To test the quality of the DNA within the sample (e.g. to check for DNA degradation) 
transfer 5% of the sample (approximately 30 µl) to another eppendorf tube and store it 
at -20 °C until you reach step 3.6.4.  

(5) Add 400 U of high concentrated restriction enzyme to the remaining sample and shake 
overnight at 900 r.p.m. and 37 °C.  

(6) In order to inactivate the restriction enzyme, add 40 µl 20% SDS (final concentration 
of 1.6%) and incubate the sample for 20 min at 900 r.p.m. and 65 °C. When using an 
enzyme that can be heat inactivated, the addition of SDS can be left out, 

3.6. Intramolecular ligation 

The digested DNA is ligated at a low DNA concentration, favoring intramolecular over 
intermolecular ligations. 

(1) Transfer the sample to a 50 ml falcon tube and dilute it by adding 700 µl 10 x ligation 
buffer and 6.3 ml sterile Milli-Q water. To sequester the SDS present in the sample, 
add 375 µl 20% Triton X-100 (final concentration 1.1%) and incubate for 60 min at 37 
°C. 

(2) To check the digestion efficiency, transfer 5% of the sample (approximately 380 µl) to 
an eppendorf tube and store the aliquot at -20 °C until you reach step 3.6.4. 
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(3) Add 100 U T4 ligase from a high concentrated stock and incubate for 5 h at 16 °C, 
followed by 45 min at room temperature.  

(4) Add 30 µl proteinase K (10 mg/ml stock solution) and incubate overnight at 65 °C to 
reverse the crosslinks. This and subsequent steps can be done in parallel for the DNA 
quality (step 3.5.4) and digestion aliquot (step 3.6.2). See 3.8 for the details on handling 
the test aliquots.  

3.7. DNA purification 

(1) Add 30 µl RNase A (10 mg/ml stock solution) and incubate for 40 min at 37 °C to 
eliminate RNA present in the sample.  

(2) Add 10 ml of phenol-chlorophorm-isoamylalcohol (25:24:1) and mix rigorously. 
Centrifuge the sample for 10 min at 4500 g at room temperature and transfer the 
aqueous phase to a new falcon tube. For an adequate phase separation in the 3C sample, 
phenol-chlorophorm-isoamylalcohol should be kept overnight at room temperature 
before using. 

(3) In order to precipitate the ligation products, dilute the sample with 7 ml sterile Milli-Q 
water and subsequently add 1.4 ml of 2 M NaOAc (pH 5.6), 40 µl glycogen (20 mg/ml) 
and 2 volumes 96% ethanol. Mix well by inverting and store at -80 °C for minimal 2 h. 
A high DTT concentration hampers the precipitation of DNA. Dilution of the sample 
with sterile Milli-Q water before precipitation increases the precipitation efficiency.  

(4) Centrifuge the frozen tube for 60 min at 4500 g at 4 °C and discard the supernatant. To 
increase the precipitation efficiency, centrifugation can be carried out at 16000 g at 4 
°C in a microcentrifuge. In that case the precipitation sample must be aliquoted in 
eppendorf tubes before freezing them at -80 °C (step 3.7.3) 

(5) Wash the pellet by adding ice-cold 70% ethanol followed by centrifugation for 15 min 
at 4500 g at 4 °C. Discard the supernatant and air dry the pellet for 3-5 min. 

(6) Add 150 µl of 10 mM Tris (pH 7.5) to the pellet and incubate the tube for several hours 
at room temperature followed by one night at 4 °C in order to completely dissolve the 
DNA. 
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3.8. Analysis of digestion and ligation efficiency 

Before analyzing the ligation products by qPCR on the relative crosslinking frequencies 
between chromosomal regions of interest, one should check the DNA quality (step 3.5.4), 
digestion (step 3.6.2) and ligation efficiency (step 3.7.6) of the 3C samples, as well as the 
DNA concentration of the ligation sample. 

(1) DNA isolation from the DNA quality (step 3.5.4) and digestion (step 3.6.2) test 
aliquots can be performed side-by-side with the 3C sample, starting at step 3.6.4 
(addition of proteinase K). Before doing so, first add 350 µl sterile Milli-Q water to the 
DNA quality aliquot, as a larger volume has shown to increase the final DNA yield. 
Subsequently, perform the same treatments as described for the 3C samples, with the 
difference that with the test aliquots smaller volumes are used and all centrifugation 
steps are done at 16000 g in a microcentrifuge. Table 1 summarizes the adjusted 
volumes or amounts. 

(2) After dissolving the pellets overnight, analyze the DNA quality and digestion 
efficiency aliquots by gel electrophoresis (0.8% agarose gel). Run the purified aliquots 
side-by-side with a 2-5 µl aliquot of the ligated 3C sample (3.7.6). The DNA quality 
and ligation aliquots should show single high-molecular-weight bands, while the 
digestion sample should produce a DNA smear with distinct bands derived from 
repetitive DNA (FIG. 3). To determine the DNA concentration of the 3C sample, run 
the aliquots side-by-side with a dilution series of undigested genomic DNA of known 
concentration.  

(3) To check for sufficient digestion by a particular enzyme, perform either DNA blot or 
qPCR analysis (Louwers et al., 2009b; Hagège et al., 2007). For the latter, use primer 
sets that amplify fragments spanning a restriction site. Undigested and digested 
genomic DNA can serve as controls. Once the 3C method is established for a particular 
restriction enzyme, the quality check described in step 3.8.2 is sufficient and step 3.8.3 
can be left out. 

3.9. Analysis of the ligation products 

If the digestion and ligation, as well as the recovery of ligation products worked well, the 
relative interaction frequencies in the 3C sample (3.7.6) can be analyzed using qPCR 
(Louwers et al., 2009b). We recommend TaqMan qPCR assays, the ins and outs of which 
were excellently described defore (Hagège et al., 2007). For maize DNA, approximately 
50-100 ng is used for each qPCR reaction.  
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Table 1. Summary of volumes or absolute amounts of reagents used to isolate DNA 
from the DNA quality and digestion aliquots. 

Step in protocol Adjusted amount of input for step 3.8.1 

step 3.6.4 5 µl proteinase K (10 mg/ml stock solution) 

step 3.7.1 5 µl RNase (10 mg/ml stock solution) 

step 3.7.2 400 µl phenol-chlorophorm-isoamylalcohol 

step 3.7.3 40 µl 2M NaOAc, 1 µl glycogen, 800 µl ethanol 

step 3.7.6 30 µl 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) 

 
 

 
 

 
FIGURE 3. Typical example of a successful 3C sample before digestion, after digestion, and after ligation, 
visualized by gel electrophoresis on a 0.8 % agarose gel and EtBr staining. Undigested DNA (uD) shows a single 
large size band, indicating intact genomic DNA. Digested DNA (D) shows a long smear with distinct bands 
derived from repetitive DNA. Ligated DNA (L) gives rise to a large size band, which indicates successful 
ligation. The uD and D aliquots were taken at step 3.5.4 and 3.6.2 of the protocol. DNA was isolated by reversal 
of the crosslinks, followed by phenol/chlorophorm extraction and ethanol precipitation. The DNA shown in this 
figure is derived from maize and digested with BglII. 
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4. Materials 
Nuclei isolation buffer  

20 mM Hepes (pH 8.0), 250 mM sucrose, 1 mM MgCl2, 5 mM KCl, 40% (vol/vol) 
glycerol, 0.25% (vol/vol) Triton X-100, 0.1 mM PMSF, 0.1% (vol/vol) 2-mercapto-
ethanol. Add PMSF and 2-mercapto-ethanol just before use. For all steps after the tissue 
fixation (3.2) supplement the nuclei isolation buffer with protease inhibitor tablets (Roche). 
Dissolve 1 tablet in 2 ml sterile Milli-Q water and add 1 ml to 25 ml of nuclei isolation 
buffer. 
 
Formaldehyde solution 

Dissolve 4 g paraformaldehyde in 100 ml nuclei isolation buffer. Set the pH to 9 to 
decompose the polymer into formaldehyde and incubate at 65 °C to facilitate dissolving. 
Let the solution cool down and adjust the pH to 7-7.5. Store 10 ml aliquots at -80 °C and 
thaw them only once.  
 
10 x Ligation buffer 

300 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.8 at 25 °C), 100 mM MgCl2, 100 mM DTT and 10 mM freshly 
prepared ATP. Store in 1.5 ml aliquots at -20 °C and thaw only once.  
 
Phenol-chlorophorm-isoamylalcohol 

Mix chlorophorm and isoamylalcohol in a 24:1 (v/v) ratio and subsequently mix with TE-
buffered phenol in a 1:1 (v/v) ratio. Mix by inverting and allow complete phase separation. 
Store at 4 °C, but warm up to room temperature before usage to allow successful DNA 
extraction.  
 

5. Hints for troubleshooting  

5.1. Fixation 

Formaldehyde crosslinking of the starting material is a crucial step in a 3C experiment, as 
it allows the detection of chromosomal interactions. With insufficient crosslinking, 
chromosomal interactions will be lost during the procedure and cannot be detected. In case 
of over-crosslinking, the ligation reactions will become saturated, hampering the accurate 
measurement of interaction frequencies (see Fig. 5 in Splinter et al., 2004). The degree of 
crosslinking is influenced by both the formaldehyde concentration and fixation time. To 
determine the proper fixation conditions (avoiding over-ligation), the genomic distance 
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between the fragments of interest has to be taken into account. The shorter the distance 
between the fragments of interest, the lower the degree of crosslinking should be. In our 
hands, the detection of interactions between fragments 15 to 100 kb apart worked well 
using 2% formaldehyde and vacuum infiltration for 1 h in a Speedvac plus SC110A 
connected to a Gel Pump GP 110 (Savant). When establishing 3C for a tissue type of 
interest one should realize that specific features of the speedvac or exsiccator used affect 
the degree of crosslinking as well. Therefore, to determine the proper crosslinking 
conditions, the formaldehyde concentration and/or fixation time may have to be titrated. 

The crosslinking efficiency is also affected by other aspects than described above. 
The fixative can e.g. not reach all cells efficiently if a falcon tube contains too much plant 
material. Hence, do not force too much tissue into a tube, but allow it to flow free in the 
fixative. If a relatively large amount of plant material is needed for the isolation of 
sufficient nuclei, divide the sample over multiple tubes at the fixation step and combine the 
split samples at a convenient step later in the protocol, e.g. 3.3.4. The efficiency of 
crosslinking is also influenced by the buffer components. Tris, a common component of 
nuclei isolation buffers, contains free amine groups that compete with amine groups in the 
chromatin for formaldehyde, inhibiting the crosslinking. Therefore, Tris-HCl, which is 
used in other 3C protocols, was replaced with Hepes (see section 4 and (Louwers et al., 
2009b)). 

Crosslinking by formaldehyde can hamper the digestion with restriction enzymes; 
the lower the formaldehyde concentration, the higher the digestion efficiency (Splinter et 
al., 2004). For this reason, when determining the proper fixation conditions, the effect on 
digestion efficiency should be taken into account as well.  

5.2. Nuclei isolation 

To obtain a high yield of nuclei it is essential to thoroughly grind the well-washed and 
dried tissue to a fine powder. In liquid nitrogen, formaldehyde fixed plant tissue tends to 
freeze as a big clump that is difficult to grind. Crushing the clump in smaller pieces before 
the liquid nitrogen completely evaporates facilitates the subsequent grinding process. In 
case the tissue is not dry enough, water crystals form that hamper efficient grinding. Pieces 
of relatively firm plant tissue can be dried between paper towels, e.g. by thorough wringing 
of the towels. Pieces of very soft tissue, like Arabidopsis seedlings, however, stick to paper 
towels and cannot be completely recovered. To avoid loss of such tissue, after fixation, the 
tissue sample can be wrapped in Miracloth or similar material and subsequently washed 
and dried in the resulting package. After grinding, the material is filtered to separate the 
nuclei from the rest of the components. For an optimal recovery of nuclei, the amount of 
plant material per filter (step 3.3.3) should be reduced to maximal 2 g of the original input. 
Larger amounts of plant material clog the filter and impede nuclei from migrating through 
the pores. Samples that are larger than 2 g should be split before the filtration step and can 
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be pooled afterwards. Squeezing the filter to accelerate the process or to increase the yield 
results in a high amount of debris in the filtrate, and thus should be avoided.  

The quality of the nuclei should be checked microscopically after step 3.3.5, as 
high quality nuclei are crucial for a successful 3C experiment. Intact nuclei are visible as 
round or oval structures (FIG. 2). Damage of the nuclei can be avoided by keeping the 
sample cool at all steps. Thus, do not let the ground plant material thaw before adding 
nuclei isolation buffer. Intense centrifugation also causes damage of the nuclei, so the 
number of washing steps should be limited and the centrifugation speed kept below 5000 
g. To check if the centrifugation speed suggested in this paper is appropriate for your 
sample of interest, take aliquots from steps 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 and compare the quality of the 
nuclei with that in the sample after the washing steps (3.3.5). Using cut-off tips did not 
show to increase the quality or quantity of isolated nuclei. 

The quality of the nuclei sample can be low as a result of DNA degradation, 
precluding further analysis. To check for DNA degradation, take an aliquot at step 3.5.4 
and perform gel electrophoresis as described at 3.8. A single, high-molecular weight band 
indicates a sample of good quality lacking DNA degradation. A smear with a nucleosomal 
pattern indicates DNA degradation caused by endogenous nucleases. If the latter is 
observed, prolong the SDS incubation at 65 °C to inactivate nucleases (step 3.5.2). It 
should be noted, however, that incubation at high temperatures such as 65 °C should be 
limited to the inevitable minimum, as it results in reversal of the crosslinks. Therefore, if 
the DNA quality of the aliquot taken at step 3.5.4 is high, test if the incubation step at 65 
°C can be shortened or even left out.  

5.3. Digestion efficiency 

The digestion efficiency can be checked by DNA blot analysis (see 3.6.2 and 3.8) of a 
digestion aliquot. Gel electrophoresis of a DNA sample that is efficiently digested results 
in a long smear of DNA with distinct bands derived from repetitive DNA. Upon 
hybridization with a probe of interest, only the bands expected in case of complete 
digestion should be visible. Another method to check for sufficient digestion is qPCR 
analysis (Hagège et al., 2007). The principle of this analysis is the use of primer sets that 
span restriction sites of interest. In case of efficient digestion, the digestion aliquot should 
yield higher Ct values compared to uncut DNA. 

The digestion efficiency should be at least 60-70%, but is preferably higher than 
80%. If the digestion efficiency is not high enough, further adjustments of the protocol are 
needed. The activity of most restriction enzymes is hampered by the SDS required to 
permeabilize the nuclei and this sensitivity to SDS varies between different enzymes 
(Splinter et al., 2004). The enzymes mentioned in section 2.4 are shown to cut well at the 
conditions described in this paper. If using other enzymes, the amount of SDS added in 
step 3.5.2 should be titrated to determine if a good balance between successful 
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permeabilization and efficient digestion is achievable. When increasing the SDS 
concentration, also the concentration of Triton X-100 needed to sequester SDS, has to be 
adjusted. 

If the digestion efficiency is low while the SDS concentration used has shown to 
allow high digestion efficiencies, renew the Triton X-100 working solution. Stock and 
working solutions of Triton X-100 are light sensitive. It is recommended to renew the 
working solution every 1-2 months. 

5.4. Ligation  

An efficiently ligated sample is visualized as a single, high-molecular weight band on an 
agarose gel. A smear like observed for the digestion sample indicates that the ligation 
failed. SDS hampers the activity of T4 ligase as it does for restriction enzymes and may 
need to be adjusted in its concentration (see 5.3). 

The ligation is performed at a low DNA concentration, in favor of the formation 
of intramolecular bonds. A low DNA concentration, however, hampers the recovery of 
DNA by precipitation (see 5.5). If the yield of precipitated ligation products is too low, and 
the plant of interest has a relatively small genome, one can consider to adjust the ligation 
volume towards the actual DNA concentration, especially when no SDS is needed to 
inactivate the restriction enzyme (step 3.5.6). This protocol, using a ligation volume of 7.5 
ml, is adapted to the size of the maize genome (ca. 2500 Mb). For other genome sizes, 
calculate the relative DNA concentration compared to that of maize and adjust the volume 
accordingly. One, however, has to take into account that the SDS concentration will 
increase with decreasing ligation volume. High SDS concentrations hamper the ligation 
efficiency. So if SDS is added in step 3.5.6, the ligation volume should not be too low. *1 

5.5 Purification and precipitation of ligation products 

DNA purification from the ligation sample is performed using a phenol-chloroform-
isoamylalcohol extraction. For a sufficient phase separation phenol-chloroform-
isoamylalcohol should be equilibrated at room temperature overnight.  

After the purification the DNA is precipitated. The ligation sample contains DTT, 
which hampers the precipitation, and therefore should be diluted beforehand as being 
described in this paper. As stated in 5.4, the low DNA concentration hampers efficient 
precipitation. If the recovery of DNA after precipitation is too low, the concentration of the 
carrier glycogen can be increased and/or the centrifugation parameters can be adjusted. To 
increase the g force with which the precipitated DNA can be centrifuged, the sample has to 
be aliquoted into eppendorf tubes (step 3.7.3), followed by centrifugation in a 
                                                           
*1After acceptance of the presented paper in a protocol adapted to Arabidopsis the digestion volume was reduced 
to 200 µl to allow also a lower volume for the ligation step. 
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microcentrifuge. Adding a DNA dye that enhances the visibility of the pellet may be useful 
as well. Importantly, it has been shown that for DNA precipitation and further storage the 
use of low DNA binding polypropylene tubes is crucial. 
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6. Appendix 
 
Supply list 

- Adenosine triphosphate 
- Agarose 
- Chloroform 
- Complete Protease Inhibitor Tablets (Roche, 11697498001) 
- 4’,6-Diamidine-2-phenylindole dihydrichloride (DAPI) 
- Dithiotreitol, (1 M dissolved in 0.01 M NaOAc) 
- Ethanol 96% (v/v) 
- Ethidium Bromide (10 mg ml-1) 
- Glycerol 85% (v/v) 
- Glycine (2 M) 
- Glycogen (20 mg ml-1) 
- Hepes 
- High-concentration restriction enzyme plus restriction buffer  

(for BglII, Roche, 11175068001) 
- Isoamylalcohol 
- KCl 
- Liquid nitrogen 
- MgCl2 hexahydrate 
- 2-Mercapto-ethanol 
- Paraformaldehyde 
- Phenol, buffered with TE pH 8 
- Phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) 
- Proteinase K (10 mg ml-1) 
- Ribonuclease A (RNase A, 10 mg ml-1) 
- Sodium acetate (NaOAc; anhydrous; 2 M, pH 5.6)  
- Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, 20% (w/v)) 
- Sucrose 
- T4 DNA ligase (5 units µl-1) 
- Triton X-100 (Triton is light-sensitive and should be kept in the dark;  

work solutions can be stored for 1-2 months at maximum) 
- Trizma base 
- Vectashield 
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Equipment 

- Centrifuge for 50 ml Falcon tubes 
- Electrophoresis equipment 
- Eppendorf tubes (1.5 and 2 ml; Safe-Lock, Eppendorf)  
- Falcon tubes (BD Biosciences, 352070; brand critical)  
- Forceps  
- Funnel (80 mm diameter)  
- Thermomixer  
- Miracloth (Calbiochem, 475855)  
- Mortar and pestle  
- Oak Ridge Centrifuge Tubes PPCO (Nalge, 3119-0050)  
- Polystyrene (25 mm thick)  
- Refrigerated microcentrifuge  
- Sefar Nitex filter, pore size 50 mm (Sefar)  
- Sorvall centrifuge with SS-34 rotor  
- Speedvac or exsiccator  
- Surgical knife and blades  
- Water bath 
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Abstract 
In order to facilitate transcriptional regulation, chromatin in the interphase nucleus of 
eukaryotes is folded in a hierarchical manner. Thereby, specific chromatin domains can be 
formed, such as e.g. polycomb domains in Drosophila melanogaster. In these domains 
polycomb-silenced genes, marked with H3K27me3, cluster via long-range chromosomal 
interactions. Chromosomal interactions between particular polycomb targets have also been 
described for Arabidopsis thaliana. Here, we study the genome-wide chromatin interaction 
pattern of the Flowering locus C (FLC) gene, a polycomb target, in A. thaliana. FLC 
encodes a repressor of flowering and is targeted by polycomb silencing to allow flowering 
of A. thaliana. In A. thaliana winter-annual accessions, polycomb silencing of FLC is 
triggered by vernalization, a prolonged cold treatment. We examined the chromatin 
interaction pattern of FLC throughout the vernalization process to address the questions 
whether this pattern changes upon transcriptional repression and if any of the detected 
interacting sequences are co-regulated with FLC. We show that after vernalization, 
interaction frequencies increased between FLC and an H3K27me3 marked region ~ 55 kb 
downstream and decreased for regions with low H3K27me3 within a ~200 kb region 
around the FLC gene. These results indicate that, once the FLC gene itself is repressed by 
polycomb, it interacts preferably with other closely located polycomb targets rather than 
with non-polycomb targets. Furthermore, a general, transient increase of interactions with 
sequences on other chromosomes was noticed during the vernalization process. This 
increase is possibly caused by cold-stress induced chromatin decompaction that results in 
changes in the higher-order chromatin organization. 
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Introduction 

Flowering in plants is well-controlled by transcriptional regulation. To allow flowering in 
Arabidopsis thaliana, the flowering repressor Flowering locus C (FLC) undergoes 
polycomb silencing. In winter-annual accessions, FLC silencing is induced by 
vernalization. Here we are interested in changes in chromosomal interactions of FLC during 
the vernalization process. 

Chromatin is compactly organized in the interphase nucleus of all eukaryotes, and 
is organized in a hierarchical manner in order to facilitate transcription of desired DNA 
sequences. Chromosomes are generally not intermingled; each chromosome arm forms a 
separate, compact domain that has its distinct territory in the nucleus (Cremer and Cremer, 
2001; Grob et al., 2014; Pombo and Branco, 2007; Berr and Schubert, 2007; Schubert et al., 
2012). Chromatin is further organized into regions of heterochromatin, which is compact 
and associated with repressive histone marks, and euchromatin, which is less densely 
compacted and accessible for gene expression (Fransz and De Jong, 2011).  

In mammals and Drosophila, chromosomes were found to be further organized in 
topological associated domains (TADs) of ~1 Mb or ~100 kb size, respectively (Sexton et 
al., 2012; Nora et al., 2012; Dixon et al., 2012). TADs span linear arrangements of co-
expressed genes. Additionally, gene-rich and gene-poor TADs correlate with replication 
domains (Caron, 2013; Hiratani et al., 2008; Moindrot et al., 2012; Spellman and Rubin, 
2002). TADs are dedicated to specific types of chromatin, active chromatin or repressed 
chromatin, such as polycomb-repressed chromatin or heterochromatin (Ciabrelli and 
Cavalli, 2015).  

TADs have not been detected in all organisms studied thus far. For example, the 
model system for plants, A. thaliana seems to lack TADs (Feng et al., 2014; Grob et al., 
2014; Wang et al., 2015). Not detecting TADs in A. thaliana could be attributed to the 
absence of linear arrangements of co-expressed genes, as well as its high gene density 
(Schmid et al., 2005; Swarbreck et al., 2008). Clustering of chromatin regions in A. 

thaliana has been found for pericentromeric heterochromatin, which is microscopically 
visible in the form of DNA-dense chromocenters (Fransz et al., 2002; Feng et al., 2014; 
Grob et al., 2014). Moreover, telomere regions were shown to cluster around the nucleolus 
and may interact with high frequencies in cis and in trans with each other (Feng et al., 
2014; Grob et al., 2014). In cis interactions have also been observed for euchromatic 
regions enriched for the polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2) -dependent H3K27me3 
mark (Feng et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015). In polycomb mutants lacking H3K27me3 
marks the frequency of such interactions decreased (Feng et al., 2014). These in cis 

interactions, however, are limited to a small number of genomic regions with extended 
enrichment for H3K27me3.  
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Several examples of regulatory chromosomal interactions have been described in 
great detail in a diversity of organisms. Chromosomal interactions may directly regulate 
gene expression, e.g. by enhancing transcription or by enforcing gene repression (Ciabrelli 
and Cavalli, 2015). The existence of distant enhancers that control gene expression by 
chromosomal interactions has been demonstrated for example by the locus control region 
regulating the beta-globin loci in mouse and human (Deng et al., 2012; Mitchell and Fraser, 
2008; Palstra et al., 2008, 2003) or the hepta-repeat regulating the booster 1 locus in maize 
(Belele et al., 2013; Louwers et al., 2009a; Stam et al., 2002). Also repressive chromosomal 
interactions  can occure, for example in the form of polycomb repressive complex foci that 
act as domains for gene repression. In Drosophila melanogaster multiple scattered 
polycomb-targeted gene clusters have been shown to form exclusive long-range 
interactions with each other (Cléard et al., 2006; Lanzuolo et al., 2007; Tolhuis et al., 
2011).  

The FLC gene is coding for a MADS-box transcriptional repressor of flowering in 
A. thaliana. In winter-annual accessions, FLC expression is enhanced by its transcriptional 
regulator FRIGIDA (Zhu et al., 2015). To allow flowering, FLC is repressed by 
vernalization, a prolonged cold treatment. Extensive research on the transcriptional 
regulation of FLC revealed an intricate silencing process involving a specialized polycomb 
complex, non-coding transcripts as well as changes in chromosomal interactions. During 
vernalization, silencing of FLC is triggered by the assembly of a PHD and PRC2 protein 
complex on the locus (De Lucia et al., 2008). The resulting complex causes replacement of 
active H3K36me3 marks from the FLC region by repressive H3K27me3 marks (Yang et 
al., 2014). Vernalization induces a quantitative epigenetic memory for FLC repression, 
whereupon FLC progressively switches to a fully repressed state in individual cells (Angel 
et al., 2011). While nascent FLC transcript levels decrease during vernalization, the level of 
non-coding antisense transcripts, referred to as COOLAIR is upregulated (Swiezewski et 
al., 2009). COOLAIR enhances the down-regulation of FLC. However, disruption of 
COOLAIR expression does not disrupt vernalization (Helliwell et al., 2011). Another 
transcript, the sense strand, non-coding COLDAIR, is produced from FLC intron 1 upon 
cold induction (Heo and Sung, 2011). COLDAIR accumulates later in the silencing process 
than COOLAIR; it interacts with the histone methyltransferase subunit of PRC2 and is 
therefore thought to promote the association of the PRC2 complex to the FLC locus. 

The active FLC gene forms a chromatin loop, indicated by interactions between its 
promotor and 3’ region (Crevillén et al., 2013). Upon two weeks of vernalization the gene 
loop is disrupted. The loss of the gene loop is independent from the presence of polycomb 
effectors and is therefore interpreted as an early step in the stable repression of FLC. Life-
cell imaging has revealed co-localization of FLC transgenes upon vernalization (Rosa et al., 
2013), indicating a relation between repression and the physical clustering of FLC alleles. 
However, in a given nucleus one FLC allele can be active while the other is repressed 
(Berry et al., 2015). Both states are mitotically heritable, which indicates that the epigenetic 
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memory for FLC repression is stored in an allele-specific manner, hence in cis and not in 

trans.  
Although the dynamics of the FLC gene loop structure during vernalization is 

known, the interaction dynamics of FLC with other sequences within the genome are yet to 
be defined. Here, we study the genome-wide chromatin interaction pattern of the FLC gene 
throughout the vernalization process. We hypothesized that the chromosomal interaction 
pattern of FLC changes with its epigenetic state throughout vernalization and that 
sequences interacting with FLC might be co-regulated with FLC. The interaction 
frequencies between the FLC gene body and other euchromatic sequences in cis or in trans 
was measured by using the Circular Chromosome Conformation Capture method followed 
by next generation sequencing (4C-Seq). When comparing the 4C interaction frequencies 
within a ~200 kb region around FLC for a non-vernalized (active) and vernalized 
(repressed) state, a decrease in interaction frequencies with sequences with low H3K27me3 
and an increase in interaction frequencies with sequences with high H3K27me3 was 
observed. These results indicate that, once the FLC gene itself is repressed by polycomb, it 
interacts preferably with closely located polycomb targets rather than with non-polycomb 
targets. Furthermore, during the vernalization process a general, transient increase of 
interactions with sequences in trans was detected, which suggests changes in higher-order 
chromatin organization, possibly due to cold-stress induced chromatin decompaction. 

Results and Discussion 

Experimental approach 

To elucidate early and late effects of the vernalization process on chromosomal interactions 
of the FLC gene with the rest of the genome, we performed 4C-Seq in A. thaliana Col-Sf2 
seedlings before, during and after vernalization, in biological triplicates, using FLC as a 
bait (FIG. 1A). In seven-day-old non-vernalized seedlings (NV) the FLC gene is not 
repressed (Zhu et al., 2015). After two weeks of vernalization (2wV), non-coding RNAs are 
transcribed, PRC2 is assembled at the locus, and the FLC gene is already stably repressed 
in part of the cell population, while upon four weeks of vernalization (4wV) it is repressed 
in the majority of the cells (Angel et al., 2011). After seven additional days of growth at 
room temperature the level of H3K27me3 has reached its maximum and the FLC gene is 
fully repressed (FV) (De Lucia et al., 2008).  

To identify sequences interacting with the FLC gene, a BglII fragment spanning 
part of the FLC gene body was used as a bait sequence for 4C-Seq (FIG. 1B). Sequencing 
was performed using Illumina technology. The analyzed FLC gene is located 
approximately at position 3.18 Mb, in an euchromatic region of the left arm of chromosome 
5 (Chr5L). Euchromatin and heterochromatin have been shown to generally exclude each 
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other (Fransz et al., 2002; Grob et al., 2013), therefore mostly interactions with 
euchromatin were expected. Moreover, mapping short sequencing reads to heterochromatin 
is not trivial, therefore captured sequences were only mapped to unique BglII fragments 
within the euchromatic regions of the A. thaliana Col-0 genome, and pericentromeric 
regions were completely excluded (TAIR10, arabidopsis.org), (Bernatavichute et al., 2008). 
To preserve quantitative interaction frequencies and therefore allows statistical comparison 
of different samples for all interactions in a region of interest, interaction frequencies 
between the FLC gene and the captured sequences were calculated by normalizing the 
number of reads mapped to each BglII fragment to the total read coverage. 
 

                     
FIGURE 1. Experimental set-up for 4C. (A) Col-Sf2 seedlings grown on 1x MS-Agar plates for the indicated 
timespan and conditions were used for 4C analysis. (B) Graphical representation of FLC gene with exons 
indicated as dark grey boxes. A BglII fragment covering the FLC gene body (red dotted lines) was used as a bait 
for 4C. The secondary NlaII restriction site is marked with a grey dotted line. Primer positions for inverse PCR 
with 4C primers are marked with arrow heads. For details concerning the 4C technique see methods section. 

Given that 4C data was obtained for each vernalization state in biological 
triplicates, it was possible to estimate the reproducibility of the detected interaction 
frequencies and to statistically quantify differences between vernalization stages. For single 
fragments (on average 3 kb long) or 20 kb sized windows, the obtained genome-wide 
interactions frequencies were too variable between biological replicates to distinguish 
between stage-specific conformations. The low reproducibility of 4C interaction profiles in 
A thaliana for small window sizes has been discussed before (Grob et al., 2013). Because 
the 4C technique allows only one ligation event with each bait sequence (van de Werken et 
al., 2012b) functional chromosomal interactions that are dynamic can be masked by 
stochastic interactions. Stochastic interactions can differ considerably, even between single 
cells of the same cell-type (Nagano et al., 2013). However, interactions within Chr5L 
displayed the reproducibility required to assess significant differences between interaction 
frequencies at the different vernalization stages by single-tailed, paired t-tests. 
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Preference for chromosomal interactions in cis is reduced during 
vernalization 

The FLC gene is located on the left arm of chromosome 5 (Chr5L), and according to 
published interactome data (Grob et al., 2013), therefore an enrichment of interactions with 
euchromatic sequences on Chr5L was expected. Indeed, in NV seedlings, after 
normalization of the genome-wide 4C data to each chromosome arm length, about 40% of 
all sequencing reads mapped to Chr5L (FIG. 2). In case the genome-wide interaction pattern 
of the FLC gene would have been completely random, the interaction frequencies relative 
to the chromosome arm length would have been equally distributed over all ten 
chromosome arms (10% per chromosome arm). Hence, the 40% relative interaction 
frequency for Chr5L indicates a four-fold higher than expected enrichment. The relative 
interaction frequencies with the right arm of chromosome 5 (Chr5R) are similarly low as 
those for chromosome 1 to 4 (FIG. 2, FIG. S1). Therefore, FLC interactions with Chr5R are 
not preferred over interactions with other chromosomes, which is in agreement with 
chromosome arms, rather than whole chromosomes, forming territorial units in the nucleus 
(Berr and Schubert, 2007; Grob et al., 2013). After two weeks of cold treatment the relative 
interaction frequencies of FLC with sequences in trans increased uniformly, and as the 
reads are normalized to the total, genome-wide read coverage, the fraction of in cis (Chr5L) 
interactions decreased to about 20%. During the vernalization process, the relative 
interaction frequencies of FLC with sequences on Chr5L increased again and reached the 
initial level of 40% after full vernalization (FV; FIG. 2). Thus, the decrease in preference of 
FLC to interact with sequences on Chr5L is transient. 

 
FIGURE 2. Fraction of 4C coverage for each chromosome arm. Data is normalized to genome coverage, 
fractionized and then normalized to the respective chromosome arm length. Hence, under complete random 
interaction conditions, the fraction of 4C coverage of each chromosome arm should be 10% (there are 10 
chromosome arms). The majority of reads map to the left arm of chromosome 5 (5L), the chromosome arm 
containing FLC. In seedlings after 2 weeks of cold treatment the enrichment of reads on 5L is decreased, but 
increased again during further vernalization.  
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To assess if FLC interacts with any specific sequences in trans, 4C data mapped to 
chromosome 1 to 4 was visually screened for regions that exceeded the basal level of 
interaction frequency. Interestingly, all visually inspected interactions in trans could be 
tracked back to transposable elements (TEs) (data not shown). While these could indeed be 
specific interactions in trans, the exact genomic positions of these TE are ambiguous, 
especially because the Col-Sf2 line used in this study is not identical to the Col-0 line used 
for the assembled TAIR10 genome. Interestingly, it has been reported for A. thaliana, 
wheat, maize and rice that cold-stress induces elevated TE expression (Barah et al., 2013; 
Laudencia-Chingcuanco and Fowler, 2012; Makarevitch et al., 2015; Naito et al., 2009). 
The prolonged exposure of the Col-Sf2 lab strain to cold over many generations could have 
induced TE expression and thereby the potential promotion of TE insertions and 
translocations. It can therefore not be excluded that the observed, interacting TE sequences 
in the used Col-Sf2 line are in fact located on Chr5L. Such location would explain the 
elevated interaction frequencies, as the interacting TE sequences would be part of the same 
territorial unit. The low confidence in interactions of FLC in trans together with the low 
reproducibility of in trans interaction frequencies led to the decision to focus our analysis 
on interactions of FLC with sequences in cis. 

Full vernalization induces a redistribution of preferential interactions 
of FLC within Chr5L 
To visualize the general distribution of interaction frequencies between the FLC gene and 
sequences within Chr5L, the normalized 4C interaction data were used to calculate a 500 kb 
running mean for 100 kb sliding windows over the euchromatic part of Chr5L (FIG. 3). For 
all conditions studied, most intra-chromosomal interactions took place in a 500 kb window 
around the FLC gene. The intra-chromosomal interaction frequencies outside the 500 kb 
window were much lower and in general more similar to the average interaction 
frequencies observed for in trans interactions.  The interaction frequencies within the 500 
kb window around FLC were highest in the NV state. After two weeks of cold treatment 
(2wV), the frequencies were decreased ~ 2.5-fold. These lower frequencies stayed 
relatively low after four weeks of cold treatment (4wV), and full vernalization (FV). 
Analysis of the interaction frequencies outside the 500 kb window showed that in NV 
seedlings, these interaction frequencies were higher than the average in trans interaction 
frequencies (FIG. 3, dashed line) and decreased only slightly with increasing linear distance 
to the bait. After 2wV, the overall interaction frequencies outside the 500 kb window 
decreased to the average level of in trans interactions. After 4wV, the intra-chromosomal 
interactions outside of the 500 kb window increased again to a level comparable as 
observed for NV seedlings. After FV, the levels increased to an even higher level as in NV 
seedlings. During the cold, the general decrease in interactions on Chr5L can be explained 
with an overall increase of interactions in trans (FIG. 2). Before and after vernalization, 
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FLC is as likely to interact with sequences on Chr5L, however, the FLC interaction pattern 
spanning Chr5L changed between an NV and FV state (FIG. 3). 
 
 
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 3. Average 4C coverage for 100 kb running mean windows on Chr5L in each vernalization state. On 
a schematic chromosome 5 the analyzed region (Chr5L; black box) and the FLC gene position (dark grey line) are 
indicated. Indicated are the average interaction frequencies in cis as a line, +/- SEM in shading. In each panel, for 
each vernalization state the average frequency of interactions with sequences in trans is shown for comparison 
(horizontal dashed line). For the NV graph the position of FLC is indicated with an arrow. 
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Upon vernalization frequencies of specific distant interactions increase, 
while frequencies of specific short-range interactions increase or 
decrease 
To analyze the interaction patterns of FLC in more detail we further focused on long-range 
interactions between FLC and 20 kb regions within a 2Mb window around the FLC gene, 
and on interactions in a shorter range between FLC and 5 kb regions within a 200 kb 
window. To be able to compare interaction frequencies between the different vernalization 
states within Chr5L, data was normalized to the 4C coverage of Chr5L rather than the 
whole genome. After such normalization, the profiles of FLC interaction frequencies were 
similar for the NV and 2wV state (FIG. S2A), however, different from the profiles obtained 
for 4wV and FV (FIG. 4, FIG. S2B).  

Using 20 kb windows, the symmetric, highly interacting domain around the FLC 
gene appeared to be approximately 400 kb wide (FIG. 4A). The width of the central domain 
did not change upon vernalization. In order to focus on changes in chromosomal 
interactions due to FLC silencing rather than cold treatment, for further statistical analysis 
only the differences between the NV and FV state were considered. In line with the earlier 
observation for the whole Chr5L, interaction frequencies for sequences between 200 kb and 
1 Mb away from the FLC gene were generally higher in the FV state than the NV state. 
This increase was significant for several 20 kb windows distributed throughout the 
analyzed region (FIG. 4A).  

In A. thaliana, regulatory chromosomal interactions are most likely to happen 
between sequences at a closer distance (Feng et al., 2014; Grob et al., 2014). Therefore a 
more detailed analysis was focused on a 200 kb window around FLC (FIG. 4B). Within this 
window, for several 5 kb regions a significant decrease in FLC interaction frequencies was 
detected between the NV and FV state. The most prominent decrease was noticed for 
windows directly downstream of the FLC gene. Additionally, regions ~40 kb downstream 
(+40kb) as well as ~50 kb and ~80 kb upstream (-50kb and -80kb) of the FLC gene 
interacted more frequently before than after vernalization. At the same time, for some other 
regions, interaction frequencies were increase from the NV to the FV state, however, only 
at a region ~ 55 kb downstream of FLC this increase was significant. Together the data 
indicate, that within a ~200 kb region around FLC, chromosomal interactions with the FLC 
gene undergo a rearrangement upon transcriptional repression of FLC resulting in an 
increased chance to interact with some sequences and a decreased chance to interact with 
others. 
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FIGURE 4. Average 4C coverage on Chr5L for distant and short-range interactions before and after 
vernalization. (A) Distant interactions are shown for 20 kb regions within a 2 Mb window (B) and short-range 
interactions are shown for 5 kb regions in a 200 kb window around FLC. Interaction frequencies were normalized 
to the total coverage on Chr5L. The position of FLC is pointed out with an arrow. The average interaction 
frequencies are indicated as a line, +/- SEM in shading. Positions with significant differences (p<0.05) between the 
interaction frequencies of the NV an FV state are marked with dots above the profiles, where the color of the dot 
indicates the state with the higher interaction frequency. The average +/- SEM of interactions with sequences in 

trans is indicated in grey for comparison 
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Only changes in short-range interaction frequencies correlate with 
H3K27me3 enrichment of FLC upon vernalization  

To examine if this is true for FLC, publically available data sets for gene expression 
(AtGenExpress database) and H3K27me3 in Col-0 seedlings (Li et al., 2015) were used to 
investigate the transcriptional status of regions that differ or not differ in interaction 
frequencies with the FLC gene in the NV and FV stage.  

For distant 20 kb regions that showed an increased interaction frequency with the 
FLC gene upon vernalization, no clear correlation was detected between the polycomb-
silenced state of FLC, and H3K27me3 enrichment and expression levels at these regions 
(FIG. S3). Possibly, 20 kb windows in the A. thaliana genome contain too many genes to 
draw conclusions about the interaction with specific sequences. However, also distant 
single restriction fragments (on average 3 kb long) that displayed a significant increase in 
interaction frequency upon vernalization (FIG. S4), did not show specific enrichment for 
H3K27me3 marks or lowly expressed genes (data not shown). Interestingly, a 20 kb long 
fragment ~1.6 Mb downstream of FLC that showed an increased interaction frequency after 
vernalization contained the KNOT ENGAGED ELEMENT 9 (KEE9) locus (FIG. S4). KEEs, 
which comprise TEs of the ATLANTYS3 and VANDAL6 family, have been shown to 
interact with each other in trans resulting in heterochromatin islands within euchromatin 
(Grob et al., 2014). At this point it is unclear why the polycomb-silenced FLC gene would 
interact with such a heterochromatin domain. 

For a 200 kb window around the FLC gene, upon transcriptional repression of 
FLC, chromosomal interactions were found to undergo rearrangements, whereby 
interaction frequencies increased for some sequences and decreased for others. It was 
hypothesized that active genes preferably interact with FLC before vernalization, whereas 
genes that preferably interact with FLC after vernalization are polycomb-silenced and 
thereby marked with H3K27me3. Indeed, the region ~55 kb downstream of the FLC gene 
that showed a significantly higher interaction frequency after vernalization overlaps with 
the H3K27me3-enriched region closest to FLC (FIG. 5). This indicates that the FLC gene 
most likely interacts with this region once both are highly enriched for the polycomb-
specific H3K27me3 mark. This specific region is flanked by two genes in inverse 
orientation, and most likely contains the promotor region for both genes. In addition, the 
closest H3K27me3-enriched region ~ 70 kb upstream of the FLC gene displayed slightly 
higher interaction frequencies after vernalization. The third-closest H3K27me3-enriched 
region, which is located ~80kb downstream of the FLC gene, overlapped with a region that 
displayed high interaction frequencies with the FLC gene in both its active and repressed 
state (FIG. 5). We hypothesize that the genes within this region, one encoding an 
aminotransferase involved in embryo development and an F-box family protein that is not 
further annotated, are downregulated at a similar time as FLC. Furthermore, regions ~40 kb 
downstream, as well as ~50 kb and ~80 kb upstream of the FLC gene, with which 
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interaction frequencies decreased after vernalization, did not show high H3K27me3 levels 
(FIG. 5A). This implies that the FLC gene is less likely to interact with these regions once 
itself carries H3K27me3 and is repressed.  

The increased interaction frequencies of the FLC gene with particular genes before 
vernalization might imply that these genes are highly transcribed, just as the FLC gene in 
the NV stage. However, in Col-0 these genes have only a slightly higher median level of 
expression than genes that did not interact with FLC (FIG. 5B). It has to be noted that gene 
expression in A. thaliana can vary dramatically due to e.g different growing conditions. 
Therefore, for a subset of genes, RNA transcript levels were measured in NV and FV Col-
Sf2 seedling. Nevertheless, also in Col-Sf2 seedlings, when the expression of the FLC gene 
decreased after vernalization, transcription of the genes tested increased regardless of their 
position within or outside of an NV-enriched interaction region (FIG. 5C). These data 
suggest that the preferred contacts of the FLC gene with other genes before vernalization 
are not determined by their expression state. It has to be noted that, ideally, not transcript 
levels, but transcription rates of interacting genes should be measured. The measured level 
of RNA transcripts is determined not only by their transcription but also by their stability. 

At least 20% of all coding genes in A. thaliana are enriched for H3K27me3 marks, 
and can therefore be classified as polycomb targets (Li et al., 2015; Turck et al., 2007; 
Zhang et al., 2007). HiC data obtained in A. thaliana suggests the existence of 
chromosomal interactions between specific H3K27me3-marked regions with elevated 
frequencies (Feng et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015). In our data set, for sequences further 
than 200 kb away from the FLC gene, increased interaction frequencies after vernalization 
were not correlated with high H3K27me3 levels. Therefore, we did not find any indication 
that the repressed FLC gene clusters with other H3K27me3-marked polycomb regions at 
such longer distances. In A. thaliana, H3K27me3 domains are on average only 1 to 1.5 kb 
long and usually do not extend beyond single genes (Mozgova and Hennig, 2015). Probably 
this is too short to allow efficient clustering with similarly marked distant sequences. Upon 
vernalization, the FLC gene loop is disrupted (Crevillén et al., 2013). Therefore, the 
elevated FLC interaction frequencies with distant sequences after vernalization might be the 
result of this release of short-range interactions, rather than being sequence specific. 
Nevertheless, the exceedingly high frequencies for short-range interactions suggest that 
only at short-distance specific interactions may be stabilized. Indeed, specifically in a ~200 
kb region around FLC, upon vernalization, interaction frequencies with H3K27me3-poor 
regions decreased, while interaction frequencies with H3K27me3-rich sequences increased. 
These results suggest that at relatively short distance, the polycomb-repressed FLC gene 
interacts more likely with polycomb than with non-polycomb targets. 
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FIGURE 5. H3K27me3 levels, gene expression and changes in gene expression in a 200 kb region around FLC 
gene. The position of FLC is indicated with an arrow and marked with a grey window. Windows with 4C 
interaction frequencies significantly higher in the NV state compared to the FV state are indicated in green, 
windows significantly higher in the FV state in magenta, higher, but not significantly higher, in light pink. (A) 
Publically available H3K27me3 ChIP-seq data for 14 days old Col-0 seedlings was obtained from 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo. (GSM1296932; GSM1296933) (Li et al., 2015a). (B) Col-0 gene expression 
data was obtained from the public AtGenExpress database. The wide distribution of gene expression within 
windows that do have 4C interaction frequencies significantly higher in the NV than FV state and windows that do 
not, is displayed as a density plot as well as box plots. (C) In Col-Sf2 seedlings the fold change in gene expression 
from the NV to the FV state for a subset on genes measured by RT-qPCR is shown as grey bars. 
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Interactions of the FLC gene sequence with directly adjacent sequences 
decrease significantly upon vernalization 

Within the 200 kb window around the FLC gene one of the most prominent changes in 
chromosomal interactions upon vernalization was detected. Inspection of single fragment 
data directly around the FLC gene showed that the fraction of reads mapped to the FLC 

sequence and its neighboring fragments decreased during vernalization (FIG. 6). The 
interaction frequency with the fragment upstream of FLC decreased already upon 2 weeks 
of cold treatment (2wV), while the frequency for the fragment downstream decreased 
dramatically at the end of vernalization (4wV and FV).  
 

 
FIGURE 6. 4C interaction frequencies for individual BglII fragments in immediate proximity of FLC before, 
during and after vernalization. Interaction frequencies were normalized to the total coverage on Chr5L. High, 
differential levels of interaction frequencies at the bait itself, the fragments upstream and downstream shown as 
average +/- SEM. Mean +/- SEM of interactions with sequences in trans is indicated in grey for comparison. 

 
Interaction frequencies measured for the bait sequence itself and adjacent sequence 

are indicated to be technical artifacts (van de Werken et al., 2012b). If 4C reads map to the 
bait itself, this is an indication that during ligation of crosslinked chromatin the bait 
sequence becomes circularized, rather than being ligated to available interacting sequences. 
4C reads mapping to fragments up- and downstream of the bait can be picked up due to 
incomplete restriction digestion of crosslinked chromatin. In the study presented here, the 
interaction frequencies for both circularization and re-ligation did, however, change 
significantly between the analyzed vernalization stages, suggesting an actual difference in 
chromosomal interactions for the underlying sequences. In fact, a decrease in the frequency 
of bait circularization as well as interactions with the neighboring fragments upstream and 
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downstream may be explained by the disruption of the FLC gene loop during vernalization 
(Crevillén et al., 2013). When the FLC gene loop is present, the two BglII sites between the 
upstream, downstream and bait fragments would be in close proximity.  After disruption of 
the loop when the FLC gene is in a linear conformation, the BglII sites would be more 
distant to each other. Therefore, the presented 4C data are in line with the existence of a 
vernalization-sensitive FLC gene loop. 

The average nuclear size is elevated during cold treatment 

While particular vernalization-induced changes in short-range interactions could be 
explained by the conformation of the FLC locus itself, or by a preference to cluster with 
similarly regulated sequences, it is unclear why overall, the fraction of chromosomal 
interactions of FLC at Chr5L decreased during cold treatment (FIG. 2). A possible cause of 
such a decrease in interactions in cis might be a change in the genome-wide compactness of 
the chromatin. A HiC study comparing the genome-wide interactomes of A. thaliana 
wildtype with mutants having a decreased nuclear size, showed an increase in the number 
of interactions in trans, indicating that the increase in intermingling of the chromosome 
territories is caused by space constraints (Grob et al., 2014). The decrease of FLC 
interaction frequencies within Chr5L during cold treatment is associated with an overall 
increase of interactions in trans, and we therefore speculated whether cold stress has an 
influence on chromatin organization by changing the genome-wide chromatin compactness 
or by changing the size of the nucleus, which in both cases might lead to intermingling of 
chromosome territories. To test this hypothesis, the size of nuclei of seedlings from all four 
stages was analyzed by flow cytometry (FIG. S5). Surprisingly, nuclei from seedlings 
during cold treatment (2wV and 4wV) were not smaller, but actually slightly larger than 
nuclei obtained from NV and FV seedlings (FIG. 7). The same trend was observed when 
nuclei were categorized based on their genome content into 2N up to 16N nuclei using 
DAPI staining (FIG. S6). 

In summary, cold treatment of Col-Sf2 seedlings is associated with a slightly 
increased nuclear size, independent of the genome content. Hence, the increased fraction of 
4C-in trans interactions in the cold is not caused by a decrease in nuclear size. An 
alternative reason might be a generally less compact chromatin state. Other types of stress, 
e.g. low light stress, have been shown to induce chromatin decompaction in A. thaliana 
(Tessadori et al., 2009; Florentin et al., 2013). Crosstalk has been observed between cold 
and light response pathways (Barah et al., 2013). We therefore hypothesize that cold stress 
has similar effects on chromatin condensation as low light stress and there are indeed 
indications this is the case (Paul Fransz, personal communication). In such a scenario, 
genome-wide chromatin decompaction would lead to a decondensation of all chromosome 
arm territories including Chr5L and hence allow more interactions of FLC with sequences 
in trans.  
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FIGURE 7. Distribution of nuclei size changes during vernalization. Nuclei size was measured as forward 
scatter in flow cytometry. Two independent experiments for each state were pooled resulting in more than 80 000 
gated nuclei. During the cold treatment the average nuclei size is increased. 
 
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 8. Fractions of nuclei in different ploidy levels change during vernalization. DNA content in nuclei 
was analyzed by flow cytometry. Two independent experiments for each state were pooled resulting in more than 
80 000 gated nuclei. During cold treatment the fraction of >4N-nuclei is increasing.  
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The average DNA content of nuclei is elevated during cold treatment 

During and after vernalization, besides the average nuclear size, also the average genome 
content per nucleus changed, although seedlings from all stages are morphologically very 
similar (FIG. S7). Non-vernalized seedlings contain ~35% nuclei with a 2N genome, ~35% 
nuclei with a 4N, and 30% nuclei with a > 4N genome (FIG. 8). The high fraction of 
polyploidy can be explained by endoreduplication, DNA replication without subsequent 
cell division, which is common in differentiated cells of plants with rapid life cycles 
(Galbraith et al., 1991; Inzé and De Veylder, 2006). During cold treatment, the fraction of 
diploid nuclei decreased to 26% (2wV) and 28% (4wV), while the fractions of >4N nuclei 
increased to 39% (2wV) and 40% (4wV) (FIG. 8). Nevertheless, after vernalization and 
further growth at room temperature (FV), the fraction of diploid nuclei increased again to 
~32%, while the fraction of >4N nuclei decreased again to 33%. In summary, these results 
indicate that in A. thaliana Col-Sf2 seedlings, the fraction of nuclei with a higher genome 
copy number transiently increase during cold treatment. 

The increased genome number could be due to a decrease in cell division during 
the cold treatment. Cold stress has been shown to inhibit e.g. microtubule synthesis, which 
subsequently inhibits mitosis (Chen et al., 2011; De Storme et al., 2012). After cold 
treatment and further growth at room temperature, the fraction of nuclei with higher 
genome copy number decreased again. This may be explained by the division of cells with 
a high genome copy number and a stalled cell cycle during the cold period. Additionally, an 
increase in cell proliferation, visible as seedling growth as well as the beginning of leaf 
organ formation, may increase the fraction of nuclei with a lower genome content. 

To rule out that the temporal increase of DNA content per nucleus is due to 
general changes in seedling development, nuclei of seedlings grown for 10, 12 and 14 days 
at room temperature were subjected to the same flow cytometry analysis as seedlings 
subjected to a vernalization treatment. The developmental stage of seedlings grown for 10-
12 days at room termperature was comparable with that of seedlings subjected to 
vernalization and showing a reduced growth rate during the cold treatment (FIG. S7). With 
seedlings grown at room temperature the fractions of nuclei with a particular genome copy 
number changed minimally between 10, 12 and 14 days (FIG. S8). Thus, without cold 
treatment no increase in genome copy number per nucleus was detected during Col-Sf2 
seedling development. To test if the increase in genome copy number of nuclei is caused 
only by cold stress or is specific to seedlings undergoing vernalization of FLC, Col-0 
seedlings, in which FLC gets rapidly repressed by the autonomous pathway independent of 
vernalization (Zhu et al., 2015), were subjected to a cold treatment. Genome copy numbers 
per nucleus were compared for Col-Sf2 and Col-0 seedlings grown for 7 and 12 days at 
room temperature or 7 days followed by one week of cold treatment. In both Col-Sf2 and 
Col-0, the fraction of 2N nuclei was lower in cold-treated seedlings compared to seedlings 
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that did not undergo cold treatment (FIG. S8). The exact fractions of each ploidy level in the 
Col-Sf2 and Col-0 seedlings was different, possibly because Col-0 showes different growth 
characteristics than Col-Sf2 (FIG. S7). 

An increase in genome copy number per nucleus during cold treatment may affect, 
in addition to chromatin decondensation, the higher order organization of the chromatin. 
Due to the inhibition of cell division during the cold period the genome copy number per 
nucleus may increase and the spatial localisation of chromosomes may be affected. This is 
consistent with the larger fraction of in trans 4C interactions found in 2wV seedlings 
compared to NV and FV seedlings. However, throughout the cold treatment (2wV and 
4wV) the fraction of polypoid nuclei remains stable, although the level of in trans 
interactions in 4wV seedlings is lower. Perhaps the decrease in interactions in trans towards 
the end of the long cold treatment might be explained by adaptation to the cold environment 
resulting in a slow reorganization of chromatin. 
 

Conclusion and perspectives 
The presented 4C study examined the chromosomal interaction pattern of the FLC gene 
upon its silencing induced by vernalization. The 4C interactions in cis appeared 
reproducible, which permitted the statistical analysis of the differences in interaction 
frequencies between the monitored stages of vernalization. Within the ~200 kb region 
around FLC gene, changes in interaction frequencies upon vernalization correlated with 
polycomb-repression of both the FLC gene as well as its interacting sequences. This 
observation is in line with genome-wide HiC studies that suggest the clustering of a small 
number of H3K27m3-enriched genomic regions. Here, we showed that the FLC gene 
interacts with such a local cluster after being silenced by polycomb. To get a better 
understanding what happens during the vernalization process, the genome-wide effects of 
the cold treatment on the chromatin organization have to be further analyzed. This can be 
achieved by cytological studies on chromatin compaction during cold stress as well as on  
endoreduplication related to the spatial distribution of chromosome territories in interphase 
nuclei. Ideally, H3K27me3 and gene expression levels at FLC interacting sequences should 
be measured in vernalized Col-Sf2 seedlings, because both can vary between different lines 
and growing conditions.  Furthermore, tissue- and cell type-specific 4C analysis may allow 
the identification of chromosomal interactions that are specific for certain tissues or cell-
types.  
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Material and methods 

Genotypes and growing conditions 

All experiments were conducted in Col-Sf2, which is a Col-0 line with a FRIGIDA 
introgression from Sf2 ecotype (obtained from Caroline Dean). Flow cytometry 
experiments were in addition performed in an in-house Col-0 line. 
Bleach sterilized seeds were sown on 1xMS agar plates and stratified for 48 h at 4 °C. 
Seedlings were grown at 21 °C and 16 h long day conditions. For vernalization 7 day old 
seedlings were transferred to 4 °C and 8h short day conditions for up to 4 weeks. For full 
vernalization, seedlings after 4 weeks of cold treatment were transferred back to 21 °C long 
day conditions for 7 more days.  
Of each analyzed vernalization state (NV, 2wV, 4wV, FV; FIG.1A) whole seedlings were 
harvested and processed as described below. 

4C-Seq 

3C analysis was performed similar as previously described with adaptations to A. thaliana  
(Hövel et al., 2012; Louwers et al., 2009b). 2-3 g Col-Sf2 seedling tissue was crosslinked in 
2% formaldehyde in 1xPBS for 15 minutes. Nuclei were isolated, as previously described 
(Hövel et al., 2012; Louwers et al., 2009b), resuspended in 250 µl 1.2 x buffer B (Roche) 
and treated with 0.2% (w/v) SDS. SDS was inactivated by 2% (w/v) TritonX-100 and prior 
to restriction digestion with 400 U BglII (Roche, 40U/µl) over night. BglII was inactivated 
with 1.3% (w/v) SDS; SDS as inactivated with 2.8% (w/v) TritonX-100. Following, 200 µl 
10x ligation buffer and 1440 µl milliQ were added (final volume 2 ml) and for intra-
molecular ligation of crosslinked and digested DNA the sample was incubated with 100 U 
T4 ligase (Promega, 10U/µl) at 16 C for 6 hours. Subsequently, chromatin was de-
crosslinked and DNA was precipitated as previously described (Hövel et al., 2012; Louwers 
et al., 2009b). To obtain 4C samples, DNA was digested with 50 U NlaIII (NEB, 5U/µl) 
and re-ligated for circularization in a 2 ml volume as described above. 100 ng of re-ligated, 
precipitated DNA served as template in each inverse PCR to produce 4C libraries. PCR was 
conducted with the Expand Long Template PCR System (Roche) and primers that amplify 
sequences ligated to a BglII-NlaIII fragment within the FLC gene (FIG.1B). To facilitate 
Illumina sequencing of 4C libraries the implemented primers also contained Illumina P5 
(forward) or P7 (reverse) sequencing tails and 2-3 bp tags for multiplexing (TABLE S1). 
Eight individual PCR reactions for each sample were combined and purified with a PCR 
clean-up kit (Qiagen). Libraries for each state were mixed in equal concentration and 
submitted to Illumina sequencing (performed by BGI on Illumina 2000 platform). 
Replicates were processed in different lanes of an Illumina sequencing chip. 
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4C data analysis 

NGS data obtained for all samples were first processed by filtering out truncated reads and 
the reads that did not contain the primary restriction site AGATCT (BglII). The resulting 
reads were mapped to a library of all AGATCT 5' and 3' fragment ends (fragments longer 
than 100 bp, fragment ends of 50bp length) from the TAIR10 genome used as the reference. 
Mapping was conducted by Bowtie2 with up to 2 mismatches allowed in the contact region 
only (TABLE S2). Only euchromatic regions of the Col-0 genome were analyzed further, 
excluding pericentromeric regions as defined in (Bernatavichute et al., 2008). 
Pericentromeric sequences were excluded from the analysis because of the limited 
confidence for exact mapping of 4C reads in heterochromatic regions. For 4C data 
interpretation only exact knowledge of genomic distance between a bait sequence and a 
captured sequence allows interpretation of physical distance. Mapping 4C data to any 
repetitive or multicopy sequences is ambiguous because of the limited confidence on their 
real genomic positions.  

The mapping results were processed to obtain data concerning the total number of 
reads mapped to all fragments (i.e., 5' mapped reads + 3' mapped reads). These data were 
formatted as "wig" files for inspection in genome browser (files frag100length*.wig). 
Mapping results were normalized to total number of reads in each sample per 10 million 
reads. Data was averaged for 20 kb or 5 kb windows. Single-tailed, paired T-tests were 
performed on average data for 20 kb or 5 kb windows from triplicates of NV and FV state. 
Significantly differences between the NV and FV state were assumed for t-tests resulting in 
a p-value < 0.05. 

In parallel, the mapping results (in *.sam files) were processed to estimat of the 
number of uniquely mapped reads by using eXpress (Roberts and Pachter, 2013). The 
resulting coverage of fragments (*.xprs files) was normalized according to the procedure 
based on ranking within classes of fragments (blind/non blind (where “blind” refers to 
captured sequences without a secondary restriction site), have short/long ends, short/long 
themselves) (van de Werken et al., 2012a). Ranks within each category are expressed in the 
scale from 0 to 1 and the total coverage of 5’ and 3’ ends is expressed as values from 0 to 2. 
Separately, the raw NGS data were analized by 4Cpipeline, as described by (van de Werken 
et al., 2012a). T-test to calculate significance between the NV and FV state were performed 
for single fragment data obtained from all three mapping/analysis approaches. Only 
fragment, for which all three data sets showed significant differences between the NV and 
FV state where considered for further analysis (FIG. S4). 

The different normalization approaches were tested to process 4C data and to be 
able to compare replicates as well as different conditions. Commonly used approaches for 
normalization of NGS data are i) normalization to the total number of obtained reads, ii) a 
ranking according to coverage normalization to the region of maximum coverage iii) 
normalization to the region of maximum coverage (as described above). Normalization by 
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ranking does eliminate the exponential slope within the central peak around the bait 
sequence. While a ranking based normalization has the disadvantage to complicate the 
interpretation of the edges of the highly interactive domain around the bait, it has the 
advantage to possibly allow easier identification of interaction frequencies that exceed the 
slope. In non-ranked, exponentially decreasing interaction frequencies, such interpretation 
can be more difficult. Normalization to the highest peak does not impair the integrity of the 
exponential slope around the bait, it allows comparison of replicates but complicates 
comparison of states. This study focused on the comparison of interaction frequencies 
between the monitored vernalization stages, rather than on absolute 4C maxima. Therefore, 
for the majority of this study 4C data normalization to the total coverage, or the coverage 
for interactions in cis (within the chromosome arm) was used. This normalization approach 
preserves quantitative interaction frequencies and therefore allows statistical comparison of 
different samples for all interactions in a region of interest. Only to compare the fractal 
enrichment of 4C reads on each chromosome arm, the sum of all interaction frequencies for 
each chromosome arm was normalized to the particular chromosome arm length.  

Processing public data sets 
Gene expression data for all genes on chromosome 5 within a 2 Mbp range around FLC 
was obtained from the AtGenExpress database for expression in seedlings by using the E-
Northern Webtool (http://bar.utoronto.ca/affydb/cgi-bin/affy_db_exprss_browser_in.cgi, 
Toufighi et al., 2005). Gene expression data was originally obtained from young (stage 1.0) 
and older (stage 1.9) Col-0 seedlings, grown on MS plate. 
H3K27me3 ChIP-seq data for 14 days old Col-0 seedlings (GSM1296932; GSM1296933), 
mapped to TAIR 10 genome, was obtained from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo, (Li et 
al., 2015a). For further analysis H3K27me3 ChIP-Seq read counts from a biological 
duplicate were pooled and subsequently summed up for 5 kb-bins along chromosome 5. 

RT-qPRC 

RNA was isolated with TRIzol® Reagent and a DNase Kit following the manufacturer’s 
instructions (ThermoFisher) from NV and FV seedlings. cDNA was synthesized from RNA 
with the RT minus Kit (ThermoFisher). Following cDNA was analyzed by quantitative 
PCR using HOT FIREPol EvaGreen qPCR Mix Plus (Solis BioDyne #08-24-00001) and 
primers listed in TABLE S3. 
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Flow cytometry 
Seedlings were harvested and washed twice in water to remove agar residues. From washed 
and decanted seedlings, nuclei were isolated as described previously (Galbraith et al., 
1983), stained with DAPI and analyzed by flow cytometry. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 1. 4C FLC interaction frequencies of 20 kb windows on all 5 chromosomes 
excluding pericentromeric regions. 4C data was normalized to genome-wide coverage and average +/- SEM for 
biological triplicates was calculated. The range of the y-axis is 0 to 20000 reads, cutting the maximum coverage on 
Chr5L off, to allow showing the overall genomic level of coverage. Below Chr5 a zoom into Chr5L with a 
maximum of 400000 reads/window is shown to underline the preference for short-range interactions. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 2. Comparison of 4C coverage on Chr5L between NV and 2wV or 4wV and FV, 
respectively. Interaction frequencies were normalized to total coverage on Chr5L. The position of FLC is 
indicated with an arrow. (A) Window size 2 Mb around FLC, showing an overlay of 20 kb window means for NV 
& 2wV, and 4wV & FV; +/- SEM. (B) Window size 200 kb around FLC, showing an overlay of 5 kb window 
means for NV & 2wV, and 4wV & FV; +/- SEM. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 3. Gene expression (A) and H3K27me3 levels (B) in 2 Mb region around FLC gene. 
The position of FLC is indicated with an arrow. 20 kb regions with 4C interaction frequencies significantly higher 
in FV state compared to NV state are indicated in grey. (A) Gene expression data was obtained from the public 
AtGenExpress database. The wide distribution of gene expression levels within windows that do have 4C 
interaction frequencies significantly higher in FV compared to NV and windows that do not, is displayed in a 
density plot as well as box plots. (B) Publically available H3K27me3 ChIP-seq data for 14 days old Col-0 
seedlings was obtained from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo. (GSM1296932; GSM1296933) (Li et al., 2015a). 
The fraction of H3K27me3 enriched regions (above background, dotted line) within windows that do have 4C 
interaction frequencies significantly higher in FV compared to NV is 29%, while the fraction of H2K27me3 
enriched regions that do not overlap with these windows is 26%. Regions in a 200 kb window around FLC were 
omitted from this analysis on distant sequences. For analysis of short range seqeuence, see FIG. 5. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 4. Comparing significant differences in interaction frequencies between NV and FV 
state for single BglII fragments on Chr5L measured by different mapping/4C analysis approaches. (A) Venn 
diagram indicating how many fragments on Chr5L showed differential 4C coverage (p<0.05) and what fragments 
are identified independently of the 4C mapping approach (as indicated in legend). (B) Positions of single 
fragments of the differential categories indicated in (A) on Chr5L. Positions with higher interaction frequencies 
before vernalization cluster around the viewpoint, similar as it has been seen for standardized 5 kb windows (Fig 
4b). Positions with higher interaction frequencies after vernalization are spread out over the chromosome arm. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 5. Example of flow cytometry set-up to measure DNA content in single nuclei. (A) 
Nuclei were gated by the correlation of forward ad side scatter. (B) Nuclei size was estimated by forward scatter 
and DNA content was measured by DAPI staining. (C) Nuclei were categorized by their DNA content. Two 
independent experiments for each state were pooled resulting in more than 80 000 gated nuclei. 
 
 
 

 
SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 6. Distribution of nuclei size in different ploidy classes changes during 
vernalization. Nuclei size was estimated by forward scatter in flow cytometry and DNA content was measured by 
DAPI staining. Two independent experiments for each state were pooled resulting in more than 80 000 gated 
nuclei. During the cold treatment the average nuclei size is increased in 2N, 4N, 8N and 16N nuclei. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 7. Seedling morphology. Col-Sf2 seedlings were either grown in normal warm 
conditions for 7 to 14 days, or after 7 days of normal conditions subjected to vernalization treatment. Col-0 
seedlings were grown for 7 to 10 days in normal warm conditions or for 7 days and subsequently for one week at 
cold (veranlization) conditions. For each stage five seedlings were randomly picked from MS plates and 
photographed.  
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 8. Fractions of nuclei in different ploidy levels in cold treated and not cold treated 
seedlings. Ploidy level was analyzed once by flow cytometry for nuclei from Col-Sf2 grown in normal warm 
conditions (A) as well as from Col-Sf2 and Col-0 briefly exposed to cold (B). The resulting nuclei fractions with 
different DNA content levels are compared to the data obtained for Col-Sf2 seedlings during vernalization, as 
shown in Fig 9.  
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TABLE S1. 4C primers 
 Forward primer * (P5 in capitals), tag in grey, BglII site in italics 

Sequencing 
lane 1 

Index 1: NV 
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGC
TCTTCCGATCTaccccatagcaactctatagatct 

Index 2: 2wV 
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGC
TCTTCCGATCTgtaccccatagcaactctatagatct 

Index 3: 4wV 
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGC
TCTTCCGATCTcaaaccccatagcaactctatagatct 

Index4: FV 
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGC
TCTTCCGATCTgataccccatagcaactctatagatct 

Sequencing 
lane 2 

Index 1: NV 
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGC
TCTTCCGATCTgataccccatagcaactctatagatct 

Index 2: 2wV 
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGC
TCTTCCGATCTcaaaccccatagcaactctatagatct 

Index 3: 4wV 
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGC
TCTTCCGATCTgtaccccatagcaactctatagatct 

Index4: FV 
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGC
TCTTCCGATCTaccccatagcaactctatagatct 

Sequencing 
lane 3 

Index 1: NV 
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGC
TCTTCCGATCTcaaaccccatagcaactctatagatct 

Index 2: 2wV 
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGC
TCTTCCGATCTgataccccatagcaactctatagatct 

Index 3: 4wV 
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGC
TCTTCCGATCTaccccatagcaactctatagatct 

Index4: FV 
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGC
TCTTCCGATCTgtaccccatagcaactctatagatct 

* indicated forward primers are all used in combination with the same reverse primer 
CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAtgtcttttgtcacacaacctttg (P7 in capitals) 
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TABLE S2. Results of NGS data processing 

sample data file 

number of reads % reads 
mapped to 
eu-
chromatin total after filtering 

mapped to 
fragment 
library 

Index 1: NV arabidopsis_1_1.fq 16871432 16126982 9487926 58.83% 

Index 2: 2wV arabidopsis_2_1.fq 14878396 14448008 9029675 62.50% 

Index 3: 4wV arabidopsis_3_1.fq 10365781 10064278 7737413 76.88% 

Index4: FV arabidopsis_1_2.fq 11967845 11501816 7133080 62.02% 

Index 1: NV arabidopsis_2_2.fq 16700212 15832576 9873466 62.36% 

Index 2: 2wV arabidopsis_3_2.fq 11375020 10934101 6597118 60.34% 

Index 3: 4wV arabidopsis_1_3.fq 5694192 5195956 3526168 67.86% 

Index4: FV arabidopsis_2_3.fq 8961788 8648700 4957468 57.32% 

Index 1: NV arabidopsis_3_3.fq 11459496 11241970 6795827 60.45% 

Index 2: 2wV arabidopsis_1_4.fq 12623982 11859951 5446140 45.92% 

Index 3: 4wV arabidopsis_2_4.fq 11210240 10990650 7591159 69.07% 

Index4: FV arabidopsis_3_4.fq 10702878 10516643 6514129 61.94% 

 
 

TABLE S3. Primers implemented in RT-qPCR 

Gene Forward primer Reverse primer 

At5g10050 CCGCCATGGAAAACACATTCA TGGACCAGGTGCCATAACAG 

At5g10060 AGATGTTCCTCTGCCACTTGA TGCTGATGCTATCTTCTCAGCC 

At5g10070 GGACTGATAATCTTGCAAGGGAAG ACCTGTGCACCTCTTTGCA 

At5g10100 TCCACACAGCAACAACTCAAC ATGGGAGAGAGAGTACCGTCA 

At5g10110 ACAGGAGATGACTTGCTTAGATCA AGTTGCTAGCTGCTTTCTGACT 

At5g10130 ATGCGTTTTGGTTCTCCCAC TCTTGCCCCGCGGATATATTG 

At5g10140 AAACGTCGCAACGGTCTCAT ATCTTGACCAGGTTATCGCCG 

At5g10150 TGTGATGAACCGGCTTACGAT ATTCAGCACAGTCAGAAGGGT 

At5g10160 TCCCTATCTCCACCGTTGCT CGGAAACGCCTCATACCTTAG 

At5g10170 ACTGTGAAGCCAAAGACTGTGA GCCCAAGATATTCCCTCACG 

At5g10180 TCTGCATTCCGCAGAGCATT CCGGTCCGATTGCTATCTCT 

At5g10190 CTCTCGGTGCTTTCCTCTGG GACTAGGGACTGAATCGCGG 

At5g10200 CGCAGAGAGGTTGGTGAAGA CTCTCACTCGCTGTTTCCCA 

At5g10220 TTCAGTGGTCGGAGAATGGC CGTTGCGTTTCTATGAGCCAAA 

At5g10230 CTTTGAGCGAGCTGTGATGTTG GGCATTAAAGAGTTCAAGAGCAG 

actin GGTAACATTGTGCTCAGTGGTGG AACGACCTTAATCTTCATGCTGC 
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DNA methylation and chromatin structure of two 
different paramutagenic loci in maize are distinct 

Is RdDM sufficient for paramutation? 

Here we studied two different paramutagenic loci in maize, the B’ locus and the transgenic 
vNYR locus. Both loci are epigenetically repressed and when combined with an 
homologous active locus, the paramutagenic allele causes the mitotically and meitoically 
heritable silencing of the active, paramutable locus. In maize, components of the canonical 
RdDM pathway have been shown to be required for paramutation and/or repression of a 
paramutagenic allele (Giacopelli and Hollick 2015). This has led to an RdDM model for 
paramutation in which siRNAs produced from the paramutagenic allele target the 
paramutable allele for silencing. However, the RdDM model is challenged by the 
observation that in a wild-type background, the levels of hepta-repeat siRNAs produced 
appeared to be similar between B’ and its paramutable epiallele B-I (Arteaga-Vazquez et al. 
2010; Belele et al. 2013). If B-I produces the same amounts of siRNAs as B’, and these 
levels of siRNAs are sufficient for paramutation, B-I is expected to be routinely silenced by 
RdDM independently of an exposure to B’ in the same nucleus. However, spontaneous 
paramutation of B-I plants occurs only in 0.1-10% of all B-I plants (Chandler and Stam 
2004). At the same time, it cannot be excluded that other mechanisms besides RdDM play a 
role in paramutation. Here we show that repression of B’ is independent of MOP2 but 
dependent on the RdDM components MOP1 and MOP3. In contrast repression of vNYR is 
dependent on all three components as well as RMR1. Below the similarities and differences 
between these two paramutagenic loci in relation to their dependency on RdDM are 
discussed. 

Tandem repeats act as cis-determinants of 
paramutation 
Cis-acting determinants of paramutation are sequences that are part of an allele and are 
thought to attract RdDM and thereby mediate the epigenetic repression of a paramutagenic 
allele. The responsible mechanism involves components of RdDM that transcribe siRNAs 
from these cis-acting sequences, which subsequently target homologous sequences of a 
paramutable epiallele and thereby promote repression and an epigenetic switch in trans. 
The current knowledge indicates a strong association between paramutation and the 
presence of repeated sequences, either in tandem orientation, inverted, or a combination of 
both (Stam 2009; Chapter 2 of this thesis). The sequence that mediates paramutation of B-I 

by B’ is a hepta-repeat, located 100 kb upstream of the coding region that also acts as an 
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enhancer of b1 expression (Louwers et al. 2009). The sequence that determines vNYR 
paramutagenicity probably is the tandem-repeat in its 35S promoter (Chapter 5 of this 
thesis). Indeed, the involvement of repeated sequences in paramutation is supported by the 
observation that repeats are prone to transcriptional gene silencing (Slotkin and Martienssen 
2007; Grewal and Jia 2007; Martienssen 2003).  

Distinct DNA methylation patterns displayed by different RdDM-
targeted paramutagenic loci 

Even though the DNA sequences of paramutable and paramutagenic alleles are either 
identical or very similar, the two types of alleles differ in the epigenetic modifications they 
carry, for example DNA methylation and histone modifications (Chapter 2 of this thesis). 
The involvement of RdDM in paramutation implies that paramutagenic and paramutated 
loci are DNA methylated in all sequence contexts (mCG, mCHG and mCHH). Specifically 
high levels of mCHH would be expected, as mCHH is, together with 24-nt siRNAs, a 
hallmark of RdDM (Matzke and Mosher 2014; Q. Li, Eichten, Hermanson, et al. 2014). 

The paramutagenic loci studied here, B’ and vNYR, are both methylated at the 
repeats implicated in paramutation, however, the vNYR promoter is methylated in all 
cytosine contexts while the B’ hepta-repeat only in CG and CHG context (Chapter 3 of this 
thesis; Chapter 5 of this thesis). The existence of RdDM loci with low CHH methylation is 
in contradiction with the canonical model of RdDM. Nevertheless, genome-wide bisulfite 
sequencing revealed that in maize about 18% of the DNA sequences that are categorized as 
an RdDM locus have CHH methylation levels below 5% (low-mCHH) (Chapter 3 of this 
thesis). This observation raises the question whether there is a functional difference 
between a repressed high-mCHH locus, such as vNYR, and a repressed low-mCHH locus, 
such as B’. The activation of vNYR in all tested RdDM mutants is accompanied with a two-
fold decrease in DNA methylation in all sequence contexts at the transgenic e35S promoter, 
whereas activation of B’ in RdDM mutants is accomplished while the mCG and mCHG 
levels at the hepta-repeat are mostly maintained (Chapter 3 of this thesis; Chapter 5 of this 
thesis). 

Symmetric DNA methylation, as present at the hepta-repeat, might be retained by 
maintenance methyltransferases, such as ZMET1, and/or chromomethylases, such as 
ZMET2 and ZMET5 (Li et al., 2014a). This is in agreement with the observation that DNA 
methylation at loci with less than 5% mCHH is, on average, is less dependent on MOP1 
than RdDM loci with more than 5% mCHH (Chapter 3 of this thesis) while methylation 
levels at RdDM loci with more than 25% mCHH, have been shown to be dependent on the 
RdDM machinery (Q. Li et al. 2015).  
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The chromatin structure of the B’ and vNYR paramutagenic loci is 
different 

In maize, the repressive chromatin marks H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 are associated with 
poorly or moderately expressed sequences, respectively (West et al. 2014; Gent et al. 2014). 
RdDM loci have, on average, intermediate levels of H3K9me2 and high levels of 
H3K27me2 (Gent et al. 2014). Furthermore, in maize Pol IV as well as Pol V subunits have 
been shown to interact with proteins that recognize H3K9me2 (Haag et al. 2014), which 
suggests that  Pol IV and Pol V bind to H3K9me2-marked chromatin (Zhang et al. 2013; 
Law et al. 2011) Therefore, from the average chromatin structure of RdDM-loc, an 
enrichment of H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 at paramutagenic loci might be expected. 

The B’ hepta-repeat is indeed marked with intermediate H3K9me2 and high 
H3K27me2 levels (Chapter 3 of this thesis). The vNYR transgene, on the other hand, is 
marked with H3K27me2, but not with H3K9me2 (Chapter 5 of this thesis). Indeed, also in 
Arabidopsis 40% of all RdDM loci are not enriched for H3K9me2 (S. Li et al. 2015)(S. Li 
et al. 2015). This suggests that, although H3K9me2 might be beneficial for the recruitment 
of RdDM, it may not be required. In maize the average H3K9me2 levels of RdDM loci are 
inversely correlated with the mCHH levels (Jonathan Gent, personal communication), and 
it is possible that part of the RdDM loci are not enriched for H3K9me2. The vNYR 
promoter is a high-mCHH RdDM locus and we propose that the variegated, paramutagenic 
vNYR transgene is an example of an RdDM locus devoid of H3K9me2.  

In the RdDM mutants affecting siRNA production the B’ locus is transcriptionally 
activated, which is accompanied with a decrease of H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 to 
intermediate levels and an increase of H3ac at the hepta-repeat, compared to the levels in 
wild-type plants (Chapter 3 of this thesis; Chapter 4 of this thesis). This decrease in 
repressive histone marks allows a partial transcriptional activation, which is in line with the 
genome-wide enrichment of these histon marks at moderately or lowly expressed sequences 
(Gent et al. 2014) In this regard, also the vNYR locus, after reactivation in an rmr1 mutant, 
shows a decrease, but not complete loss of H3K27me2 which is accompanied by an 
increase in H3ac levels (Chapter 5 of this thesis). In mop2 mutants, where most probably 
both Pol IV and Pol V and thereby the whole RdDM machinery becomes non-functional, 
the chromatin structure at the B’ epiallele stays repressed (Chapter 4 of this thesis). Hence, 
one may conclude that B’ is in fact not an RdDM locus. Yet, paramutation between B’ and 
B-I and, besides B’, numerous other low-mCHH loci were shown to produce MOP1-
dependent siRNAs (Dorweiler et al. 2000; Sidorenko et al. 2009; Sloan, Sidorenko, and 
McGinnis 2014; Chapter 3 of this thesis; Chapter 4 of this thesis). 
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An inverse gradient of mCHH and H3K9me2 emphasizes the variability 
of RdDM loci 

We propose that vNYR and B’ represent two distinct, extreme examples of RdDM loci. 
vNYR displays high mCHH and a lack of H3K9me2 while B’ shows low mCHH and high 
H3K9me2. When examining all RdDM loci defined by producing MOP1-dependent 
siRNAs, there appears to be a gradient in mCHH as well as H3K9me2 levels and these two 
gradients are negatively correlated with each other (FIG. 1, Jonathan Gent, personal 
communication).  

B’ is a very potent paramutagenic locus as it changes B-I into B’ with 100% 
efficiency. This is most probably achieved, because it is an easily maintainable, stably 
silenced epigenetic locus that has the ability to attract RdDM for silencing of its homolog 
B-I in trans.This raises the question if there are more paramutagenic low-mCHH “RdDM” 
loci. Most known cases of paramutation have been discovered in a serendipitous manner, 
because they affect, like B’ and vNYR, endogenous or transgenic loci that are easily 
monitored phenotypically. Many more paramutation-like switches have been observed 
using an unbiased genome-wide approach in maize recombinant inbred and near-isogenic 
lines (Regulski et al. 2013; Q. Li, Eichten, R, et al. 2014). Possibly, some of these 
sequences involved in paramutation-like switches are examples of such siRNA-producing 
low-mCHH loci. 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 1. RdDM loci categorized by their mCHH level show differences in H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 
level.RdDM loci in low-mCHH categories have higher H3K9me2 and H3K27me2 level than RdDM loci in high-
CHH categories. Data was obtained from a published study (Gent et al., 2014) and categorized into CHH levels. 
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Finally, we cannot exclude that low mCHH-RdDM loci have high mCHH levels at very 
specific developmental stages, e.g. during early embryogenesis, or in ancestral lineages, 
and that later during plant development, or in current lineages, mCHH got lost, while the 
loci still attract the RdDM machinery. A reason to still recruit RdDM and thereby the 
production of siRNAs at low mCHH loci, although less than at high mCHH loci, could be a 
combination of intrinsic sequence features, DNA methylation, chromatin modifications 
and/or the genomic position of loci, e.g. in between eu- and heterochromatin. In current 
literature maize RdDM loci are being defined by the presence of mCHH or the levels of 
RdDM-dependent siRNAs mapped to the locus (Q. Li et al. 2015; Gent et al. 2014) It is 
clear that the levels of DNA methylation and siRNAs can vary dramatically between 
different loci. To explain differences between RdDM loci, additional RdDM targeted 
sequences could be identified for example by ChIP-Seq, using antibodies against RdDM 
components such as Pol IV or Pol V. This analysis might allow the assessment of a more 
complete set of RdDM loci that subsequently could be examined for correlations between 
DNA methylation levels, genomic positions, sequence context, and possibly sequence 
motifs. Such data sets might explain why low mCHH loci still produce RdDM-dependent 
siRNAs. 

Chromosomal interaction pattern of a polycomb 
target in Arabidopsis 
Chromosome conformation capture (3C) technology allows the identification of physical 
interactions between different chromosome regions (Chapter 6 of this thesis). 3C analysis 
led for example to the identification of the chromosomal loop formed between the b1 
coding region and the hepta-repeat 100 kb upstream that is involved in tissue specific 
transcriptional activation, as well as paramutation (Louwers et al. 2009; Stam et al. 2002). 
Similar functional long-distance chromosomal interactions have been shown to be involved 
in the transcriptional regulation of many other genes in a variety of organisms (Shlyueva, 
Stampfel, and Stark 2014).  

The 4C method is an extended version of 3C that enables the genome-wide 
discovery of interactions between a known sequence and the rest of the genome. The 4C 
study presented here examined the chromosomal interaction pattern of the FLC gene during 
the silencing process induced by vernalization and if any of the detected interacting genes 
were co-regulated with the FLC gene (Chapter 7 of this thesis). In Drosophila 

melanogaster, polycomb silencing foci were shown to simultaneously contain multiple 
scattered genes that engaged in long-range interactions however exclusively with each other 
(Cléard et al. 2006; Lanzuolo et al. 2007; Tolhuis et al. 2011). Similarly, in Arabidopsis in 

cis physical interactions have been observed for particular euchromatic regions enriched for 
the polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2)-dependent H3K27me3 mark (Feng et al. 2014; 
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Wang et al. 2015). Such interactive clusters are, however, limited to a small number of 
genomic regions containing longer stretches of H3K27me3 enrichment. Comparison of a 
~200 kb region around the FLC gene in non-vernalized plants (FLC is active) to vernalized 
plants (FLC is repressed by polycomb) showed that the interaction frequencies with 
sequences with low H3K27me3 decreased after vernalization while interaction frequencies 
with sequences with high H3K27me3 increased (Chapter 7 of this thesis) These results 
indicate that, once the FLC gene itself is repressed by polycomb, it interacts preferably with 
the closest polycomb targets rather than with non-polycomb targets. This observation is in 
line with the concept of H3K27me3-dependent interactive clusters (Feng et al. 2014) and 
emphasizes their dynamic nature. During vernalization a general transient increase in 
interactions with sequences in trans was detected, indicating global changes in chromatin 
compaction and organization during a cold period. We showed that in the cold seedling 
nuclei contained on average more genome copies, and were also larger than nuclei from 
seedings that were not exposed to the cold. These changes indicate that higher-order 
chromatin organization probably is due to cold-stress induced chromatin decompaction 
(Tessadori et al. 2009; Florentin, Damri, and Grafi 2013; Paul Fransz, personal 
communication), as well as genome endoreduplication, followed by cell cycle arrest (Chen 
et al. 2011; De Storme, Copenhaver, and Geelen 2012). 

Similarly to all other 3C-based studies in Arabidopsis, the presented 4C study was 
conducted by pooling tissue from whole Arabidopsis seedlings. As different cell types are 
likely to have different gene expression profiles, the resulting 4C map is likely a 
superimposition of several, distinct cell type-specific interaction maps. Tissue- or cell type-
specific 4C analysis may allow the identification of more concise chromosomal interaction 
patterns.  

The 4C analysis on Arabidopsis did not reveal any long-distance interactions 
between FLC and regulatory sequences, which is not surprising, as the gene-dense 
Arabidopsis genome leaves virtually no space for distant non-coding regulatory sequences. 
A similar study in maize would be much more potent to identify specific long-range 
interactions with e.g. enhancer sequences, as the maize genome has more non-coding 
sequences with regulatory potential. However, the complexity of the maize genome also 
complicates the application of sequencing-based methodologies. The saturation with highly 
repetitive sequences and the low quality of the maize genome sequence available 
diminishes the confidence in 4C maps because exact genomic positions of many sequences 
are ambiguous. Nevertheless, advances in next generation sequencing technologies, such as 
the growing availability of longer high quality sequencing reads, may approve the mapping 
confidence significantly in the near future.  
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Final remarks 
In this thesis the chromatin structure of two different paramutagenic RdDM loci in maize 
and the chromosomal interaction pattern of a polycomb-target locus in A. thaliana have 
been studied. The two paramutagenic loci studied in maize, vNYR and B’, represent two 
distinct, extreme examples of RdDM loci, as they represent the endpoints of a negative 
correlation between mCHH and H3K9me2 levels among RdDM loci in maize. Many 
paramutation-like switches have been observed using an unbiased genome-wide approach 
in maize recombinant inbred and near isogenic lines (Regulski et al. 2013; Q. Li, Eichten, 
R, et al. 2014). It would be interesting to examine if other low-mCHH loci, besides B’ 
could be paramutagenic and produce siRNAs that predominantly target homologous 
sequences in trans.  

The observation that, upon vernalization and subsequent silencing, the FLC gene 
engages in a local H3K27me3-dependent interactive cluster, indicates a role of 
chromosomal interactions in the regulation of gene activity. However, for FLC only 
interactions in a region smaller than 200 kb surrounding the FLC gene could be correlated 
with their H3K27me3 status. Specific longer-range interactions as observed for example in 
mammals (Nora et al. 2012; Dixon et al. 2012), might not exist in the Arabidopsis genome, 
but only in larger, more complex genomes. Finally, while functional chromosomal 
interactions do exist, they are dynamic and can be masked by stochastic chromosomal 
interactions that differ considerably between single cells (Nagano et al., 2013). 
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Summary 
In eukaryotic cells genomic DNA is compartmentalized in the cell nucleus. DNA, together 
with DNA-bound proteins and RNA forms chromatin, which is not randomly distributed in 
the nucleus, but folded in a hierarchical manner. In the nucleus, DNA is transcribed into 
RNA, which is subsequently transported out of the nucleus to the cytoplasm and translated 
into proteins. Transcription can be positively or negatively influenced by the binding of 
regulatory proteins to certain DNA sequences. The transcription level of DNA sequences is 
additionally influenced by chemical modifications of DNA and histone proteins, as well as 
by interactions with particular DNA sequences. 

Multi-cellular organisms consist of many different cell types. In each cell type a 
specific set of genes is actively transcribed, while other genes are silenced. Thereby, only 
proteins that are needed for the cell-type-specific functionality are expressed. Besides 
genes, the genome also contains a large proportion of other sequences, of which some have 
gene-regulatory potential. This thesis addresses two different silencing mechanisms, 
targeting either non-coding regulatory sequences or genes during plant development.  

A silencing mechanism specific to plants is RNA-directed DNA methylation 
(RdDM). This mechanism uses RNA molecules that are 24 nucleotides short and also 
called short interfering RNAs or siRNAs. These siRNAs mediate the addition of DNA 
methylation to DNA sequences that are complementary to the sequence of the siRNAs. As 
a consequence, these DNA sequences are transcriptionally repressed. Transcriptional 
repressive marks that are found at RdDM-targeted loci are, among others, a specific type of 
DNA methylation and a histone mark named H3K9me2. In maize, RdDM is known to be 
involved in the transfer of silencing information between alleles of particular genes. During 
this process, which is called paramutation, a plant inherits a silenced, paramutagenic allele 
of a specific gene from one parent and an active, paramutable allele of the same gene from 
the other parent, and this active allele gets silenced. Moreover, when the originally silenced 
allele is crossed out, the originally active allele will remain silenced, and will even obtain 
the ability to silence other, active alleles. When components of the RdDM pathway are 
mutated, paramutation is impaired and paramutagenic alleles can lose their repression. 
Here, we focused on two different paramutagenic loci, B’, encoding a factor in plant 
pigmentation, and vNYR, a transgenic locus encoding a fluorescent marker protein. We 
studied the level of DNA methylation and histone marks at the B’ and vNYR loci, and how 
the levels of these marks changed in RdDM mutants. Although both the B’ and vNYR locus 
are paramutagenic and require RdDM components for their repression, their DNA 
methylation level and chromatin marks were different. While B’ was enriched for the 
histone mark H3K9me2 and had low levels of a specific type of DNA methylation, vNYR 
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was devoid of H3K9me2 and had high levels of this particular type of DNA methylation. 
Within the whole range of genome-wide loci that are targeted by RdDM, an inverse 
correlation between the two repressive marks DNA methylation and H3K9me2 was 
observed. We propose that vNYR and B’ are two distinct, rather extreme cases of RdDM-
loci. A future perspective is to determine whether there is a correlation between the 
repressive marks they carry and their behavior in paramutation. It would also be interesting 
to examine if different types of RdDM loci serve distinct functions in general. 

Paramutation causes a permanent, heritable silencing of a formally active gene. 
While it may be beneficial to permanently silence particular sequences, other sequences 
have to be silenced or re-activated throughout development in a dynamic way. The 
repression of developmentally regulated genes is accomplished by polycomb proteins, via a 
process that is widely conserved among multicellular organisms, including plants and 
animals. An example of a gene that is developmentally silenced by polycomb proteins is the 
Flowering Locus C (FLC) of the model plant Arabidopsis. FLC encodes a flowering 
repressor that ensures that the plant does not flower too early after germination. However, 
to allow flowering at a later time point, FLC has to be silenced for the rest of the plant life 
cycle. Silencing of FLC is induced by vernalization, which is a prolonged cold treatment of 
the plant. We studied the chromosomal interaction pattern of the FLC gene and tested 
whether certain interactions change after polycomb silencing of this gene. The results 
indicated that, once the FLC gene itself was repressed by polycomb, it interacted preferably 
with the nearest polycomb targets rather than with non-polycomb targets. However, 
sequences that were not a polycomb target are not completely avoided. This indicates that 
particular interaction partners might be preferred, but are not exclusive. Furthermore, we 
noticed genome-wide changes in chromosomal interactions during the cold treatment. 
These changes correlated with a larger size of nuclei during the cold than before and after 
the cold treatment. The larger size of nuclei, together with the global changes in 
chromosomal interactions, suggest that during the cold treatment the chromatin is packed in 
the nucleus in a less compact manner. To get a better understanding of the correlation 
between chromatin reorganization and the size of nuclei further research is needed.  
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Samenvatting 
Het genomisch DNA in eukaryotische cellen bevind zich in de celkern, waarin het samen 
met  DNA-gebonden eiwitten en RNA chromatine vormt. Chromatine is niet willekeurig 
verdeeld in de kern, maar op een hiërarchische wijze gevouwen. In de celkern wordt DNA 
getranscribeerd tot RNA, dat vervolgens vanuit de celkern naar het cytoplasma wordt 
getransporteerd voor de translatie naar eiwitten. Transcriptie van DNA kan positief of 
negatief worden beïnvloed door de binding van regulerende eiwitten aan specifieke DNA-
sequenties. Het niveau van transcriptie wordt verder beïnvloed door chemische modificaties 
van DNA en histon eiwitten, en door interacties met specifieke DNA-sequenties. 
 Meercellige organismen bestaan uit vele verschillende celtypen, waarbij in elk 
celtype een specifieke set van genen actief wordt getranscribeerd, terwijl andere genen 
worden geremd. Hierdoor worden alleen eiwitten die nodig zijn voor het functioneren van 
de specifieke celtypen geproduceerd. Naast genen bevat het genoom ook een groot deel 
overige , niet-coderende sequenties, waarvan sommige een rol spelen bij gen-regulatie. Dit 
proefschrift behandeld twee verschillende mechanismen die transcriptie onderdrukken 
(silencing mechanismen) tijdens plantontwikkeling,: een silencing mechanisme dat zich 
richt op de niet-coderende regulerende sequenties en een mechanisme dat zich richt op 
genen. 
 RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) is een silencing mechanisme dat 
specifiek is voor planten. Dit mechanisme maakt gebruik van korte RNA-moleculen (24 
nucleotiden) die ook small interfering RNAs of siRNAs worden genoemd. Deze siRNAs 
veroorzaken de methylering van DNA-sequenties die complementair zijn aan de sequentie 
van de siRNAs, waardoor de betreffende DNA sequenties transcriptioneel worden 
onderdrukt. Kenmerken van transcriptionele repressie, die bij loci die een doelwit vormen 
van het RdDM-mechanisme zijn gevonden, zijn onder andere een specifiek type van DNA-
methylatie en een histon modificatie genaamd H3K9me2. In maïs is RdDM betrokken bij 
het overnemen van silencing informatie tussen allelen van bepaalde genen. Tijdens dit 
proces, dat paramutatie wordt genoemd, erft een plant een gesilenced, paramutageen allel 
van een specifiek gen van de ene ouder en een actief, paramuteerbaar allel van hetzelfde 
gen van de andere ouder, en wordt het actieve allel gesilenced. Ook wanneer het 
oorspronkelijk gesilencede allel wordt verwijderd, blijft het oorspronkelijk actieve allel 
gesilenced, en zal het zelfs het vermogen verkrijgen om andere, actieve allelen te silencen. 
Wanneer onderdelen van RdDM worden gemuteerd, wordt de paramutatie verzwakt en 
kunnen paramutagene allelen hun repressie verliezen. We hebben twee verschillende 
paramutagene loci onderzocht: B’, dat codeert voor een factor in plantpigmentatie en vNYR, 
een transgeen locus dat codeert voor een fluorescerend marker eiwit. We hebben het niveau 
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van DNA methylatie en histon modificaties van B’ en vNYR loci bestudeerd, en wat de 
niveaus van deze kenmerken zijn in RdDM mutanten. Hoewel zowel de B’ en vNYR locus 
paramutageen zijn en RdDM onderdelen nodig hebben voor hun repressie, waren hun DNA 
methylatie-niveau en chromatine kenmerken anders. Waar B’ was verrijkt voor H3K9me2 
en een laag niveau vertoonde van een bepaald type van DNA-methylatie, miste vNYR 
H3K9me2 en vertoonde een hoog niveau van hetzelfde type DNA-methylatie. De hele 
groep van RdDM loci vertoont een inverse correlatie tussen de twee repressieve kenmerken 
DNA-methylatie en H3K9me2. Wij stellen voor dat vNYR en B’ twee verschillende, 
extreme gevallen van RdDM-loci zijn. Toekomstig onderzoek zou kunnen zijn om te 
bepalen of er een correlatie bestaat tussen de repressieve kenmerken van RdDM-loci en hun 
gedrag in paramutatie. Het zou ook interessant zijn om te onderzoeken of verschillende 
soorten RdDM-loci verschillende functies hebben. 
 Paramutatie zorgt voor een permanente, erfelijke silencing van een formeel actief 
gen. Hoewel het gunstig kan zijn bepaalde sequenties permanent te silencen, moeten andere 
sequenties dynamisch gesilenced of gereactiveerd worden tijdens de ontwikkeling. De 
repressie van de ontwikkeling-gereguleerde genen wordt gedaan door Polycomb-eiwitten, 
in een proces dat geconserveerd is in multicellulaire organismen zoals planten en dieren. 
Een voorbeeld van een gen dat tijdens de ontwikkeling gesilenced wordt door Polycomb-
eiwitten is de Flowering Locus C (FLC) van de modelplant Arabidopsis. FLC codeert voor 
een repressor die ervoor zorgt dat de plant niet te vroeg na het ontkiemen bloeit. Om echter 
op een later tijdstip wel te bloeien, moet FLC worden gesilenced voor de rest van de 
levenscyclus van de plant. Silencing van FLC wordt geïnduceerd door vernalisatie, een 
lange koude-behandeling van de plant. We bestudeerden het chromosomale 
interactiepatroon van het FLC gen en hebben gekeken of bepaalde interacties zijn 
veranderd na Polycomb silencing van dit gen. Wij zagen dat wanneer het FLC gen zelf 
werd gesilenced door Polycomb, het gen een voorkeur vertoonde voor interacties met de 
andere, dichtbijgelegen Polycomb-targets boven niet-polycomb-targets. Sequenties die geen 
Polycomb-target zijn werden echter niet volledig vermeden. Dit geeft aan dat, hoewel 
specifieke interactie partners de voorkeur hebben, deze niet exclusief zijn. Verder 
observeerden we genoom-brede veranderingen in de chromosomale interacties tijdens de 
koude-behandeling. Deze veranderingen gecorreleerden met een groter formaat van 
celkernen tijdens de behandeling met koude tegenover voor en na de behandeing met 
koude. Het grotere formaat van celkernen, en de globale veranderingen in chromosomale 
interacties suggereren dat tijdens de behandeling met koude het chromatine in de celkern 
minder compact is verpakt. Verder onderzoek is nodig, om een beter inzicht te krijgen in de 
samenhang tussen chromatine reorganisatie en de grootte van de celkernen. 
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